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This research proposes a new construct, post-purchase anticipated regret (PPAR),
to expand the existing retailing and regret theory literature streams. Specifically, the
purpose of this research is to understand the antecedents and consequences of postpurchase anticipated regret in an online retailing context. Study 1 uses qualitative data
drawn from depth-interviews with online shoppers to investigate the pre-purchase factors
that contribute to PPAR formation. Building from these results, studies 2 and 3
empirically test an original conceptual model to holistically understand PPAR.
Additionally, the role of online shopping self-affirmation and regret coping strategies are
explored as means to combat PPAR formation. Managerial and theoretical implications
are offered, as well as research limitations and future research directions.
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INTRODUCTION
Experiencing regret seems to be a natural tendency for individuals after making a
decision (Zeelenberg and Pieters 2007; Carmon and Ariely 2000; Carmon, Wertenbroch
and Zeelenberg 2003). Everyone experiences regret at some point in their lives, whether
it be related to a career path not taken or a new smartphone purchased a week before the
release of an updated model. Statements of regret typically align with phrases such as
“what I should have done” or “what I should not have done.” Regret has been examined
following a purchase decision, with regret formation limited to the traditional brick-andmortar setting (Reynolds, Folse, and Jones 2006; Inman and Zeelenberg 2002; Simonson
1992, Heitmann et al. 2007; Tsiros and Mittal 2000). A host of factors have been found to
influence regret evaluations in an offline setting including: responsibility for the decision
(Frijda et al. 1989; Zeelenberg et al. 1996; 1998), decision permanence (Landman 1993;
Engel et al. 1995), and taking action versus no action (Gilovich and Medvec 1995;
Kahneman and Tversky 1982).
Although this foundational offline research provides valuable insights for both
marketing theory and practice, consumers are gravitating toward using online retail
channels to accomplish their purchasing needs (Gao 2013). Thus, marketing literature
also needs to understand regret from an online retail perspective. Specifically,
understanding the various pre and post-purchase factors that influence regret formation
1

and its consequences following an online purchase, as well as examining unexplored
factors that are unique to the virtual world. Before examining the differences between
regret formation in offline and online retail settings, a brief overview of literature
illustrating the importance of online retailing will follow.
The benefits that online retailing channels offer consumers has been explored in
prior marketing literature and include: higher levels of perceived user control, better
prices, more selection, greater convenience, more user freedom/flexibility, and overall
fun or enjoyment (Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2001; UPS 2015; Childers, Carr, Peck, and
Carson 2002). This virtual channel also serves to benefit online retailers through both
higher sales revenue and the means to collect additional information on consumer
shopping behavior. In the United States alone, over two-thirds of online adults shop
online on a monthly basis, spending an average of $114 per order to contribute to the
2014 online retail spending estimate of over $304.9 billion (Mintel 2015). These numbers
are projected to continually grow each year, especially when considering the global
online market (Evans 2015).
Despite the size and benefits of the online retail environment (Forsythe, Lui,
Shannon, and Gardner 2006; Sarkar 2011), consumers associate a greater degree of
uncertainty and risk with online purchases (Cho et al. 2006; Zeelenberg 1999). When
consumers experience feelings of uncertainty prior to purchasing, it can lead to
subsequent negative post-purchase evaluations such as regret (Heitmann et al. 2007). The
specific online shopping factors that attribute to greater levels of consumer regret have
not yet been explored in current marketing literature.
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Research in the psychology field has taken initial steps to examine how regret
formation may differ in the online and offline formats; with Park (2011) investigating the
influence of respondents finding the same product online/offline for a cheaper price.
Noting that significantly more regret was found to occur in situations in which the
product was purchased online and later found in stores, as opposed to bought in-stores
and found online, Park (2011) recommends further research exploration into
understanding how regret may be experienced differently in the online setting. Thus,
understanding how the online retail environment differs from the traditional retail setting
in the context of regret is warranted.
The general differences between online and offline retail settings has been well
documented in the marketing literature stream (Holloway and Beatty 2003; Alba et al.
1997; Degeratu, Rangaswamy, and Wu 1998). One of the most important distinctions
between offline and online shopping concerns the perceived waiting time between
purchase and receipt of the actual product (Childers et al. 2002). Typically in the
traditional retail setting, consumers purchase and immediately receive the product before
exiting the store. In such instances, consumers can instantly begin evaluating their
decision as they have possession of the tangible product. Conversely, in the online retail
setting consumers make the purchase, and then must wait the allotted shipping and
handling time to physically receive the product. As consumers continually expect faster
shipping times, most consumers will wait an average of 6-8 days for shipping time (UPS
2015). Termed the ‘gamma stage’ of the purchasing process (Oliver 1997), this waiting
period is shown to elicit feelings of dissonance and apprehension regarding the outcome
of the chosen product (Soutar and Sweeney 2003).
3

This research explores such feelings in a new construct, referred to as postpurchase anticipated regret or PPAR. PPAR refers to an emotional state in which a
consumer anticipates feelings of disappointment or sorrow with a purchase decision they
have already made, but have yet to receive the product. Based on an exhaustive search of
the literature, this research is the first to explore consumer regret formation at this stage
of the purchasing process, and important online shopping factors that may act as
influences or consequences of PPAR.
Continuing the discussion of differences between online and offline retail
considerations, the number of available alternatives and the accessibility of product
attribute information grows tremendously in the online context (Cho et al. 2006). For
instance, as a trip to a local Best Buy store for a touch-screen laptop may provide
consumers with six different options to consider, a simple online search for touch-screen
laptops via Amazon yields 320 pages and over 7,000 potential results. As choice and
information overload has been shown to lead to post-purchase regret in brick-and-mortar
stores (Miller et al. 1990; Keaveney et al. 2007), the potential for overload is drastically
enhanced online. Additionally, when shopping online, consumers have the ability to
easily assess other consumers’ opinions through customer reviews. Reading through
reviews not only increases the amount of time and effort spent evaluating the product, but
also allows consumers to consider the pros and cons of the purchase (Schlosser 2011). If
consumers are faced with conflicting information in such reviews, it becomes challenging
for consumers to determine credibility (Baek, Ahn, and Choi 2012), and take a definite
stance on whether or not the product should be purchased.
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Overall, in an online retail setting, greater number of alternatives, product
information, and accessibility to reviews, all increase the amount of deliberation and
effort that a consumer must put forth in evaluating their decision prior to purchasing (Cho
et al. 2006). Whether or not these factors represent advantages or disadvantages in terms
of regret formation has been a source of controversy in academic literature. Some
research argues that engaging in greater levels of cognitive effort, through evaluating
various alternatives and the opinions of others, can actually lead to lower levels of
experienced regret formation (Park 2011). Conversely, other researchers argue nearly the
direct opposite, citing that greater pre-purchase deliberation and consideration of various
decisional factors can actually lead to less certainty in purchase decisions and produce
negative outcomes (Nordgren and Dijksterhuis 2009; Heitmann et al. 2007). The
importance of research on online regret formation extends beyond investigating the role
of deliberation prior to purchasing, but also to developing retailers’ strategies to combat
such negative emotions after they form. As consumers undergo various coping strategies
to deal with feelings of regret (Festinger 1964), understanding the resulting outcomes of
consumer coping, and the role retailers can play during this post-purchase stage warrants
further exploration. Marketing research and practice needs a clear understanding of how
both pre and post-purchase factors in the online retail environment impacts consumers’
evaluations of their purchase decision.
Significance of Study
The current research is able to benefit both marketing theory and practice through
a deeper understanding of regret in the online retail setting. From a theoretical
perspective, this research introduces a new conceptualization of regret, PPAR, at a
5

previously unstudied stage of the purchasing process. As discussed, the online
environment prolongs the purchasing process, and differs from traditional retail shopping
in many ways (Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2001; Holloway and Beatty 2003). This research
expands the current marketing literature stream for both regret formation and regret
theory. Furthermore, the integration of cross-disciplinary findings from other social
science fields helps to create an in-depth understanding of PPAR and further contributes
to the overall body of regret knowledge (Deshpande 1999; Bagozzi 1984).
In addition to expanding the literature stream, this research further contributes to
marketing theory by attempting to understand how pre-purchase deliberation contributes
to PPAR. As conflicting findings about the impact of deliberation have been reported in
the past (Muthukrishnan and Chark 2014; Melynk, van Herpen, Fischer, and van Trijp
2011; Nordgren and Dijksterhuis 2009; Ackerman and Gross 2006), this research will
attempt to clarify the impact of deliberation for online retail purchases. Finally, as prior
regret research has shown, regret is best understood by considering the holistic
perspective of relevant antecedents and consequences of the construct (Heitmann et al.
2007; Zeelenberg and Pieters 2004; Reynolds et al. 2006). Thus, the research will
examine both the influences and consequences of PPAR, to achieve a more complete
understanding of this phenomenon.
In addition to theoretical insights, marketing practitioners can gain valuable
information from this research. Regret has been shown to lead to potential negative firm
outcomes including: dissatisfaction (Inman et al. 1997; Taylor 1997), consumer switching
behaviors (Zeelenberg and Pieters 1999; 2004), and negative influence on repurchase
intentions (Keaveney et al. 2007; Tsiros and Mittal 2000). Managers must understand
6

ways to combat or overcome such regret evaluations to achieve more favorable outcomes
moving forward. Although the many benefits that online shopping channels can offer
retailers has been discussed, if the prior regret research findings hold in the online
environment, this would suggest that the online channel may be very conducive for
generating higher levels of PPAR (Miller et al. 1990; Landman 1993; Keaveney et al.
2007; Engel et al. 1995).
For instance, if PPAR forms from consumers feeling frustrated due to the effort
spent evaluating the various options, managers should seek strategies to reduce the
number of considerations a consumer must evaluate. Methods such as automatic filters or
top suggestions based on the keyword search may be useful strategies to resolve such
problems. Retail managers can also gain insight into understanding the importance on
time spent in the online purchasing process. In particular, the amount of time spent during
the deliberation phase will be explored in this research.
As discussed, once PPAR forms, managers should understand how to diminish its
potential negative impact. One recommendation offered by the dissonance literature
stream involves the role of self-affirmation, in which consumers are made to feel good
about themselves and their skills as an online shopper (Townsend and Sood 2012;
Aronson et al. 2006; Steele 1988). Prior marketing literature suggests that retailers should
send follow-up communication after a purchase to assure consumers that they made the
right decision, and further diminish feelings of dissonance or regret (Engle 1963; Soutar
and Sweeney 2003; Mowen 1995); however, the specific factors that actually minimize
these negative feelings have received little attention in marketing literature (Hunt 1970).
This research will consider how affirming one’s self influences the resulting coping
7

strategies and consequences of PPAR, to determine whether or not post-purchase retail
communication should include self-affirming messages.
Statement of Purpose
While prior studies have considered the formation of anticipated and experienced
regret in the traditional brick-and-mortar context (Tsiros and Mittal 2000; Reynolds et al.
2006), the online retail setting offers a variety of distinctions that influence both the pre
and post-purchase stages of the purchasing process. Regret formation following a
purchase decision, but prior to receiving the product has not been studied in marketing
literature; thus, the purpose of this research is to better understand the various influences
and consequences of PPAR in an online retail setting. This research will accomplish this
goal by undertaking both a qualitative, exploratory approach, followed by a quantitative
empirical investigation.
In this research, the various factors that consumers consider during the prepurchase stage will be examined to identify the influence of deliberation on PPAR for
online shopping. Based on prior theoretical foundations, relevant moderating variables of
purchase involvement, intangibility of the purchase, and perceived expense will be
studied to understand their influence on the strength of the various pre-purchase
relationships (Bettman 1986; Petty and Cacioppo 1979; Kopalle et al. 2009; Laroche,
Yang, McDougall, and Bergeron 2005). To gain a holistic understanding of PPAR, this
research will move beyond the influences of PPAR to also consider the resulting
consequences. Two distinct consumer coping strategies will be considered in this
research, personal justification and alternative discounting, which have previously been
explored in dissonance decision making literature (McLeod 2014). As consumers often
8

use such strategies as a means to convince themselves that they made a good decision,
retailers may actually seek to positively benefit from consumer coping. If consumers
believe that they made a good purchasing decision, positive future behavioral intentions
and evaluations should result. Merging concepts from both the regret and dissonance
literature streams also calls for investigating how the role of self-affirmation influences
this new construct of PPAR (Steele 1988; McConnell and Brown 2010). As selfaffirmation has been shown as a means for reducing negative feelings or dissonance by
reminding oneself of positive attributes (Aronson, Wilson, and Akert 2006), this research
will empirically test if similar findings hold in the PPAR online context.
Organization
This dissertation is organized in the following manner: first, a review of relevant
literature regarding the origins and evolution of the concept of PPAR is conducted.
Second, a series of qualitative depth interviews are performed. Twenty-two respondents
were interviewed following a recent online purchase in which they were beginning to
second-guess or doubt if they made the right decision. The purpose of this study was to
uncover the influences of PPAR in an online setting, and understand the various prepurchase deliberation factors that contribute to its formation. As regret formation has not
been considered during the post-purchase but pre-consumption phase, nor in the online
retail setting, an exploratory qualitative investigation is warranted. The interview
responses were transcribed, coded, and analyzed by a team of trained marketing
researchers. The results of the qualitative findings, coupled with existing literature, leads
to the identification of the dominant contributing factors of online PPAR and their
hypothesized relationships. To further gain a complete understanding of this construct,
9

the resulting consequences of PPAR are further hypothesized based on prior theoretical
findings.
In order to empirically examine the relationships that influence the formation of
PPAR and its subsequent consequences, the author proposes a conceptual model. This
model is derived from the qualitative findings, as well as the examination of relevant
cross-disciplinary literature. A survey was developed to test the hypothesized
relationships and the relative influence of each construct. A pre-test of the data is
conducted utilizing a national online panel database to test the measurement model and
the reliability of the scales. Using the pre-test data, an exploratory factor analysis is
performed to test internal consistency and unidimensionality. Additionally, to establish
both convergent and discriminant validity, a confirmatory factor analysis is conducted.
The results of the pre-test are then used for the primary data collection which was
divided into two collections: antecedents of PPAR and consequences of PPAR. Using the
scale items from the pre-test analysis, participants from an online national panel database
were surveyed about a recent online purchase in which they are now doubting their
purchase decision, but have yet to physically receive the items. For the antecedents
model, a two-group analysis was conducted based on the amount of times the consumer
visited their online cart before purchasing (2 times or less versus 3 or more times). For
the consequences model, respondents were randomly assigned to one of two surveys to
test the influence of self-affirmation. One group of respondents received questions related
to self-affirmation, and the other group did not. The results of these studies are then
discussed, as well as managerial and theoretical implications, and directions for future
research.
10

LITERATURE REVIEW
Understanding Regret
In order to gain an understanding of what leads to online post-purchase
anticipated regret, a review of related regret concepts and their foundational academic
literature is an essential first step. Post-purchase anticipated regret literature primarily
stems from the work of the overarching negative affective state of regret (Zeelenberg
1999). Regret encompasses feelings of remorse or disappointment concerning an action
that was/was not undertaken by the consumer (Simonson 1992). This negative state arises
under conditions of uncertainty in which a consumer compares the chosen outcome to the
other available alternative outcomes (Reynolds et al. 2006). Simply put, regret is “the
painful sensation of recognizing that ‘what is’ compares unfavorably with ‘what might
have been’ (Sugden 1985, p. 77).” Such evaluations generate feelings of regret, even if
the decision appeared to be the right one when it was initially made (Loomes and Sugden
1982; Bell 1982).
Building upon the conceptualization of regret, it is essential to understand the
impact of this construct. With this goal in mind, numerous studies have considered the
resulting consequences of consumer regret. The relationship between regret and
satisfaction/dissatisfaction has overwhelmingly comprised the majority of this research
stream (Keaveney, Huber, and Herrman 2007). Higher levels of experienced regret lead
11

to greater dissatisfaction with the outcome (Taylor 1997; Inman et al. 1997; Cooke et al.
2001; Tsiros 1998; Zeelenber and Pieters 1999, 2004; Keaveney et al. 2007). Although
these two concepts both result from unpleasant experiences, dissatisfaction and regret
have been shown to be theoretically and empirically distinct concepts (Tsiros 1998;
Tsiros and Mittal 2000; Zeelenberg and Pieters 1999, 2004). This distinction is made
clear by Keaveney et al. (2007), “Dissatisfaction occurs when product performance falls
below what the buyer expected for that product; in contrast, regret occurs when product
performance falls below what the buyer could have had with a foregone alternative (p,
1209).”
Although the concepts of regret and dissatisfaction differ, they are often
simultaneously included into empirical investigations. In fact, regret has been shown to
only have an indirect relationship to complaint intentions through a satisfaction
evaluation (Tsiros and Mittal 2000). This finding indicates that regret alone does not
influence a consumer to make a formal complaint, as the presence of dissatisfaction must
further be present. Regret does however have a direct impact on switching behavior,
independently from the level of dissatisfaction a consumer may feel (Zeelenberg and
Pieters 1999, 2004). These results suggest that including both measures of regret and
dissatisfaction can help to explain a wider array of consumer intentions and behaviors.
Furthermore, regret also shows a negative influence on a consumers’ repurchase
intentions for both the specific brand and repurchase intentions for the specific retailer
(Keaveney et al. 2007; Tsiros and Mittal 2000).
Another related concept that is often explored alongside regret literature and often
used interchangeably is dissonance. Dissonance refers to a conflicting state of attitudes,
12

beliefs, or behaviors that produce a sense of discomfort (Festinger 1957), and has often
been studied following a purchase decision (Oliver 1997; Sweeney, Hausknecht, &
Soutar, 2000; Elliot and Devine 1994). The relationship between dissonance and regret
was first explained by Festinger (1964), as regret is thought to be a qualification of
dissonance theory. Once a decision has been made, a consumer begins to consider the
unfavorable qualities of the chosen alternative in comparison with the favorable qualities
of the rejected alternatives, thus regret occurs. In order to overcome these feelings,
consumers use dissonance reduction techniques or coping mechanisms to minimize the
negative feelings of regret while also maximizing the positives of the decision (Fishbein
and Ajzen 1981; Loscuito and Perloff 1967). Thus, the construct of regret precedes
dissonance reduction techniques (Brehm and Wicklund 1970), although more studies are
needed to delineate how regret and dissonance reduction techniques influence other postpurchase outcomes (Sweeney et al. 2000).
The potential impact of regret has been well illustrated in the marketing literature
stream; however, research has also considered various factors that influence regret
formation. First, the decision of whether or not to even take action can be a source of
consumer regret. Some of the earliest regret studies consider a consumer investment
decision, in which the consumer decides to either buy a new stock (action) or simply keep
their current stock (inaction) (Kahneman and Tversky 1982; Gleicher et al. 1990). When
faced with a negative financial outcome in both situations (action/inaction), consumers
expressed more regret for taking action as opposed to remaining inactive. This is referred
to as the “status quo effect” (Kahneman and Tversky, 1982), as stronger cognitive and
emotional responses are elicited from switching away from the status quo rather than
13

remaining put (Landman 1987). Further building upon these results, Gilovich and
Medvec (1995) found a temporal pattern to regret in terms of action/inaction. In the short
run, taking action causes more regret; however, in the long run consumers experience
more regret over missed opportunities.
When a consumer decides to take action, pre-purchase processes such as
information search and alternative evaluation can actually act as a further detriment to
consumer decision making. High levels of information search and evaluation actually
lead to more buyer regret as consumers become more aware of the alternatives they are
rejecting (Miller et al. 1990; Keaveney et al. 2007). These pre-purchase processes have
an impact on buyer regret; however, they do not directly impact one’s overall purchase
satisfaction. Once feelings of buyer regret are realized by the consumer, they can last
extended periods of time. In fact, over a six month time span, consumer’s evaluations of
their regret showed no diminishing effect, and remained strong over time (Keaveney et
al. 2007). Thus, the potential negative consequences of regret may impact not only
specific purchase transactions, but also continuing customer relationships in the future.
Once a decision has been made, various consumer assessments may lead one to
experience buyers regret. For decisions that are retrospectively considered to be the
wrong choice, consumers often blame themselves for making such decisions. The more a
consumer perceives themselves to be responsible for the negative result, the greater regret
they will experience (Zeelenberg et al. 1996; 1998; Gilovich and Medvec 1995; Frijda et
al. 1989). This feeling is further compounded when the outcome appears to be permanent.
Evaluating the irreversibility of the outcome leads to higher levels of consumer regret
(Landman 1993; Engel et al. 1995).
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Based on this prior research, regret occurs when the outcomes of the rejected
alternatives are explicitly known. When information on the alternative outcomes is
known, consumers experience higher levels of regret (Tsiros and Mittal 2000). In
practical decision making situations, it is often the case that consumers are unable to
know the outcomes of all other available alternatives. Aligned with this thinking, research
shows that consumers will often generate hypothetical scenarios for the alternative
outcomes which can further lead to consumer regret (Tsiros and Mittal 2000; Gleicher et
al. 1990). Termed counterfactuals, consumers construct these scenarios in an attempt to
provide a means for comparison. Counterfactuals may lead to both favorable and
unfavorable comparisons to the experienced outcome. When consumers perceive that
another alternative has a better outcome than their own, an upward counterfactual occurs.
In contrast, downward counterfactuals lead consumers to believe the alternative outcome
was worse than the one they experienced (McConnell et al. 2000). Intuitively, consumers
often experience negative emotions when faced with upward counterfactuals, and
positive emotions with downward counterfactuals. Despite these feelings, consumers
frequently generate upward counterfactuals rather than more comforting downward
comparisons (Markman et al. 1993; Roese 1994).
Counterfactuals paved the way for researchers to further consider other possible
ways of hypothetical thinking that may lead consumers to generate feelings of regret
(Miller and Taylor 1995; Sherman and McConnell 1995; McConnell et al. 2000). As it
was suggested that consumers could construct hypothetical scenarios post-purchase,
research began to focus on consumers’ ability to use counterfactuals during the prepurchase buying stages to anticipate the potential of future regret. This led to a growing
15

body of literature focused on regret formation at the pre-purchase stage, known as
anticipated regret.
Pre-Purchase Regret
The notion of anticipated regret can be theoretically traced to the early work on
regret theory conducted by Bell (1982) and Loomes and Sugden (1982). Regret theory
essentially proposes that when consumers are deciding between various options prior to
purchase, they consider the potential anticipated regret associated with each option in
their assessment. This evaluation consequently plays a role in determining their overall
behavioral choices (Bakker et al. 1997; Richard et al. 1996). Consistent with the notion of
fear arousal from persuasive messaging, consumers who are fearful of experiencing
future regret will further make behavioral plans to avoid that specific course of action, i.e.
not make that purchase (Hetts et al. 2000). Thus, the anticipation of such remorse
motivates consumers to work harder in the pre-purchase stages to minimize the potential
of regret resulting from ones choice.
The formation of anticipated regret can be partially explained by the consumers’
expectation of post-decision feedback of the foregone alternatives. Through a sequence of
empirical studies, Zeelenberg (1999) shows that anticipation of future information
regarding the outcomes of a decision can heavily influence initial consumer behavior.
Regardless of the perceived risk, consumers were far more likely to choose the option in
which they expected to receive post-decision feedback. By never knowing the alternative
outcomes with certainty, consumers may remain blissfully unaware, or choose to assume
that their decision ended up better than the other options. However, as previously
16

described, it is often the case that feedback for the foregone options may be selfgenerated as a comparison mechanism through counterfactuals.
Counterfactuals, or hypothetical outcome scenarios, play a considerable role in
anticipated regret research. The ease and vividness of counterfactual formation alone has
been shown to generate feelings of anticipated regret (Zeelenberg 1999); especially in
cases involving upward counterfactuals (McConnell et al. 2000). The development of
counterfactuals and anticipated regret often arise in cases of consumer uncertainty.
Feelings of uncertainty may be attributed to both past and present purchasing decisions.
Consumers often reflect on prior choice experiences that were made under similar
ambiguous conditions, and led to negative outcomes (Shih and Schau 2011). This
recollection of the past can influence subsequent consumer purchases, and spark higher
levels of anticipated regret as consumers fear making the wrong decision again.
Furthermore, consumers may experience lack of confidence in their purchasing
decision due to being overwhelmed by choice alternatives (Heitmann et al. 2007). When
faced with large choice sets, consumers often have a difficult time distinguishing the
apparent differences between each choice, leading to increases in counterfactual thoughts
(Anderson 2003). Additionally, justifying which options to eliminate from ones
consideration set further heightens feelings of anticipated regret (Wathieu et al. 2002;
Schwartz et al. 2002). As this research stream illustrates that feelings of choice overload
and purchase uncertainty can lead to anticipated regret, this research has solely been
considered from the traditional brick-and-mortar retail setting (Reynolds, Folse, and
Jones 2006; Inman and Zeelenberg 2002; Simonson 2002, Heitmann et al. 2007; Tsiros
and Mittal 2000). As the proliferation of online shopping has been discussed, as well as
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the differences between online and off-line retail settings, the amount of information and
choices that consumers are presented with in the online setting is further magnified.
Consequently, more choice uncertainty and feelings of anticipate regret may occur in the
online environment.
The majority of research up to this point has focused on various factors that
heighten anticipated regret; however, McConnell et al. (2000) further considers various
marketing strategies that help minimize pre-purchase regret formation. Providing price
guarantees minimizes the level of uncertainty associated with the purchase, and provides
consumers with a sense of assurance that any future pricing issues can be easily resolved.
In fact, the presence of price guarantees (even if never acted upon) diminishes the
likelihood of upward counterfactuals in favor of more downward counterfactuals (e.g. “if
I find the product for less later, I’ll get the difference back,” p. 293). Overall, price
guarantees lowered the amount of anticipated regret felt by consumers, increasing the
overall attractiveness of the purchase. Thus, providing consumers with a sense of security
prior to making a purchase decision can serve to diminish anticipated regret.
The anticipated regret research stream has evolved to further consider not only
what influences the formation of anticipated regret, but also the corresponding
consequences of this pre-purchase state. Similar to the findings previously mentioned in
post-purchase regret research, anticipated regret has a negative relationship to consumers’
satisfaction with their purchase decision (Heitmann et al. 2007). An important distinction
to note is that anticipated regret did not have a direct effect on the overall satisfaction
with the purchase outcome once it had been consumed; though, satisfaction with the
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process does has a positive and direct relationship to satisfaction with the purchase
outcome.
In addition to influencing consumers’ evaluations of the purchase process,
anticipated regret can directly influence the actual purchasing behavior of consumers. In
a series of experimental studies, Simonson (1992) shows that feelings of anticipated
regret can influence not only the timing of the purchase, but also brand choice. When
faced with a purchase decision, consumers are often concerned about whether or not it is
in their best interest to purchase the item now or in the future. Considering the potential
for missing a future sales promotion, as well as the potential for future price increases,
the timing of the purchase decision becomes very difficult. When the consumer
anticipates potential regret from making the wrong decision, they are more likely to
immediately make the purchase rather than taking a chance on a future purchase price.
With respect to brand choice, when consumers considered the possibility of future regret,
they are more likely to purchase a well-known brand name, even if the price is higher.
These findings align with the basic premise of risk aversion or regret minimization
(Zeelenberg 1999).
Anticipated regret is not the only type pre-purchase regret that has been
investigated during the consumer decision making processes. Search regret refers to a
dissonant state that results from an unsuccessful search conducted prior to purchase
(Reynolds et al. 2006). This specific form of regret occurs when a consumer is unable to
find the specific product they are looking for, making them incapable of completing their
desired purchasing task. During such search experiences, the more effort that consumers
put forth in the pre-purchase process, along with the presence of negative emotional
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states (i.e. anger, irritation), the greater likelihood they will experience search regret.
Furthermore, when search regret arises, consumers attribute blame to themselves, others,
and even the retailer for this unsuccessful search experience (Reynolds et al. 2006).
As evident in the discussion above, substantial knowledge regarding the concept
of regret has been gained from decades of inter-disciplinary collaboration. While
substantial work lies in the areas of both pre-purchase regret and regret once the product
arrives, a significant portion of the purchasing process, especially in the online retailing
realm, is left unaccounted for. That is the time period in which the consumer has already
made the purchase, but is currently awaiting the products arrival. Termed, post-purchase
anticipated regret, this research seeks to provide a deeper understanding of this missing
element.
Post-Purchase Anticipated Regret
Post-purchase anticipated regret (PPAR) refers to an emotional state in which a
consumer anticipates feelings of disappointment or sorrow with a purchase decision they
have already made, but have yet to receive the product. As shown in Figure 1, PPAR
occurs after the purchase has occurred; however, before the product is actually received.
Prior regret research has primarily focused on regret formation in the brick-and-mortar
setting, in which PPAR is unlikely to occur. In such traditional retail settings, consumers
often make the purchase and receive the product before even exiting the retailer. These
consumers experience a form of instant gratification; in which they can immediately
begin to evaluate their decision. Thus, feelings of actual experienced regret can soon be
realized as the outcome of the decision is known.
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Figure 1

Regret Formation in The Decision Making Process

As consumers continually grow more comfortable with online purchasing, an
additional time period in the purchasing process is introduced. That is, once a consumer
makes an online purchase, they must now wait the allotted shipping and handling time for
that product to be delivered. This transforms the purchasing process into one of delayed
gratification, in which the consumer cannot instantly evaluate the outcome of the
purchase with any type of certainty. As the purchase is highly intangible at this point,
consumers must generate counterfactuals regarding the outcomes of both the product
chosen and the foregone alternatives. At this point, also known as the ‘gamma’ stage of
the purchasing process (Oliver 1997), PPAR occurs. During the gamma stage, feelings
related to dissonance are maximized, and enhanced apprehensions that the chosen
product will not meet expectations (Soutar and Sweeney 2003). This stage allows for the
formation of PPAR, but precedes the formation of satisfaction evaluations (Sweeney,
Hausknecht, and Soutar 2000). More recently, literature has supported such claims, as
consumers can exhibit post-decision regret in regards to their choice processes, even
before the outcome is experienced (Inbar et al. 2011; Pieters and Zeelenberg 2005;
Connolly and Zeelenberg 2002).
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While recognizing the importance of examining regret at a new stage in the
decision making process, this research does not suggest that PPAR is an entirely distinct
construct from traditional AR. In a similar sense, both AR and PPAR require the
consumer to consider the anticipated outcome of their decision. Furthermore, a sense of
uncertainty is associated with both types, as consumers cannot have full confidence about
the future results. Despite these parallels, many notable differences exist amongst the two
constructs.
First, when a consumer experiences high levels of search regret in the prepurchase stages, it becomes highly unlikely that they will end up making the purchase at
all (McConnell et al. 2000). While understanding this form of regret can provide
important considerations for retailers in terms of getting consumers to make an actual
purchase, it is outside the scope of this study. Instead of focusing on ways to push
consumers towards making a purchase, this research considers ways to ensure that
consumers are confident in the purchases they have made, which may impact their future
evaluations and behavioral intentions.
Additionally, aligned with prior qualitative and quantitative research focused on
understanding counterfactual formation, the post-purchase phase is considered to be
imperative to understanding regret evaluations (McConnell et al. 2000; Oliver 1997).
Moreover, although consumers may exhibit anticipated regret prior to purchasing, they
are far more likely to produce upward counterfactuals following the actual purchase
itself. Once the online purchase decision has been made, consumers are stuck
contemplating their decision while waiting for the product to be delivered. The perceived
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irreversibility of their decision at this point and the elongated waiting time contribute to
further hypothesizing the “what ifs.”
Based on this overview of regret research, a gap in the literature exists for
understanding regret formation post-purchase but pre-delivery, also known as PPAR.
This phase of the purchasing process is most salient in the online retail setting, but could
also offer potential insight for the traditional retail setting in cases where a product must
be ordered and later shipped to the customer. In-store ordering of current out-of-stock
items is becoming a necessity for brick-and-mortar retailers in an attempt to encourage
buyers to immediately make the purchase instead of doing so online (Walker 2014). As
purchase regret has not been investigated in an online setting to this point, this research
will focus on online PPAR. In order to investigate PPAR at this unexplored stage of the
purchasing process, an exploratory qualitative study will seek to uncover what influences
the formation of PPAR in the online retail setting.
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CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Study 1
Consumer regret has been researched in marketing literature for quite some time,
but no study, to the author’s knowledge, has addressed the role of PPAR. In order to
explore this new concept, depth interviews are appropriate in order to understand how
PPAR forms in the online setting. As regret formation has been unexplored in an online
retail context and in the post-purchase-pre-delivery phase of the purchasing process, it is
essential to take an exploratory approach to initially gain insight into PPAR. Through this
qualitative study, preliminary interviews are used to gather textual data regarding online
purchases in which the consumer experiences PPAR. Compared to other data collection
methods, depth interviews allow the researcher to probe deeper into the participants’
responses, to gain a more detailed understanding of PPAR (Weiss, 1994). This technique
has proven effective for gaining insight into exploratory data, as evidenced in countless
prior marketing research studies (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1985; Dabhokar,
Thorpe, and Rentz 1995; Fournier and Yao 1997; Holloway and Beatty 2003).
For this study, a purposive sample of 22 respondents were recruited through
social networking sites, personal connections, and word-of-mouth. A series of questions
were asked to each respondent regarding a recent online purchase in which the consumer
has yet to receive the actual product, but has doubts about the outcome of their purchase
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decision. This specific time frame is used for two purposes. First, in order to gain the
most comprehensive understanding of PPAR, respondents need to be asked about their
feelings and evaluations of the purchase process while they are actually experiencing it.
This allows the information to be fresh in their minds, and allows for deeper probing
opportunities. Second, aligned with the limitations noted by Heitmann et al. (2007),
asking consumers to recall a prior purchasing experience lends itself to the potential of
hindsight bias.
Depth interviews were conducted on the campus of a large southeastern university
both in-person and via telephone. Before beginning the interviews, respondents were
ensured three things: confidentiality in their responses to the interview questions, the
ability to decline to answer any question(s) they wish, and the freedom to stop the
interview at any time. The demographic makeup of the interview participants included
59% female, ranging from 20-64 years old. Table 1 below provides an overview of the
characteristics of the depth interview participants.
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Table 1

Characteristics of Interview Participants
Respondent
Pseudonym

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Allie
Ann
Ben
James
Jim
Tiffany
Megan
Stephanie
Hillary
John
Nancy
Brandon
Eric
Cassie
Corrine
Erica
Jake
Kristen
Marcie
Mike
Richard
Summer

Age

Gender

26
64
27
35
33
23
28
29
30
25
54
24
30
27
20
25
26
30
34
41
31
28

Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female

Product
Category
Purchased
Décor
Accessories
Tools
Tech Products
Car Parts
Apparel
Apparel
Apparel
Accessories
Kids Toy
Kitchenware
Furniture
Accessories
Accessories
Apparel
Tech Products
Tech Products
Apparel
Décor
Tech Products
Apparel
Apparel

Deliberator
Or
Impulse
Deliberator
Deliberator
Deliberator
Deliberator
Deliberator
Deliberator
Deliberator
Deliberator
Deliberator
Deliberator
Deliberator
Deliberator
Deliberator
Impulse
Impulse
Impulse
Impulse
Impulse
Impulse
Impulse
Impulse
Impulse

An interview guide was developed and used in a semi-structured interview format
(see Appendix B). The interview guide allowed for uniformity across all interviews,
while also enabling the interviewer to deviate from the guide to further probe when
necessary. Semi-structured interview formats allow for greater rapport to be built with
the respondent, greater flexibility for the interviewer, and the ability to uncover richer
data through follow-up questions (Smith 1995; Seidman 1998).
Demographic information was first collected from each respondent, along with
the assignment of a pseudonym. Respondents were then asked to think about a recent
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online purchase in which they are currently second-guessing their decision, though have
yet to physically receive the product. They were instructed to keep this purchase
experience in mind throughout the remainder of the interview.
The first question asked the respondent to describe their online purchase (i.e. what
was the product, how much did it cost). This question was designed to allow respondents
to begin to recall the details of their recent purchase before diving into specific steps in
the purchase process. Once the purchase in question had been identified and fully
explained, respondents were asked a series of questions about the pre-purchase steps they
took to arrive at their decision. As regret is known to occur during situations of
uncertainty (Reynolds et al. 2006), these pre-purchase questions sought to uncover
potential sources that contribute to more uncertainty in their decision, thus may enhance
PPAR.
The first pre-purchase question addressed how many alternatives they were
initially presented with. This question was followed-up with supplemental questions
about the steps they took to narrow the alternatives down to the product they chose as
well as their preference for more or less choices when shopping online. Next, respondents
were asked about their reliance on online reviews when making a purchase decision. If
respondents considered reviews, they were further asked to describe the reviews and
report the consistency of the information. The final pre-purchase question asked
consumers how many times they viewed the product before actually making the
purchase. In cases in which the respondent answered numerous times, follow-up
questions probed further about the length of deliberation, whether or not they utilize the
online cart, and why they came back on multiple occasions. At this point, respondents
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were asked about the level of confidence they had in their decision when making the
purchase. Explicitly, they were asked what factors made them feel certain/uncertain and
why? Further, as money was often mentioned at this stage, the influence of price on their
level of decision certainty was also questioned.
After the pre-purchase decision process was explained in detail, consumers were
asked a series of questions about what happened after they clicked purchase. As this is
the time period in which PPAR is thought to occur, understanding consumers’ thoughts,
emotions, and actions during this stage is imperative. As a requirement for participation
in the study was that consumers felt doubt toward their recent purchase decision, all
respondents reported feelings of PPAR. To build on their responses, respondents were
asked why they are doubting the current purchase they are waiting to receive. This
question directly seeks to shed light on the underlying reasons for PPAR. Follow-up
questions further dove into when consumers began experiencing these feelings of regret,
and suggestions for how the retailer could remedy their feelings about their purchase.
Once PPAR was established, various post-purchase questions were asked related to
delivery time, returns, and follow-up communication.
Respondents were then asked about the delivery time for their current purchase,
and how this influenced their feelings/thoughts regarding their decision. These questions
sought to undercover if wait time plays a role in enhancing or diminishing PPAR. The
next post-purchase question asks about follow-up communication received from the
retailer. The specific type of communication received, and how that communication
influenced their feelings about their purchase was further probed. Related to this topic,
respondents were further asked if they would be receptive to additional follow-up
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communication from retailers, and what type of information they may like to receive.
These questions sought to understand how additional information from the retailer may
influence consumers’ thoughts/feelings about their current purchase. Finally, the last
question asked if respondents felt like they were going to return their purchase, even
though they have yet to receive the physical item. Follow-up questions, further explored
why respondents felt this way and what caused such intentions to occur. These questions
were asked to understand how consumers PPAR may influence their future behavioral
intentions regarding their current purchase.
All interviews were conducted on a one-to-one basis in a private location.
Interviews lasted between thirteen and twenty-one minutes with an average of seventeen
minutes. All interviews were digitally recorded and then transcribed verbatim by the
interviewer. No analysis took place until all interviews were completed as suggested by
Seidman (1998). Assessments of research quality in terms of credibility, transferability,
dependability, confirmability, and integrity took place as recommended by Wallendorf
and Belk (1989). Interview transcriptions were then coded based on grounded theory
methodology (Corbin and Strauss 2008; Weiss 1994; Smith 1995). Responses were
compiled, with three trained marketing researchers acting as judges to identify emerging
themes. Responses were read, and then re-read by the first judge who employed open
coding to identify various response themes. Each theme was then assigned a specific code
and brief definition, which was supplied to the second and third judges. The final two
judges were instructed to classify each response according to the appropriate theme. In
the event of coding discrepancies, which rarely occurred, discussion amongst the judges
took place until a consensus was reached. Consistency across coding was shown through
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high inter-rater agreement values averaging .92. Furthermore, Perreault and Leigh’s
(1989) Index was calculated to validate the coding procedure. For each interview
question, the index was above the suggested .80 threshold, with values ranging from .89
to .95, thus providing support for the coding process. The full interview transcripts may
be viewed in Appendix C.
Findings
Through the textual analysis, it became evident that two distinct groups of
consumers were present in the findings: impulse shoppers and deliberators. Impulse
shoppers considered very few aspects of the purchase before buying; whereas
deliberators spent a great deal of time evaluating the alternatives and product attributes
before making a purchase decision. Although some overlapping themes across both
groups emerged from the data, these two groups differed in terms of the steps taken in the
pre-purchase phase, as well as in the evaluations of their purchase. In Table 1, the first
thirteen respondents are considered deliberators, with the last nine respondents labeled
impulse buyers. The results of the interviews will be broken down into pre/post purchase
evaluations, and also impulse/deliberation buyers.
Pre-Purchase Deliberators
Respondents were initially asked to describe what purchase related factors
influenced their deliberation prior to making the decision to buy. For instance,
respondents described revisiting the online shopping cart, evaluating multiple
alternatives, and considering the online customer reviews before making a decision.
Table 2 shows all of the resulting themes related to these considerations during the pre30

purchase stage, for consumers who deliberated over the product prior to purchasing. The
table provides illustrative quotes for each response category, and the percentage column
represents the frequency of the theme across the entirety of the responses.
Table 2

Pre-Purchase Considerations for Deliberators

Response Category

Illustrative Quote
“I think when you are putting more money out there you
Cost Of Product Matters
tend to think about it a little longer.”
Many Alternatives To Choose “There were thousands of different cover options that came
From
up when I searched.”
Visited Online Shopping Cart
“I seriously always put it my cart and go back to it.”
Multiple Times
Perceived Effort Required
“I felt like I had to do a lot of work.”
Intangibility of the Product “Like what if the material is weird or it doesn’t fit when it
Online
actually gets here in person?”
Online Review Inconsistency
“Conflicting reviews were present.”

Percentage
100%
92%
92%
75%
58%
42%

The most frequent purchase consideration was by far the perceived cost of the
purchase. While respondents were directly asked about the amount of money spent, this
theme reappeared in other question responses as well. The perceived cost of the product
increased the amount of work the consumer put into evaluating the purchase ahead of
time, as well as the time spent contemplating whether or not to make the purchase.
Additionally, the higher the cost the more anxiety consumers seemed to feel regarding
their purchase decision. Examples include:

“Money definitely influences me. For this purchase since it cost so much, I really
think that made the process so long and exhausting for me. Like I wanted to make
sure I got the right one, which I am still nervous about, especially for the price
tag. If this would be a $20 thing, I really wouldn’t care, and just take the risk.” Brandon
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“Of course. The more I spend on something, the more sure I want to be. If I am
buying something expensive, I usually do a little more work before I buy it. This
pot wasn’t really cheap, but not something I would call a major purchase you
know?” -Nancy

“Yeah I would say that money plays a role. That’s why I put things in my cart
mostly to think about price. The more I am spending the longer I typically
contemplate it.” -John

“Definitely more money makes me more nervous. I mean I think $300 on one
decoration is kind of a big purchase, especially for me. For that price, I want to
be sure I got the right thing and that it actually turns out nice, which is surely why
I am freaking out about this so much.” –Allie

The next most frequent pre-purchase consideration was the number of alternative
products available. The majority of deliberators considered a large number of alternatives
prior to making a purchase decision. Frequently, this large consideration set made
consumers feel uneasy about the number of choices to be evaluated, and the amount of
information to be assessed. These results directly correspond to prior work showing the
potential negative impact of increased choice and information overload (Scheibehenne,
Greifeneder, and Todd 2010; Stanton and Paolo 2012; Klausegger et al. 2007). Examples
include:
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“So when I went to search, I went to the website and typed in diamond and pearl
ring. Then it gave me several different options, probably like 5 pages of these
kinds of rings. And for me that’s just too much to really think about seriously. I
would rather them give me a few recommendations based on the best quality.
Give me the best ten you have, not all the 100 different options.” -Ann

“So I went on Amazon and there were a ton of different options. Probably over
100 results came up for kids tents. I didn’t really know there were that many
different kinds of tents. Like I don’t know how tall it should be, or what material is
best. With that many I just chose some things that I thought she would like and
then tried to narrow it down from there.” –John

Aligned with the amount of choices and information considered prior to buying
the product, a large portion of the consumers felt that they had to put substantial effort
into making their purchase decision. In order to eliminate alternatives and narrow down
their overall consideration set, consumers had to invest more of their time to evaluate the
various options, information available, and online consumer reviews. When consumers’
put in a lot of work to complete the purchasing task, the perceived difficulty of the
purchases increases, which has been linked to greater levels of consumer regret
(Reynolds et al. 2006). This increased effort was often accompanied by feelings of
frustration felt by the consumer relative to the degree of difficulty in completing the
purchase process. Examples include:
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“Well I always thought I liked online shopping for the many options it offers, but
honestly in this case I was a little overwhelmed. There were just so many choices
that looked the same, in the same price range. Then I had to go look into the
smallest details which just took a ton of time and I felt like I had to do a lot of
work on my end. I mean it took me hours of looking by the time it’s all said and
done. In the end, I was just kind of sick of reading information about beds.” Brandon

“I like having the variety to choose from, but sometimes that can make it a little
much for me to have to go through all those options. Like when I’m looking on
page nine of the long-dresses, I definitely don’t remember anything from pages 1
and 2. So then I have to go back over them all a couple times. It just makes it take
forever to find the ones you actually like. I feel like it should just be easier
somehow. Like I did all of this work to look through and read about these dresses,
and I still can’t figure out if I picked the best ones.” -Stephanie

The next emerging theme showed substantial use of the online shopping cart
feature utilized by most retail websites. The interview respondents placed the items they
were considering in the cart, and returned to view the cart multiple times before actually
purchasing. Citing the need to further contemplate their decision, returning to the cart
numerous times providing a form of “gut check” for consumers before clicking buy.
Examples include:
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“Yeah I came back to it a few times and actually kept checking around. I keep
things in my cart forever. If someone actually purchased my whole Etsy cart right
now it would totally max out a credit card (laughs). So yeah I do that mostly just
to save my changes and the things I like in one place. Kind of like a gut check I
guess as to which one will work and whether I should get it or not.” -Allie

“I came back several times to my cart. I think I started looking at like 8am, and
then bought it at like 5pm that night. I probably came back and looked at it five or
six times total that day. I mean I was just confirming that this is the one I should
be buying. It gave me a few hours to take a step away and think about it really. I
guess it made me feel a little better. Enough to go ahead and get it at least.” -Ben

“I seriously always put it my cart and go back to it. That way I can think about it,
maybe find a promo code or something to get a discount or free shipping. I just
wait typically a day or two and decide if I really want it or need it, and then I can
check out other sites to see if there is anything better.” – Stephanie

Another pre-purchase consideration that seemed to heavily influence respondents’
feelings toward their online purchase involved their ability to assess the various product
attributes in the online setting. As consumers have a difficult time assessing the size, fit,
color, or quality of the material online, greater levels of perceived intangibility of the
online product were communicated by respondents. Product intangibility is an important
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factor to consider in the online retail setting (Laroche et al. 2005), and can lead to
enhanced feelings of purchase uncertainty (Murray 1991), as shown in the interview
results. Specifically, the poor quality of the stock online photos, that display the products
with a simple white background, seemed to further contributed to more hesitation from
the consumers. Examples include:

“But the main thing I was unsure about was the color beforehand just because the
pictures were really bad. Like I couldn’t tell if this purse was more of a pink or a
red online. It was described as rose, which honestly could be both. I was glad I
finally decided on one, but was concerned about what it would look like in real
life.” -Hillary

“But I still wasn’t sure that I was going to actually like it once it got here. Like
what if it feels cheaply made and cracks or whatever? That’s not something you
can easily tell online, so I typically try to find pictures in the reviews posted by
actual people so I can see what it actually looks like before I buy it. I couldn’t
really find one of those for this case though.” -James

“Ummm I would say that I had a little hesitation beforehand just because I’ve
never seen it in person. She doesn’t like small faces on watches, so I wanted to
make sure it was large enough. It looked pretty large in the pictures, but I never
saw it on someone’s wrist so I’m not completely sure that it will be the right size.
But I thought she would probably like it so I ended up getting it.” – Eric
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Another pre-purchase step that was often described by respondents was the
consideration of reviews from other consumers. When reviews were available, the
presence of inconsistent information described in the reviews seemed to further increase
consumers’ skepticism of their purchase decision. Polarizing information led consumers
to question which reviews held the most merit, making them less confident in their
specific product choice. Examples include:

“Yes I did look at reviews, they were pretty short reviews though, and it made my
decision a bit difficult. I had to purchase these socks through the manufacturer’s
website, and I don’t trust those reviews because they are the webmaster. They
can easily get rid of bad reviews, so all you see are the good ones. Conflicting
reviews were present. One person said the socks were too tight even though she
had narrow feet, but then another person said that the socks were super loose
even though they had wide feet. So from a fit perspective, I’m pretty worried that
these won’t be right.” - Megan

“I did consider reviews a lot actually, which was ultimately the deciding factor
for me. Between the three beds there were a lot of things I was worried
about…Like can I actually put this together, and does it work with my current
mattress? This was the hardest part for me. In the reviews some people really
hated this bed, but some people said it was the best bed they have ever purchased.
Like how do you know who you can trust with these kind of reviews?” – Brandon
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After respondents reported the various pre-purchase factors that were considered
prior to making the purchase decision, they were asked to describe how they felt about
their decision at the time of purchase. As a requirement to be included in the qualitative
study, all consumers interviewed expressed doubts about their purchase after the decision
was made. However, it is important to understand if these consumers had similar
conflicting thoughts prior to purchasing, or if they only began to second-guess the
decision after it had been made. When responding to this question, consumers reflected
on the information that they had deliberated over, and whether or not this specific product
was going to be the “right choice.” Overall, 75% of the consumers that heavily
deliberated over the purchase described feelings of being uncertain or uneasy, and were
not fully confident in their decision at the time of purchase. Examples include:

“I would say I wasn’t really certain before I bought. I mean the cheaper price is a
good and bad thing. I wanted to spend less of course, but that color purse being
the only one on sale and then no reviews about it… I kept thinking, what is wrong
with this one? It just made me nervous about the whole thing. But I have been
wanting a new one for a while and the price was good, so even though I wasn’t
100% sure, I ended up getting it.” -Hillary

“I would definitely say that I was very uneasy before I bought it. Just because I
think I thought that it was a brand beforehand instead of an entire type of product
and then had to search through options way more than I thought. I don’t even
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think my dad knows that it’s not a brand (laughs). So just because there are so
many different things that I could picked from as far as weight, length, material. I
don’t know, maybe I should have let him look at it first.” -Ben

“I would say I was confident I wanted one of these pots, but was a little more
hesitant about if this one specifically will actually work. Like I said I need the
induction type, and it said it was in the description, but how can you really trust
something online you know? I have been burned before shopping online with
something like this.” -Nancy

Pre-Purchase Impulse Buyers
As the respondents were not grouped into deliberators/impulse buyer categories
until after the completion of the interview, impulse buyers were also asked to describe the
pre-purchase factors that influenced whether or not they deliberated prior to making the
decision to buy. The pre-purchase stages for impulse buyers differs dramatically from
that of deliberators, as impulse buyers often bought the product very quickly, without
much consideration to pre-purchase factors at all. Although the perceived cost was
considered by both types of buyers prior to purchasing, the remainder of the emerging
themes are often stark contrasts to those illustrated above. As perceived cost has already
been discussed above, only the newly identified themes will be shown in detail below.
Table 3 shows the response categories for impulse buyers, along with illustrative quotes
and frequencies for each theme.
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Table 3

Pre-Purchase Considerations for Impulse Buyers

Response Category

Illustrative Quote

“I would say money makes me think about it a little
Cost of the product matters
more.”
Few alternatives considered by “Yeah I didn’t really even search for options. I guess you
buying
could call this an impulse too.”
No reviews considered before “No I didn’t look at reviews. It was a more spur of the
buying
moment kind of thing.”
“It’s
something
new so I wanted to give it a try.”
Newness of the Product

Percentage
90%
80%
70%
50%

Contrary to the findings of the deliberators, impulse buyers considered few to no
other alternatives prior to making the purchase decision. Often times, consumers did not
have intentions to buy the product before going online, and instead were attracted to the
item via an advertisement or sale promotion. Thus, numerous product alternatives and
brands were not considered, and minimal effort went into evaluating the purchase ahead
of time. Examples include:

“I didn’t really search it out specifically, just went to the website to look at the
sales tab. I was just bored on my lunch break and kind of looking around. They
had a couple of different pairs to choose from, but not a lot. I didn’t like compare
these pants to pants on other websites or anything. I just thought they looked like
they would work, and went with it.” -Kristen

“So we really didn’t go into it thinking that we needed these things. It was kind of
like we just came across them and decided to get them because they were on sale.
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We really didn’t even look for other options, but I’m sure they were out there.” Summer

Another distinction for impulse buyers related to the lack of consumer reviews
considered prior to the purchase decision. As not much thought when into the purchase
decision prior to buying, the majority of respondents did not seek any reviews for
confirmation. Instead, some respondents even retrospectively expressed that they wish
they had considered reviews prior to purchase to make them feel better post-purchase.
Examples include:

“(Laughs) well actually I didn’t read any reviews, but now I am wishing that I
did. Maybe if I would have thought about it a little more, I probably would have
talked myself out of it.” -Erica

“I didn’t look at reviews at all. It was a more spur of the moment kind of thing. I
found it, liked it, and bought it right then and there. Plus it was a new polo, so
there weren’t going to be any reviews.” –Richard

“I really didn’t really look at reviews. I didn’t think too much about it, or really
even long enough to consider reviews to be honest.” - Summer

A distinct emerging theme that was prevalent amongst the impulse buyers was the
“newness” of the purchase. The fact that the purchase was either a new product in
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general, or a new product to that respondent seemed to be a driving force that justified
their reason for making the purchase. Furthermore, the majority of respondents reported
some sort of sales promotion to entice them to try the product for the first time. Examples
include:

“So I was sure I wanted it when I bought it. It’s something new for me, and it’s a
pretty new brand in general so I wanted to give it a try. I’ve seen some of the new
commercials and Facebook ads, but I don’t know many people that wear them
yet. And it was on sale. Like your first outfit was $50 off or something like that.” Corrine

“Once the newness factor wears off, and I’ve played with it a little, I will
probably send it back to be honest. I just want to see what it does, and if it has
any features that will beat what I current have, but again I don’t really have a
need for it.” –Mike

“I didn’t really think about it too much to be honest. I was mostly excited because
this was a new style that I hadn’t seen before. Plus I got like $20 off and free
shipping, so I thought why not? I mean this was a deal and I wanted to try it out.”
–Richard

Once again, respondents were asked to describe their feelings toward their
decision at the time of purchase. As the deliberators experienced feelings of pre-purchase
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uncertainty, impulse buyers experienced the direct opposite- pre-purchase confidence.
Although all respondents second-guessed their decision after purchasing, impulse
respondents felt certain that they were making the right decision before clicking buy. As
few evaluation factors were considered by impulse buyers before purchasing, they didn’t
really assess the potential negatives associated with their decision. For the most part, they
were happy finding a good deal, without much effort required of them. Thus, it seems
that more deliberation led to greater uncertainty prior to purchasing, whereas little to no
deliberation didn’t lead to negative feelings towards the purchase until after the decision
had been made. Examples include:

“I would say I was confident before I bought it. We are excited about the trip and
excited about the new clothes to wear, so I think it was just kind of in the moment.
We really didn’t think about it, and so yeah I was confident that it was an okay
buy.” -Summer

“I was really confident when I was buying them initially. I mean they looked
reputable and I have followed them on social media for a while, so I was like
alright this will be good. I mean if this many people follow them on Instagram and
buy from them on the regular, surely I will like it too.” -Cassie

“I would say that I was sure when I was actually buying it. Like I said it was more
of an impulse thing because of the sale, so I didn’t really put too much thought
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process into it before I clicked buy. I was like, oh I like these, I could wear them
to work and be comfortable and cute, and that was really it.” –Kristen

Post-Purchase Deliberators
After the purchase decision had been made, but before the product had arrived,
respondents were asked to describe how they felt about their decision right now. As a
requirement of participation for the study was that consumers felt doubt toward their
recent purchase decision, all respondents reported feelings of PPAR. Interestingly, when
expressing their feelings of PPAR, consumers began to try to provide some sort of
justification for their purchase decision. This finding aligns with the dissonance literature
on coping mechanisms employed by consumers to overcome discomforting feelings
about a recent decision (McLeod 2014). As some respondents seemed to convince
themselves that they made the right purchase decision by either seeking out additional
sources of information that would support their decision or justifying that the decision
must have been right based on the amount of work they put into the pre-purchase
deliberation process. Another method of respondent justification showed a discounting of
the forgone alternatives, in favor of the specific alternative chosen. These two
justification methods correspond to the existing dissonance literature on personal
justification and the spreading of alternatives (Festinger 1957; Liberman and Forester
2006; Aronson and Mills 1959). Examples include:

“I am doubting how it will end up. Well I would say about a week after I bought it
is when I started seconding guessing it. First off, I hadn’t received a confirmation
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yet, which is a little scary. Then I was thinking, do I really even need to build the
Jeep up? I mean I know that this bumper was good because I checked all the
forums and read the brand reviews, so I wasn’t really worried about that. So I
was feeling pretty bad at this point and actually went on some of the Jeep
Facebook pages and they are always so excited, which kind of got me excited
again. So now I would say I am back to being eager to get the purchase and
excited for it to arrive. Kinda funny how that works.” -Jim

“I would say mostly I am worried about are they going to look right when they get
here? Are they going to fit? Which one will look the best for the event, or will
either end up working? Am I going to have to drive into town to take them both
back and still have no dress at all? I looked around at a ton of different dresses,
and just didn’t think a lot of the other ones would work for this event. I mean I
think I picked the ones that will be the best for sure, but you never know I guess.
(Laughs) As you can tell I think about a lot of things.” -Stephanie

Although questions related to personal justifications were not explicitly asked of
respondents, the results of the interviews indicate that this may be an avenue that should
be further explore in subsequent quantitative studies. In the interviews, respondents were
asked to describe what post-purchase factors were causing them to second-guess their
purchase decision, in order to further understand what contributed to feelings of PPAR.
Overwhelming the intangibility of the purchase decision and time spent waiting for the
purchase to arrive were cited as key influencers of PPAR by interview respondents.
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These response categories as well as other emerging themes for post-purchase
deliberators will be further discussed.
Similar to the pre-purchase considerations, deliberators attributed much of their
post-purchase anxiety to the intangibility of the purchase, mentioned by 92% of
respondents. Quality evaluations are difficult for consumers to judge in the online setting,
which was again cited in the post-purchase concerns. Furthermore, any fears related to
intangibility pre-purchase were further amplified in post-purchase evaluations as time
progressed. Examples include:

“I am still unsure. I would say just because I couldn’t touch it to tell the material
and quality is one of my biggest things. And I’ve been thinking about that handle
since some of the reviews said it wasn’t long enough. They say it was 12 lbs, but
does that mean the whole thing or just the head? I’m just not really sure and I had
no way of knowing online.” -Ben

“Probably the quality and price as a combination is why I’m hesitant about if I
got the right one. I’m not sure that I really got the best quality for how much I
paid, or if I should have just gone to Target or something and picked it up there.
That way I would know for certain that it will be easy to set up and the material
and quality will last. That’s not really something I thought about until a few days
later but it’s something hard about shopping online in general for me.” –John
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Another post-purchase factor that played an important role in 92% of respondents
evaluations of PPAR was in regards to the waiting period after the decision was made.
Respondents expressed overwhelming favoritism towards quicker shipping. With the
popularity of Amazon Prime’s two-day shipping, most respondents expected to receive
their packages as quickly as possible. Longer shipping times were associated with more
doubt and anxiety on the consumer’s end. Additionally, consumers anticipated feelings of
dissatisfaction regardless of the true outcome as a result of the lengthy purchase process.
It seems that delayed waiting time may influence regret evaluations as well as the
likelihood of future satisfaction. Examples include:

“Shipping time usually does matter to me just because I am so used to the 2-day
Prime shipping. If it says like 14 days, I’m not even going to deal with that. I just
want to have my stuff asap, and who wants to wait two weeks? I will forget about
it by then. I mean I want it right now if I could, and the longer I wait the more
anxious I get. I was pumped when I first order it, but the longer I sit here in
limbo, the more questions come up. I even start to question the company when
they don’t stick to their word about shipping. Like if you dropped the ball on this,
will you do the same with the quality of my bed?” -Brandon

“I am second guessing just for the time annoyance factor. My case was supposed
to take two weeks, and that’s already long, but it’s been three! Like who wants to
wait that long for something? If I know I can get something shipped fast, I am way
more likely to order from you. If I get it soon and love it, then I will probably be
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fine that it took so long to get here. But if it really takes another two weeks I am
probably not going to be happy regardless and never order from them again. I
would say the longer I wait, the more concerned I get.” –James
As the intangibility of the purchase and lengthened time delay were described as
post-purchase consideration factors that led to more PPAR, respondents were then asked
a follow-up question regarding what the retailer could do to make them feel better about
their purchase decision. One of the primary recommendations offered by 77% of
respondents was more relevant communication from the retailer following the purchase
decision. While consumers are waiting for their purchase to be delivered, sending
additional information or pictures about their purchase was a suggested way to keep the
consumer engaged in the purchase. Additionally, it showed consumers that the retailer
was not only working to complete their purchase, but also that they were a valuable
customer. Examples include:

“I would like to get like tips for how to install my bumper, or different things
people have done. Or even give me some cool pictures so I can see it on different
Jeeps. It would keep me interested in the purchase and excited about it arriving. If
they could send me like an email every 10 days or something, it would just give
me some reassurance that it’s coming and they haven’t forgotten about me.
Especially for these long delays in the shipping process.” -Jim

“More communication with information about my purchase would be awesome.
If they could show me the different ways I could use it or how it can be used, I
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would love something like that. It would definitely make me more certain about
my purchase because I know I could use it again maybe, for something other than
my fudge. I really think like recipes or something that I could use it with… yes.” Nancy

“I would like some additional communication. I think getting some feedback
about how they are working on it, or it’s on the way is always reassuring to me.
That would make me feel like they actually cared about what I was buying and the
money I was spending. The only thing would be that it would have to have a pretty
good subject line. I delete a lot of emails right when I see them unless something
in the subject gets my attention.” –Eric

Another respondent recommendation mentioned by 77% of respondents suggested
that online retailers could provide better website pictures of the products to make their
evaluation process easier. This was more of a retrospective suggestion that could not fix
the current purchase situation, but could potentially help retailers improve future
purchase transactions. The traditional white backgrounds used to display pictures of the
products were not found to be helpful for most consumers. Many respondents called for
“real life” models to be utilized, especially for apparel purchases, to gain a better
visualization of the product. Other suggestions included having the product displayed in
an actual room (similar to what is done by IKEA) or allowing consumer reviews to show
pictures of the actual product when it arrived. These recommendations may help to
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overcome some of conflicting feelings towards the purchase due to its intangible nature.
Examples include:

“I would say to have pictures of the actual people in them. Like I said, I don’t
really trust things on size 00 manikins, so seeing them in movement or doing the
yoga on a real person I would like a lot more. That way I can see how they stretch
and if I think I would like them ahead of time.” -Tiffany

“Better pictures of the products online would be my biggest recommendation. It
was just on a white background. Like I would want to see it in the room. Could
you put it next to a black nightstand and then a white night-stand? I know some
sites let you like design your room and see the furniture in there. I would have
liked to do that.” -Brandon

Finally, although not explicitly asked in the qualitative study, some respondents
indicated their future intentions relative to this specific purchase. Interestingly, it was
expressed by participants that they would be unlikely to return the online product to the
actual retailer regardless of the experienced outcome. Due to the increased work required
to return an online purchase, consumers (especially those from the younger demographic)
expressed that they would likely to just keep the purchase. Although still not returning
the item to the retailer, some respondents explained that they may end up reselling the
item to someone else, often via social media or resell smart phone applications. Examples
include:
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“I’m just worried they aren’t going to turn out like I hoped, but they were the best
ones I found. I will probably just keep them regardless though because returning
anything to them is just such a hassle. Or I could pawn them off on my sister or
something.” –Tiffany

“I feel like when I first bought it I was excited, like okay I can’t wait to get this.
And now it has been like four days and I have gone back and looked at it
numerous times and I’m like is this really what I want for style or color? Is this
even how it’s going to look when it gets here? So I think I am getting more
nervous as time goes on and the more I sit here and think about it to be honest.
But with something like this, I probably will just stick with it regardless. I mean
could you imagine trying to box it back up and ship it back? Plus that would cost
as much as the bed probably. I do sometimes sell things on Instagram and
Craigslist though. Like when I was moving from my old apartment and didn’t
want to move some stuff I sold it on there. I think that’s kinda becoming a new
thing, especially for girls. My girlfriend buys a lot of used designer clothes from
these bloggers on Instagram auctions.” –Brandon

Post-Purchase Impulse Buyers
Although all impulse buyers also expressed feelings of PPAR, they also showed
numerous overlaps in post-purchase evaluations with the deliberator group. When asked
what post-purchase factors influenced their current feelings toward their decision,
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product intangibility and delayed time themes once again emerged. In addition to these
two factors, impulse buyers expressed two new themes: need for the product purchased
and lack of pre-purchase information search. As the previous discussion for deliberators
illustrates examples of the intangibility and delayed time themes, only the new themes
that emerged from the impulse buyer responses will be discussed below. Table 5 provides
the post-purchase considerations and recommendations from impulse buyers, with
illustrative quotes and percentage frequencies.
Table 4

Post-Purchase Considerations for Impulse Buyers

Response Category
Delayed waiting time
Intangibility of the
purchase
Need for the product
purchased
Lack of pre-information
search

Illustrative Quote

“Oh delivery time matters a lot for me when I buy online.”
“…the more I think about it and the material and the colors
without seeing it in person, the more nervous I am getting.

Percentage
80%
70%

“Well I am doubting it now because I totally don’t need it.”

50%

“I didn’t really look ahead of time, so I went back on the site
and looked at some of the other products afterwards…”

30%

One of the themes that was specific to the impulse buyer respondents related to
the consumers’ assessment of their actual need for purchase. Many respondents doubted
that their most recent purchase would be any different from what they currently have, or
questioned if it would actually be worse than what they currently own. This directly
related to their feelings of anticipatory regret for the outcome of their most recent
decision. Examples include:

“I would say afterwards is when I started second guessing for sure. Even maybe
the next day. It’s been like three days now and I am for sure questioning why I
even did this. I would say the fit is something I am always worried about, but also
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whether or not we should have even bought them at all? I mean we have plenty of
stuff to wear to this game, so we really don’t need it. It’s actually kind of sad the
number of shirts we have that look just like it, but this one has a white stripe
instead of black across it (laughs).” -Summer

“Well I am doubting it now because I totally don’t need it. Like absolutely no
need. On top of that, it is less compatible than what I already have at home and
it’s going to be sort of a pain to hook up. I have a tv that I have mounted right
now and I have a Roku that’s nice and small, that doesn’t need an extra plug. This
will be bigger and somewhat bulker, and needs an additional plug. Plus, I’m not
really committed to this iTunes ecosystem, so I’m don’t even know if I can even
play all of my content on it... (laughter).” -Mike

“I am doubting it mostly because the uncertainty about the quality. I mean I don’t
really know people that have bought this before so it’s definitely new to me. You
don’t want to buy cheap workout stuff because they fall apart so easily. Also, if I
really need it. After I bought it and you have to sit and wait for a few days, I think
it makes you question whether you needed that extra jacket or whatever. I already
have so many things that look just like it, I’m worried it’s just going to be a cheap
version of what I already have.” -Corrine

Another emerging factor that was unique to the impulse buyer respondents
actually relates to the lack of pre-purchase deliberation that occurred before buying.
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Impulse consumers did not consider very much information, alternative options, or
consumer reviews prior to making the purchase decision; thus, some respondents sought
additional information after the decision had been made. These consumers expressed
feelings of regret for not undertaking more deliberation ahead of time, which may have
potentially allowed them to make a better initial decision. Examples include:

“I am doubting it. I think it was just because I really didn’t look around and
scope out all my options initially. I kind of just took his advice and went with it.
And I was on Amazon again the other day and a couple more of them came up so
I started looking at them. I maybe could have got a cheaper one, or one that
charges my battery up again for longer. There were just so many different brands
and types that I wasn’t even aware of.” -Jake

“So I didn’t really think about looking around too much ahead of time… but I
went back on the site and looked at some of the other products afterwards and it
looks like this is a reoccurring problem. Then the girl posted the same shoes
again!! My shoes, the one I was still waiting from three weeks before. That kind of
rubbed me wrong, I am still waiting over here! I need my shoes, but probably
should have bought them from someone else apparently.” -Cassie

Impulse buyers were also asked for recommendations for how retailers could help
them feel better about their current purchase. Similar to the deliberators, 70% of
respondents also desired more communication from the retailer following the purchase
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decision. Distinct to the impulse buyer respondents was the attribution of self-blame for
making this purchase decision, mentioned by 50% of respondents. Surprisingly, about
half of the respondents cited that the retailer could do nothing to fix the current purchase
situation, as they did not do their due diligence as online shoppers to be certain of their
decision prior to buying. Most frequently citing the lack of time spent evaluating the
product and retailer ahead of time. Although accepting blame for currently experiencing
feelings of PPAR, these consumers still expressed a high likelihood of returning the
product or not buying from the retailer again in the future. Examples include:

“I would say that after I clicked purchase I was second-guessing it way more. So I
ordered it and then when I was sitting on my couch checking my email, I saw the
confirmation. There was an email about it and there was a picture. When I was
sitting there I was looking at the stockings we currently have and then the new
ones and I just wasn’t really sure I picked the right one. I mean it was totally my
fault though for just being in a hurry and getting them that day. I should have just
gone to the store and saw them in person. That way I could know I would like
them, instead of having to wait for them to arrive now, and most likely having to
return them to the store anyways.” -Marcie

“Really there’s nothing the company could do to change my mind at this point. It
was kind of my fault because I made the impulse buy. I can always return them
though because they have a good return policy. That at least makes me feel a little
better I guess.” -Kristen
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The qualitative depth interviews begin to provide a clearer understanding as to
what influences the formation of PPAR in the online retail setting. The emerging themes
build upon prior regret literature; however, differ in several ways. Similar to prior
findings, many pre-purchase considerations (i.e. number of alternatives, amount of
information, etc.) seemed to enhance the perceived uncertainty of the purchase decision
(Miller et al. 1990; Keaveney et al. 2007). As the deliberators spent a great deal of time
and effort evaluating the various alternatives, information present, and consumer online
review inconsistency, these consumers also experienced the highest levels of decision
uncertainty before purchasing. The inclusion of the online consumer review
inconsistency represents a new area related to pre-purchase deliberation processes to be
further explored in subsequent studies. For the pre-purchase deliberators, consumers
seemed to express feelings of uncertainty before the decision was made; however, did not
fully anticipate regretting the purchase until afterwards. Thus, this finding differs slightly
from prior conceptualizations of anticipated regret, and will be further investigated.
Additionally, some respondents briefly provided justifications for their purchase
when describing their feelings of PPAR. These type of coping strategies undertaken by
consumers following PPAR evaluations will be further explored in the subsequent study.
Finally, some respondents expressed their expected satisfaction/dissatisfaction with their
purchase experience, and their potential behavioral actions for the future (i.e. returning
the product, reselling the product, etc.). These outcome behaviors will be further assessed
in the next study.
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Building upon the results of the qualitative analysis, this research seeks to further
explore the formation and consequences of PPAR. While the interviews provided detailed
information concerning the influences of PPAR, a more in-depth investigation of the
resulting consequences is needed to gain a holistic understanding of the construct. Using
both the results of the qualitative interviews along with prior theoretical foundations of
regret theory (Bell 1982; Loomes and Sugden 1982), Study 2 will undertake a
quantitative investigation of PPAR.
Study 2
Using the foundations established in the previous study, the present research seeks
to quantitatively test an original empirical model. The qualitative findings provided great
depth for understanding the influences of PPAR in the online retail setting; however, this
study will also investigate the resulting consequences of PPAR. Additionally, the
quantitative study will help generalize the findings of Study 1 to a large sample of online
shoppers. Based on the emerging themes from Study 1, the key constructs related to
PPAR are isolated. The empirical model will be used to examine the relationships, and
their relative strengths, between various influences and consequences of PPAR. The
analysis of the model shows the impact of various pre-purchase considerations and
evaluations on PPAR, and furthermore, the impact of PPAR on coping mechanisms and
anticipated behavioral intentions. Understanding the impact of these various relationships
may provide insight as to strategies that retailers can employ to combat PPAR formation
in an online retail setting. From Study 1, impulse buyers didn’t consider many prepurchase factors prior to making a decision, cited self-blame for their feelings of PPAR,
and argued that few strategies employed by the retailer could change the way they felt
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about their purchase. Conversely, the deliberators analyzed consumer reviews, evaluated
many alternatives, considered lots of information, and experienced choice uncertainty
prior to making the decision. Deliberators offered a number of potential ways retailers
could have made their purchase experience better, including: availability of more online
reviews, desire for better filters for information and alternatives to make the process
easier, need for the retailer to maintain constant communication after purchase, and to
make the delivery process as quick as possible. These findings represent numerous
opportunities for retailers to combat PPAR from both the pre and post stages of the
purchase experience. As pre-purchase deliberators allow for a deeper understanding of
PPAR across the entire online buying process, and provide greater insight to enhancing
online retailer’s strategies, deliberators will be the sole segment investigated in Study 2.
The results of qualitative interviews showed that greater numbers of alternatives,
inconsistency of the customer reviews, and the overall amount of information considered
during the deliberation phase was also accompanied higher levels of choice uncertainty
prior to making a purchase decision. Higher product costs and heightened perceptions of
intangibility further contributed to the amount of time spent deliberating. Furthermore,
increased levels of customer effort were required to complete the purchase, often leaving
consumers feeling frustrated with their experience. Despite feeling some degree of
uncertainty prior to making the purchase decision, respondents decided on one specific
alternative and bought the product. Following this decision, feelings of PPAR began to
emerge as soon as the next day. Longer waiting times seemed to further strengthen these
negative feelings about their decision. Although experiencing PPAR, a few respondents
tried to provide brief justification for their decision or even insight into potential future
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behavioral outcomes. As these findings were beyond the scope of the qualitative study,
they will be further explored in this study.
While these findings provide a substantial foundation for understanding PPAR,
retailers can gain further insight from a quantitative examination and further expansion of
these relationships. In support of this qualitative analysis, the basic premise of regret
theory can provide additional knowledge of PPAR. Through regret theory, influences and
consequences of PPAR are further presented in a conceptual model.
Theoretical Development
Regret theory, initially proposed by Bell (1982) and Loomes and Sugden (1982),
is typically considered a revised version of expected utility theory. Both theories assume
that the expected utility of a decision depends on the positives and negatives that result
from a specific outcome. Regret theory further assumes that the expected utility must also
take into account the regret that one may experience by comparing the outcomes of
forgone alternatives. To illustrate this point, Zeelenberg (1999, p. 95) offers an example
related to a decision based on various choice outcomes.
In this example, the consumer has a choice between two options: option A and
option B. The outcome of this choice is dependent on which color ball (red, yellow, or
blue) is picked from an urn, with all three colors having an equal probability of being
selected. If the consumer chooses option A and a red ball is selected, the consumer will
get $100. In addition to this monetary award, the consumer also gains positive utility
value as option B would have resulted in $0 by comparison. Now, if the consumer
chooses option B and a yellow ball is picked, the same $100 is still earned. However, this
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time less utility is gained, as picking option A would have resulted in $200; therefore, the
consumer feels regret towards their initial choice. This example is illustrated in Figure 2.

Options

Red (33.3%)

Yellow (33.3%)

Blue (33.3%)

A

$100

$200

$0

B

$0

$100

$200

Figure 2

Regret Theory Example

Note: This exhibit displays a choice between options A and B. The outcome of both
options depends on the color of the ball that is randomly picked from an urn. All three
colors have an equal chance of being picked.
Overwhelming, regret theory has dominated the regret literature stream in the
offline context (Simonson 1992; Inman and McAlister 1994; Taylor 1997). As regret
theory proposes that consumers must compare the outcome of the chosen option to the
outcomes of the forgone alternatives, this theory should also be well suited in the online
setting as consumers are presented with far more choice alternatives to consider prior to
purchasing online. This comparison occurs through the role of counterfactuals, where
consumers create hypothetical scenarios outcomes for the other alternatives (Kahneman
and Miller 1986; Tsiros and Mittal 2000; Gleicher et al. 1990). In the online environment,
the number of counterfactuals that must be created increases exponentially, making it
exceedingly difficult for consumers to be certain they made the correct decision (Schwarz
2000).
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For consumers to gain the initial knowledge of the available alternatives, they
must engage in some sort of pre-deliberation behavior. From the qualitative results,
consumers that experienced the most regret were initially presented with many different
alternatives to choose from. In order to eliminate some of these alternatives, they often
used filters and read consumer reviews, which required them to consider various product
attributes that were important to them, increasing the overall amount of information
considered. With increasing numbers of options and information to consider, consumers
may begin to feel overwhelmed and frustrated with the amount of effort that is required
to complete the process. These feelings were frequently described in the qualitative
findings and are aligned with the notions of both choice overload (Scheibehenne,
Grifeneder, and Todd 2010; Diehl and Poynor 2010; Mogilner et al. 2008) and
information overload (Eppler and Mengis 2004; Jacoby, Speller, and Kohn 1974).
Consequently, when consumers finally make a decision but feel that they had so many
other options and information to contemplate, the number of counterfactuals increases,
leading to greater likelihood of regret formation (Schwarz 2000). Thus for PPAR, more
deliberation and increased knowledge of the alternatives prior to purchasing may act as a
double edged sword (Miller, Turnbull, and MacFarland 1990; Kahneman and Miller
1986; Keaveny et al. 2007; Nordgren and Dijksterhuis 2009).
More recently an expansion upon regret theory, termed Decision Justification
Theory, was offered by Connolly and Zeelenberg (2002). This updated model proposes
that two components contribute to the formation of decision-related regret: a comparative
component and a personal component. The comparative component relates most readily
to what was described in the qualitative findings. Regret forms from perceiving that your
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outcome may be worse than some standard that was rejected; therefore, consumers must
evaluate the chosen option to the remaining alternatives.
The second component relates to one’s personal justification, or lack thereof, for
their most recent decision. When a consumer perceives that their decision was
unjustified, it often leads to feelings of self-blame (Roseman, Wiest & Swartz, 1994;
Zeelenberg, Van Dijk, Manstead, & Van der Pligt, 1998; Connolly and Zeelenberg 2002).
This was directly observed in the case of impulse buyers in the qualitative study. As
impulse buyers did not have any real justification for their purchase, they experienced
feelings of PPAR but blamed themselves for making a poor decision. Conversely,
although deliberators also experienced PPAR, some began to provide some sort of
justification for their actions. The role of post-purchase justifications will be examined in
the coming model, along with their impact on behavioral outcomes relevant to the online
shopping context including: intent to return, intent to resell, and overall satisfaction with
the purchase process.
Few studies in the regret literature stream have been dedicated to understanding
the specific types of arguments that provide good coping mechanisms in order to
diminish feelings of regret (Connolly and Zeelenberg 2002). This research will
investigate two specific forms of coping, personal justification and alternative
discounting, in the conceptual model to provide a deeper understanding of how
consumers can overcome negative feelings following a regretful decision. Prior research
has shown that one of the best justifications cited by consumers was feeling a sense of
competence in their decision making processes (Connolly and Reb 2012). Aligned with
these findings, the role of online shopping self-affirmation will be examined as a
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potential moderating variable for PPAR and the two types of justification discussed
above. Furthermore, three additional moderating variables will be tested that strengthen
the pre-purchase deliberation relationships, including: perceived expense, intangibility of
the purchase, and purchase involvement. These various relationships will be explored in
the proposed model shown in Figure 3. A full list of the hypothesized relationships is
shown in Appendix A.
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Figure 3
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Conceptual Model of PPAR Influences and Consequences

Hypotheses Development
The impact of deliberation in decision making has sparked much controversy in
the marketing literature. Popular opinion previously believed that making efforts to take a
careful and systematic analysis would lead to more consistent, enduring preferences
(Kahneman, Slovic, and Tversky 1982). However, more recently authors have suggested
that deliberation can actually produce negative results including preference inconsistency
(Nordgren and Dijksterhuis 2009), poor quality judgements (Dijksterhuis and Nordgren
2006), less attitude-behavior consistency (Wilson et al. 1984), lead to negative emotions
(Luce, Bettman, and Payne 1997; Luce, Payne, and Bettman1999), and reduced
satisfaction with personal decisions (Wilson et al. 1993). The results of the qualitative
study further confirm such findings, and show that pre-purchase deliberation can lead to
greater choice uncertainty.
Choice Uncertainty
Choice uncertainty refers to a state in which a consumer feels unsure about their
purchase decision (Urbany et al. 1989). Traditional marketing thought argues that buyers
seek out additional sources of information in order to reduce the uncertainty they feel
about a decision (Cox 1967; Hansen 1972). However, when consumers put forth more
effort to evaluate the available alternatives and excessive amounts of information present
in the online context determining which product is the best choice can become unclear.
When a consumer experiences such difficulties during the deliberation process negative
emotions can be elicited.
Frustration is one such negative emotion included in Richins (1997) emotional
categories, along with irritation and anger. Frustration is often considered an emotion that
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occurs when a consumer attributes the inability of completing a goal to a situational
factor (Roseman 1991). In this particular research, frustration is a feeling of being upset
due to the inability to successfully achieve one’s purchasing goals. When consumers
begin to feel irritated that they cannot easily find the “right product,” they may begin to
lose confidence in their overall purchase decision. Based on these findings:
H1: Frustration will decrease consumer’s level of Choice Certainty.
One source of frustration relates to the pre-purchase deliberation that occurs in an
online context. According to Lonial (1983), deliberation is thought to have three
overarching dimensions including: the extent of information seeking, consideration of
alternatives, and number of features considered. Aligned with these three dimensions, this
research will use three sets of scales to assess pre-purchase deliberation in the online
retail setting. First, information overload will be measured, which incorporates the
number of features considered and the extent of information seeking, and is also
consistent with the qualitative findings. Second, choice overload will directly represent
the number of alternatives considered prior to purchasing. Finally, a third measurement,
review inconsistency, represents a new consideration in the online retail setting, which
emerged from the qualitative results. As each of these three deliberation considerations
requires the consumer to put forth more work to evaluate the products prior to
purchasing, the role of perceived effort will also be investigated.
Perceived effort describes the consumers’ perception of the resources that were
expended by the consumer in order to complete a difficult pre-purchase evaluation
process (Kivetz and Simonson 2003; Reynolds, Folse, and Jones 2006). Both positive and
negative outcomes may result from increased consumer effort in the retail setting
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(Reynolds et al. 2006). Considering the basic premise of equity theory, consumers
compare the effort they put into the pre-purchase deliberation process relative to the
outcomes of their work (Walster et al. 1978). As consumers try to minimize the amount
of energy put forth during the evaluation stage (Anderson 2003), while maximizing the
outcome, negative affective states may result when the inputs exceed the perceived
output (Garbarino and Edell 1997). Additionally, when a process is perceived to be timeconsuming and difficult, consumers perceive that the alternatives are very similar to one
another; therefore, are less certain they are choosing the best product to purchase (Inbar
et al. 2011). Thus, the role of perceived effort and its relationship with each of the three
deliberation considerations and subsequent outcome is explored.
Choice Overload
Choice overload refers to an overwhelming state felt by consumers regarding the
increased number of product alternatives that must be considered prior to purchasing
(Scheibehenne, Greifeneder, and Todd 2010). Choice overload has been shown to lead to
many adverse consequences including: decreased motivation to choose (Iyengar,
Huberman, and Jiang 2004), decreased satisfaction with the chosen option (Chernev
2003), and increased negative emotions associated with the decision (Schwartz 2000).
When consumers are faced with smaller choice sets, they are able to provide reasoning
for choosing a specific option (Shafir, Simonson, and Tversky 2000); however, when
consumers must evaluate many different options, they may not be able to persuade
themselves to favor any one option with certainty (Lipowski 1970). The more options
that consumers are presented with, the more difficult it becomes to make a final purchase
decision. Difficult decisions that offer too many alternatives to choose from make the
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perceived differences between alternatives seem smaller (Fasolo et al. 2009; Nordgren
and Diksterhuis 2009; Liberman and Forester 2006; Inbar et al. 2011; Novemsky et al.
2007). When consumers are faced with large choice sets, they must then put more effort
into the pre-purchase evaluation process. The comparison of all available alternatives can
be an undesirable task for consumers from a time-and-effort perspective, which further
increases consumers’ fear of making the wrong choice (Iyengar, Wells, and Schwartz
2006). Thus:
H2: The relationship between Choice Overload and a) Choice Certainty and b)
Frustration will be mediated by Perceived Effort.
Information Overload
Information overload is a consumers’ perception that the number of product
related attributes and product information that must be considered before purchasing is
excessive or overwhelming (Stanton and Paolo 2012; Klausegger et al. 2007). As the
number of attributes that must be considered for each alternative grows in the online
context, so does the overall complexity associated with the decision. Similar to choice
overload described above, this increased amount of information makes for a very difficult
evaluation process, and less confidence in one’s overall decision (Burnham, Frels, and
Mahajan 2003). From the information overload perspective, as the amount of information
that must be considered relative to the purchase increases, consumers must put forth more
effort to process the information, but still may end up making a poor decision as a result
(Jacoby et al., 1974a and Jacoby et al., 1974b). Additionally, complex evaluations may
lead to negative emotional states and confusion (Jacoby et al. 1974; Heitmann et al.
2007), due to the required amount of work consumers must then undertake. As such:
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H3: The relationship between Information Overload and a) Choice Certainty and
b) Frustration will be mediated by Perceived Effort.
Review Inconsistency
Review inconsistency refers to the perceived discrepancies in the information
displayed in the consumer product reviews. As a large portion of reviewers frequently
include pros and cons in their product evaluations, this strategy has actually been found
to be less helpful and less persuasive due to the perceived conflict of the reviewer’s
arguments and their ratings (Schlosser 2011). This aligns with the notion of evaluativecognitive consistency, or one’s abstract product evaluation relative to the evaluative
content available (Rosenberg 1956). Thus, consideration of pros and cons often leads to
more moderate product evaluations; whereas, solely positive (or negative) remarks leads
to more extreme judgments (Brauer et al. 2004; Linville 1982). When inconsistent
information is found in the reviews, consumers have a difficult time determining review
credibility (Baek, Ahn, and Choi 2012). Furthermore, inconsistencies in review
information often leave consumers with conflicting feelings about their purchase, and a
sense of anger or frustration about the contradictory information (Upadhyay 2015). These
negative feelings were described by respondents in the qualitative study when they
encountered conflicting information in the reviews. The presence of inconsistent reviews
forced consumers to read even more reviews and find additional sources of information,
increasing the overall effort that must be put forth. This leads to the hypotheses:
H4: The relationship between Review Consistency and a) Choice Certainty and b)
Frustration will be mediated by Perceived Effort.
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As the direct and indirect relationships relative to the pre-purchase evaluation
process have been described, three moderating variables will be investigated during this
purchasing phase as well. The moderating variables of purchase involvement, perceived
expense, and perceived intangibility of the purchase, will be included to show their
influence on the relationship between the three deliberation considerations (choice
overload, information overload, and review inconsistency), and the perceived effort
associated with the purchase.
Purchase Involvement
Purchase involvement is the first moderating variable and is the perceived
personal relevance or interest that a consumer brings to a purchase decision task (Mittal
1989; Hawkins, Best, & Coney, 1986). Consumers may experience varying degrees of
purchase involvement for the same product, as some perceive high personal relevance to
the purchase, others may exhibit lower involvement levels (Zaichkowsky, 1985). In the
pre-deliberation purchase stages, consumers must undertake various steps in order to
arrive at a specific purchase decision. The strategies that each individual applies is
relative to the internal motivations and capabilities of the consumer (Payne, Bettman, and
Johnson 1993). When consumers are highly involved in a purchase decision, they are
more likely to put forth more effort to engage in extensive search and evaluation
processes (Beatty and Smith, 1987; Engel et al., 1986). For instance, if a consumer
considers themselves a coffee connoisseur and they are looking for a new home coffee
maker, they are likely to invest a more personal resources into evaluating their various
options because it is an important decision for them. However, when involvement is low
and the consumer does not feel vested in the decision, consumer pre-purchase
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deliberation is more limited (Bloch, Sherrell, and Ridgway, 1986; Jacoby, Chestnut and
Fisher, 1978). Thus, the construct of involvement should act as a moderator by
strengthening the relationships between deliberation and effort evaluations during the
pre-purchase search stages (Bettman, 1986; Petty and Cacioppo, 1979). Therefore,
H5: Purchase Involvement will strengthen the relationship between a) Choice
Overload, b) Information Overload, and c) Review Consistency and
Perceived Effort.
Perceived Expense
The second moderating variable, perceived expense, is what is given up in order
to obtain a product in the eyes of the consumer (Zeithaml 1988; Ahtola 1984). The
expense of a product is related to the pricing literature that considers the perceived
sacrifice the consumer must make in order to obtain a desired outcome (Monroe and
Krishnan 1985). As perceived expense is a relative measure based on an individual’s
personal income, this construct will be assessed along with the objective cost, or the
actual dollar amount spent (Jacoby and Olson 1977). It has often been found that
consumers do not always know or remember the exact price; however, they assign a
relative meaning to the price from their specific, such as “cheap” or “expensive”
(Zeithaml 1982; 1988; Dickson and Sawyer 1990). In an online setting, the expense of
the purchase is increasingly an important factor as consumers must consider the added
shipping cost (Lewis, Singh, and Fay 2006; Kopalle et al. 2009), and their level of trust in
the online seller to carry out the transaction (Smith and 2002). Although the dispersion of
online prices is well known in the marketing literature, empirical studies on consumers’
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perceptions of product expense relative to online search behavior is lacking (Kopalle et
al. 2009). In the qualitative findings, nearly all of the respondents claimed that the
perceived expense of the purchase was a major consideration during the pre-purchase
deliberation phase. The greater the expense associated with the product, the more the
consumer believed that care should be taken in evaluating the various alternatives before
making a decision. Higher priced products made the respondents want to be sure that they
were choosing the “right product;” therefore, they often considered many more
alternatives and sources of information ahead of time. This further lengthened the time
and effort respondents spent in the pre-purchase deliberation phase. As such:
H6: Perceived Expense will strengthen the relationship between a) Choice
Overload, b) Information Overload, and c) Review Consistency) and
Perceived Effort.
Intangibility
The degree of intangibility is the final pre-purchase moderator, and is the extent to
which the consumer perceives that the product cannot be seen, felt, and tried prior to
purchasing (Kotler and Bloom 1984). As intangibility is often most readily associated
with services, the proliferation of the internet and online shopping has increased the
importance of understanding the role of intangibility for products as well (Laroche, Yang,
McDougall, and Bergeron 2005). Greater intangibility has a strong impact on the
perceived difficulty and risk associated with decision making (Murray 1991; Laroche et
al. 2001; Murray and Schlacter 1990). As online shopping often does not allow for clear,
tangible cues during pre-purchase evaluation stages (Cho et al. 2006; Ratnasingham
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1998), consumers often must attribute greater processing effort to complete the purchase
(McDougall 1987), which is also linked to more evaluation uncertainty (Mitchell and
Greatorex 1993; Murray 1991). Therefore, greater levels of intangibility force consumers
to rely on numerous online information sources in order to make a purchase decision,
further increasing the amount of effort involves in the pre-purchase deliberation phase.
Thus,
H7: The Perceived Intangibility of the purchase will strengthen the relationship
between a) Choice Overload, b) Information Overload, and c) Review
Consistency) and Perceived Effort.
PPAR
Post-purchase anticipated regret (PPAR) is the focal construct of this research
study, and is defined as an emotional state in which a consumer anticipates feelings of
disappointment or sorrow with a purchase decision they have already made, but have yet
to receive. Similar to the goals of the qualitative research, this study seeks to understand
what influences the formation of PPAR in an online retail setting. One influential
construct that has been explored in the regret literature stream is frustration. Although
frustration is shown to be related to regret, it’s conceptually and empirically a distinct
concept (Tsiros and Mittal 2000; Inman et al. 1997; Zeelenberger and Pieters 1999). The
inability of the consumer to easily find what they believe is the “right” or best product
produces this negative emotional state (Menon and Dube 2000; D’Astous 2000), further
enhancing the formation of regret (Reynolds et al. 2006). Based on these findings, the
author hypothesizes:
H8: Frustration will increase consumer’s feelings of PPAR.
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As choice uncertainty has already been defined, this research will also investigate
not only the influences of choice uncertainty, but also what this construct further impacts.
Unlike the traditional brick-and-mortar store, consumers cannot initially assess the
outcome of the tangible product, which can lead to even more uncertainty in the prepurchase decision process (Zeelenberg 1999). Prior research shows that when a consumer
is uncertain about whether or not they are making the right decision during the prepurchase deliberation phase, they are more likely to experience some form of postdecision regret (Heitmann et al. 2007). This notion was further supported in the
qualitative findings of the deliberation group. Deliberators showed a general lack of
overall confidence with their decision prior to purchasing, and then reported feelings of
PPAR as soon as the next day. This leads to the hypothesis:
H9: Choice Certainty will decrease consumer’s feelings of PPAR.
Coping Mechanisms
When consumers have doubts about a recent decision they have made, they often
seek ways to overcome these negative feelings. Two specific coping strategies have been
conceptually and empirically linked to the decision making context: alternative
discounting and personal justification (McLeod 2014). Consistent with prior dissonance
literature, when a decision is made, the attractiveness of the chosen option should
increase, whereas the attractiveness of the rejected alternative decreases (Festinger 1957;
Brehm 1956). This phenomenon is often referred to as alternative discounting or
alternative spreading, and is a coping strategy that individuals undergo in order to
overcome negative feelings about their recent decision. Alternative discounting is a
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method of overcoming feelings of PPAR in which consumers discount the attractiveness
of the foregone alternatives in favor of the option they chose. Being able to identify a
reason for choosing one option over another is a problem-focused coping strategy
(Bettman, Luce, and Payne 1998). In particular, when a difficult purchase decision results
in conflicting post-purchase attitudes and leaves the consumer feeling uncomfortable, the
attractiveness of the foregone alternatives should be discounted in comparison with the
chosen alternative (Brehm 1956; Converse and Cooper 1979; Shultz, Leveille, and
Lepper 1999; Liberman and Forster 2006).
Another strategy used by consumers to combat conflicting feelings about their
decision is referred to as personal justification. Personal justification is another method of
overcoming conflicting feelings towards a purchase decision. Personal justification
describes the process in which an individual convinces themselves that the chosen option
was the overall best decision based on the amount of work put forth in the pre-purchase
evaluation process (McLeod 2014). The effort that consumers put forth in the predeliberation stages should therefore impact their evaluations in the post-purchase stages
in order to diminish negative feelings of PPAR. As individuals place value on decisions
that required more work to complete, consumers will attempt to convince themselves that
the outcome was positive regardless of the true outcome (McLeod 2014). This strategy
provides a sort of justification in which consumers are motivated to think that the
decision will turn out well to reduce any negative feelings (Aronson and Mills 1959).
Based on these findings, the researcher hypothesizes:
H10: PPAR will increase Alternative Discounting.
H11: PPAR will increase Personal Justification.
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Online Shopping Self-Affirmation
The dissonance literature has transformed over the years to be conceptually linked
to self-affirmation theory (Aronson et al. 2006). Self-affirmation theory claims that
people are primarily motivated to maintain their self-integrity, which supersedes their
need for psychological consistency, as suggested in dissonance literature (Sherman and
Cohen 2006). Therefore, people are able to tolerate conflicting feelings about a recent
decision, and refrain from engaging in dissonance related coping mechanisms, if they are
self-affirmed. However, the domain in which this self-affirmation takes place has yielded
mixed results, but plays a crucial role in determining its influence on the resulting
dissonance coping mechanism. Far more studies have been dedicated to self-affirmation
in alternative domains unrelated to the dissonant decision (Aronson, Blanton, and Cooper
1995; Steele and Liu 1983; McConnell and Brown 2010); however, few studies have
examined the impact of affirming the self in the same domain as the threatening decision.
In this study, affirmations taking place in the same domain as the conflicting
decision will be investigated. Specifically, online shopping affirmation refers to the
individual’s positive perceptions of their personal online shopping skills and competence
when making online purchase decisions. Affirmations taking place within the scope of
the dissonant decision have been shown to make the personal integrity standards in
question more salient (Blanton, Cooper, Skurnik, and Aronson 1997). For instance, by
affirming consumers’ feelings about past positive online shopping experiences,
consumers begin to think about all of their online shopping interactions. As this
affirmation falls within the same domain of their recent dissonant decision, such thoughts
will make consumers even more concerned with their current purchase decision. Thus, in
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order to reassure themselves that they made a good purchase decision, and diminish any
negative feelings, the use of various coping mechanisms should increase.
As numerous authors have suggested that retailers send follow-up communication
to recent buyers to reduce dissonance and enhance consumer evaluations and future
behavioral intentions (Soutar and Sweeney 2003; Hunt 1970; Mowen 1995; Engle 1963),
few studies have explicitly addressed the message framing strategies that will produce
desirable results. Retailer messages affirming ones online shopping ability may help
further push consumers to use coping strategies to overcome their feelings of PPAR.
Thus,
H12: Online Shopping Self-Affirmation will strengthen the relationship between
PPAR a) Alternative Discounting and b) Personal Justification.
Outcome Variables
From the online retailer’s perspective, allowing consumers to undergo these
methods of coping with their purchase decision may be advantageous in terms of greater
positive behavioral intentions and positive evaluations. For example, even if the
evaluation for the chosen alternative being superior to the foregone alternatives is a
subjective judgement, it should generate more positive emotional reactions (Luce,
Bettman, and Payne 2001). Thus, positive feelings toward the purchase decision lead to
more favorable consumer behavioral intentions (McDougall and Levesque 2000; Cole
and Illum 2006). When consumers feel positive about their purchase, they should be
more inclined to keep the purchase once it arrives, and are therefore less likely to return
the item to the retailer or resell the item to another buyer. In addition to positive
behavioral intentions, positive thoughts about the purchase decision can further lead to
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enhanced satisfaction evaluations (Mano and Oliver 1993; Oliver 1993; Liljander and
Strandvik 1997; Lee, Lee, Lee, and Babin 2008). As this research assesses consumer
evaluations in which the product has not yet arrived, satisfaction with the purchase
process will be evaluated. Satisfaction with the process is a distinct concept, but is
positively related to satisfaction with the overall outcome (Fitzsimons, Greenleaf, and
Lehmann 1997; Heitmann et al. 2006). Thus,
H13: Alternative Discounting will decrease a) Intentions to Return, and b)
Intentions to Resell.
H14: Alternative Discounting will increase Satisfaction with the Purchase
Process.

When consumers cope with feelings of PPAR by personally justifying their
decision, positive managerial outcomes may result. As prior research shows, feelings of
regret often lead to consumer dissatisfaction (Tsiros and Mittal 2000; Cooke et al. 2001;
Zeelenberg and Pieters 1999). However, through this coping mechanism consumers begin
to justify their purchase decision based on the amount of work put in during the prepurchase deliberation phase. When a specific purchase decision is able to be justified,
consumers post-purchase evaluations and intentions are positively impacted (Shafir,
Simonson, and Tversky 2000; Simonson 1992), specifically leading to a satisfying
purchase experience (Heitmann et al. 2006). When a decision has been justified,
consumers convince themselves that it was a good purchase; therefore, they should be
more likely to keep the product rather than returning or reselling the item to another
buyer. This leads the author to hypothesize:
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H15: Personal Justification will decrease a) Intentions to Return, and b) Intentions
to Resell.
H16: Personal Justification will increase Satisfaction with the Purchase Process.
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METHODS
To test the proposed model shown in Figure 3, the author developed a survey to
capture the influences and consequences of PPAR. Respondents were asked to recall and
describe a recent online purchase in which a decision was made; however, the respondent
is now second-guessing. The author emphasized that the purchase must be one in which
multiple alternatives and online reviews were considered prior to purchasing, and the
respondent had not yet received the purchase. By capturing consumer evaluations prior to
receiving the product, as opposed to retrospectively, there is less potential for hindsight
bias (Heitmann et al. 2007). Respondents were also asked to fully describe this purchase
experience in order to assess the validity of the responses. Keeping this recent purchase
decision in mind, respondents were then asked to fill out a survey.
Scales were primarily adapted to the context of this study based on previous
research. The three deliberation stage constructs of information overload, choice
overload, and review consistency were adapted from Stanton and Paolo (2012), and
Gurhan-Canli (2003). The other pre-purchase constructs of perceived effort, frustration,
and choice certainty were adapted from Reynolds et al. (2006), Peters, O’Conner, and
Rudolph (1980), and Urbany et al. (1997) respectively. Post-purchase measures of
intentions to return, intentions to resell, and satisfaction with purchase process were
adapted from Hui et al. (2004), and Maxham and Netemeyer (2002). Finally, the
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moderating variables of purchase involvement, and intangibility were adapted from
Bower and Landreth (2001), and Sujan and Bettman (1989) respectively. The measures
for PPAR were adapted to the post-purchase and online retail context, but were based on
the work of Tsiros and Mittal (2000). The author developed the measures for alternative
discounting, personal justification, perceived expense, and online shopping selfaffirmation, as an extensive review of the current literature provided no appropriate
scales for these constructs. The scales used for alternative discounting and personal
justification were developed based on the dissonance justification coping mechanisms
that have previously been manipulated in experimental settings (Liberman and Forster
2006; McLeod 2014; Aronson and Mills 1959; Brehm 1956). The online shopping selfaffirmation scale was based on the work of Heine and Lehman (1997), who measured
overall self-affirmation following a dissonant decision. The constructs of purchase
involvement, perceived expense, review consistency, choice certainty, and intentions to
resell and return, were all measured using 7-point semantic differentials. All other items
were measured on a 7-point scale ranging from 1=Strongly Disagree to 7=Strongly
Agree. Basic demographic questions including age and gender were also collected.
Analysis of Pretest
To test the reliability and validity of the scales mentioned above, a pretest was
conducted using a national online panel. In order to qualify for this study, participants
had to live in the United States and be over the age of 18 years old. Respondents were
compensated for their participation in the study. Using this method, 300 respondents were
surveyed during the pre-test. There were forty responses excluded from the analysis due
to failure to pass attention checks or to provide an appropriate example of PPAR. This
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resulted in a final sample of 260 usable responses. Of the respondents, 55% were female,
and the average age was 35 years old.
First, an exploratory factor analysis was conducted using a maximum likelihood
with an oblique rotation. Five items showed problems with cross-loadings on other
constructs; therefore, were removed from the analysis. All other items loaded strongly on
their respective construct. Results of the pre-test indicated that all scales exhibited
acceptable levels of reliability, with all coefficient alpha measures exceeding .70
(Nunnally and Bernstein 1994). Next, the unidimensionality of the scale items were
measured using a confirmatory factor analysis via AMOS 22. The results of the analysis
indicated an acceptable fit (Hu and Bentler 1999) of the model to the data (x2 = 1961.83,
df = 1250, p < .001; CFI = .95, IFI =.95, RMSEA = .04). Table 5 shows a complete list of
results from the CFA, along with coefficient alpha measures for each construct.
The convergent and discriminant validity of the scales were examined by
calculating the average variance extracted for each construct. Furthermore, calculations
for the shared variance between constructs were made as recommended by Fornell and
Larcker (1981). The average variance extracted exceeded .50 for each construct,
providing evidence of convergent validity (see Tables 6 and 7). No shared variance
between constructs exceeded the average variance extracted, indicating evidence of
discriminant validity.
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Table 5

Pretest CFA Results

PPAR Influences & Outcomes
Choice Overload (α=.92)
-I felt overload by the number of choices
-I felt overwhelmed by the variety of choices
-There were too many choices available
-I had a hard time choosing which option was the best

Standardized Factor t-Values
Loadings
.96
.93
.85
.74

**
30.90
22.79
16.42

Information Overload (α=.92)
-I had to consider a lot of different product attributes at once
-There was so much product information to consider
-It was hard to keep up with all the product information
-I felt overwhelmed by how many product attributes I had to evaluate

.89
.83
.91
.90

**
18.34
17.14
21.62

Review Consistency (α=.88)
The customer reviews for this product:
-Showed many/few differences of opinion
-Had/Had no conflicting information
-Were similar/dissimilar in their review

.82
.81
.88

**
14.47
15.41

Intangibility (α=.84)
This product was hard to:
-Judge the quality without seeing it in person
-Get a clear image of without seeing it in person
-Evaluate everything without seeing it in person

.76
.71
.93

**
11.72
13.01

Perceived Expense (α=.97)
Relative to my personal income, I consider this product to be:
-Cost Very Little/Cost A Great Deal
-Cheap/Costly
-Low Priced/Pricey

.93
.96
.97

**
34.32
34.46

Product Involvement (α=.93)
To me this purchase was:
-Unimportant/Important
-Doesn’t Matter/Matters a Great Deal To Me
-Irrelevant/Relevant
-Of No Concern/Of Great Concern

.91
.90
.87
.86

**
23.02
21.23
20.67

Perceived Effort (α=.86)
-Finding the right item to purchase required a lot of effort
-I had to put in a lot of work to complete this purchase
-It was difficult searching and finding the product I wanted to buy

.80
.86
.78

**
15.03
13.36
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Table 5 (Continued)
PPAR Influences and Outcomes
Frustration (α=.93)
The process I went through to find the right purchase:
-Was an irritating process
-Left me feeling annoyed
-Made me feel agitated

Standardized Factor t-Values
Loadings
.96
.93
.83

**
29.71
21.35

Choice Certainty (α=.96)
Before I clicked purchase, I felt _______ about my decision:
-Not/Very Confident
-Unsure/Sure
-Uncertain/Certain

.90
.96
.96

**
28.01
28.02

PPAR (α=.90)
Thinking about the purchase decision I made, I
-Am worried I’m going to be disappointed with my purchase1
-Am concerned I may be let down with this purchase3
-Am afraid I may be unhappy with what I purchased5
-Am anxious that this purchase will leave me feeling dissatisfied6

.81
.86
.88
.82

**
15.08
12.29
13.06

Online Shopping Self-Affirmation (α=.87)
Based on your overall online shopping behavior:
-I’m a savvy online shopper
-I am a good online shopper
-I’m a competent online shopper

.81
.85
.81

**
14.56
14.35

Alternative Discounting (α=.91)
The option I chose:
-Was better than the other options I had to choose from
-Was superior to the other options I had to choose from
-Was higher quality compared to the other available alternatives
-Met my needs the best compared to the other available alternatives

.90
.90
.81
.77

**
20.16
17.19
16.03

Purchase Justification (α=.92)
-Based on everything I evaluated I still feel like this was my best decision
-Thinking about the effort I put in I feel like this was my top choice
-Thinking about the work I put in, I think this was my best choice
-After reviewing all my options I feel positive this was the top pick for me

.80
.84
.91
.88

**
19.24
17.21
16.71

PPAR Influences and Outcomes
Intent to Return (α=.96)
Please indicate your likelihood to return this product:
-Definitely Will Not/Definitely Will
-Not Inclined To/Inclined To
-Not Probable/Highly Probable
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Standardized Factor t-Values
Loadings
.93
.94
.97

**
30.39
35.22

Table 5 (Continued)
Intent to Resell (α=.98)
Please indicate your likelihood to resell this product to another buyer:
-Not Inclined To/Inclined To
-Not Probable/Highly Probable
-Definitely Will Not/Definitely Will

.97
.96
.97

**
45.50
52.64

Satisfaction w/Purchase Process (α=.92)
In regards to the overall purchase process, I am:
-Pleased with the stages I went through to make this purchase
-Content with the steps I went through to complete this purchase
-Satisfied with the steps I took to buy this product

.89
.87
.91

**
19.74
21.31

**-denotes a constrained relationship to 1.00 in order for identification
Model fit statistics: x2 = 1961.83, df = 1250, p < .001; CFI = .95, IFI =.95, RMSEA = .04.
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Table 6

Pretest Means and Standard Deviations

Construct
Choice Overload
Information Overload
Review Consistency
Perceived Effort
Frustration
Choice Certainty
Intangibility
Perceived Expense
Purchase Involvement
PPAR
Alternative Discounting
Personal Justification
Intent to Return
Intent to Resell
Satisfaction w/Process
Self-Affirmation

Mean (S.D.)

AVE

4.83 (1.46)
4.44 (1.53)
5.39 (1.73)
4.78 (1.33)
3.80 (1.56)
3.90 (1.50)
4.83 (1.46)
4.20 (1.77)
5.41 (1.24)
5.40 (0.96)
4.24 (1.26)
4.70 (1.04)
3.56 (1.74)
2.41 (1.66)
4.84 (1.06)
5.48 (0.88)

.77
.79
.71
.67
.83
.89
.66
.92
.79
.71
.72
.75
.90
.95
.80
.66

Note: S.D.: standard deviation; AVE: average variance extracted.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
1
.63
.04
.57
.38
.01
.13
.00
.25
.01
.07
.21
-.16
-.07
.02
.10
1
-.02
.48
.33
-.01
.15
.22
.34
-.01
.14
.23
-.07
-.04
.07
.01
1
-.08
-.14
.27
-.07
-.04
.01
-.15
-.03
.18
.03
-.03
.11
.11
1
.49
-.12
.27
.15
.38
.12
.12
.17
-.05
-.03
-.09
.09
1
-.16
.19
.07
.13
.14
.07
-.09
-.01
.05
-.34
-.05
1
-.11
.06
.01
-.23
.08
.09
.03
.13
.14
-.10

Intercorrelation of constructs
1
2
3
4
5
6

Pretest Correlations of Constructs

Choice Overload
Information Overload
Review Consistency
Perceived Effort
Frustration
Choice Certainty
Intangibility
Perceived Expense
Purchase Involvement
PPAR
Alternative Discounting
Personal Justification
Intent to Return
Intent to Resell
Satisfaction w/Process
Self-Affirmation

Table 7
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1
.02
.03
.20
.03
-.02
-.05
.01
-.07
.04

7

1
.22
-.02
.19
.17
.31
.16
.11
-.10

8

1
.06
.10
.29
.06
-.11
.20
.15

9

1
-.03
-.28
.06
-.08
-.08
.13

10

1
.39
.08
.14
.11
-.09

11

1
-.04
-.01
.48
.15

12

1
.15
.04
.01

13

1
-.12
-.27

14

1
.27

15

1

16

Primary Data Collection
Two rounds of data collection took place in the primary data collection to
understand 1) the antecedents of PPAR and 2) the resulting consequences of PPAR. The
two separate collections were deemed necessary by the author in hopes of avoiding
survey respondent fatigue, and to enhance the overall quality of responses. All scales
included in the final data collections were based on the results of the pre-test.
Antecedents of PPAR
The first data collection examined the antecedents of PPAR. Two separate
samples were collected during this first round of data collection based on consumers’ use
of the online shopping cart during deliberation. As indicated in the depth-interview
results (see Table 2), the majority of respondents used the online shopping cart as a form
of a “gut check” before deciding to buy the chosen alternative. The online cart provided
respondents with a means to easily return to their chosen alternative, while allowing them
additional time to contemplate whether or not to make the purchase. Consumers’ usage of
the online shopping cart for such purposes has been seen in online retailing practice, as
retailers such as Amazon, Etsy, Crate and Barrel, Pottery Barn, Neiman Marcus, LL
Bean, and Zappos, send users follow-up emails to remind them of items saved in their
cart, in hopes of persuading them to revisit the site to make a purchase. Sometimes these
emails even provide discounts or incentives for users to complete their current purchase
(Tuttle 2012).
The results of the pre-test indicate that roughly 65% of respondents returned to
their online shopping cart numerous times prior to purchasing. The majority of
respondents returned to the cart two to three times before purchasing, with the average
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number of cart returns equaling 2.5. These findings were consistent with the qualitative
study findings, as the majority of respondents utilized the online shopping cart feature,
but returned to their carts 3 times or less before making the purchase. Additionally, even
though respondents visited the cart numerous times before purchasing, most respondents
made the purchase on the same day they initially put the item in the online cart, and only
about 30% of respondents waited two-to-three days after putting the item in the online
cart to actually purchase it. Two distinct samples were collected to conduct a two-group
analysis based on customers that put their item in the online shopping cart and can back
fewer than two times before purchasing, and those that came back three times or more
before purchasing.
Respondents for both samples were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk,
and were compensated for their participation. Participants were directed to the correct
survey based on how many times they visited the online shopping cart before purchasing.
All respondents were again asked to recall and describe a recent online purchase in which
a decision was made, but are now second-guessing. It was further emphasized that
multiple alternatives and online reviews were considered prior to purchasing, and the
respondent had yet to receive the product. In order to qualify for participation in the
study, respondents must reside in the United States, be 18 years or older, and have greater
than a 95% approval rating on MTurk. Based on these qualifications, a total of 600
responses were collected. There were 87 responses excluded from the final analysis due
to failure to meet the qualifications for inclusion (i.e. they had already received the
product), or pass the attention checks. This resulted in a final overall sample of 513
usable responses, with 226 respondents visiting the cart two times or less before
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purchasing (low group) and 287 respondents visiting the cart three times or more before
purchasing (high group). The final sample included 51% female participants, and an
average age of 35 years old.
An exploratory factor analysis was initially conducted using a maximum
likelihood with an oblique rotation. This analysis showed each item loading on its
respective construct, with no substantial cross-loadings present; therefore, no additional
items were removed from the analysis. The reliability of the scale items were then
assessed, and each construct exhibited an acceptable level of reliability (α ≥ .70,
Nunnally and Bernstein 1994). Using AMOS, a confirmatory factor analysis was
performed to assess convergent validity, discriminant validity, and unidimensionality. An
acceptable fit of the model to the data was found (x2=963.96, df = 480, CFI = .97, IFI
=.97, RMSEA = .04; Hu and Bentler 1999). The CFA results showed strong loadings for
all scale items measuring each latent construct. Table 8 shows a complete list of results
from the CFA.
The average variance extracted for each construct was then calculated to assess
validity, along with calculations for the shared variance between constructs as
recommended by Fornell and Larcker (1981). All average variance extracted measures
for each construct exceeded .50, illustrating evidence of convergent validity (see Table
9). Additionally, evidence of discriminant validity was shown as no shared variance
between constructs exceeded the average variance extracted. Next, as all data were
collected at a single point in time, common method bias was then assessed. To control for
any bias resulting from the common method, a single unmeasured latent construct
method was employed (Podsakoff et al. 2003). Specified relationships from this latent
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construct to each scale item were included to account for any systematic bias within the
latent constructs, and was further incorporated into the structural models.
The sample covariance matrix was then used to test the structural model. A
control variable was included in the structural model to account for potential differences
between consumers who had seen the product in person before buying versus those who
had never seen the product in person prior to purchasing. Once again, an acceptable fit
was suggested for the structural model to the data (x2 = 662.75, df = 259, p < .001; CFI =
.96, IFI =.96, RMSEA = .05; Hu and Bentler 1999). Then, the hypothesized relationships
between latent constructs were examined. A full list of standardized regression weights
and t-values for these hypothesized relationships, along with tests for both mediation and
moderation can be found in Table 10.
First, the direct relationship between Purchase Frustration and Choice Certainty
was tested in the model. The structural results show support for the first hypothesis, as
higher levels of Purchase Frustration during the deliberation phase lead to less Choice
Certainty with the purchase decision. Next, to test the hypothesized mediation effects, the
indirect effects between the latent constructs were examined. A bootstrap analysis was
performed that included 2,000 samples with replacement (Zhao et al. 2010). A 95% bias
corrected confidence interval was used to determine the significance of the indirect
effects. This process was conducted for the mediation assessments for Choice Overload,
Information Overload, and Review Consistency through Effort to Purchase Frustration
and Choice Certainty. The results of the analyses showed significant indirect effects for
all of the hypothesized relationships. Two of the hypothesized relationships showed full
mediation: the relationship between Choice Overload and Choice Certainty is fully
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mediated by Effort in support of hypothesis H2a, and the relationship between
Information Overload and Choice Certainty is fully mediated by Effort in support of
hypothesis H3a. Partial mediation was found for the other hypothesized relationships, as
significant direct effects were also found between Choice Overload and Purchase
Frustration (H2b), Information Overload and Purchase Frustration (H3b), and Review
Inconsistency with Choice Uncertainty (H4a) and Purchase Frustration (H4b).
To test the hypothesized moderation relationships, interaction terms with the
independent variables (Choice Overload, Information Overload, and Review
Consistency) and moderating variables (Involvement, Perceived Expense, and
Intangibility) were created and included in the full structural model as recommended by
Frazier, Tix, and Barron (2004). Results did not show support for any of the hypothesized
moderated relationships. In fact, the relationships between Choice Overload and Effort
were shown to be significantly weakened by the constructs of Involvement and
Intangibility, which is the reverse of what was hypothesized for H5a and H7a. For
Involvement, this may occur due to the fact that highly involved consumers may already
have a brand preference or higher level of product related knowledge that does not
require them to put forth as much effort to narrow down their choices. For the
Intangibility construct, when consumers feel overloaded with choices and the product is
highly intangible, they may simply feel so overwhelmed that a clear best choice cannot
be found that they give up on their search and thus put forth less effort.
The final two hypotheses test the direct relationships between Purchase
Frustration and PPAR along with Choice Certainty and PPAR. Purchase Frustration
further leads to higher levels of PPAR, in support of hypothesis eight. Additionally,
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Choice Certainty has a negative relationship with PPAR, supporting hypothesis nine.
These significant relationships indicate that the more consumers feel frustrated and
uncertain during the pre-purchase deliberation phase, the more likely they are to feel high
levels of PPAR.
Finally, the two-group analysis was then performed based on whether the
customer came back to the online shopping cart fewer than two times (n=226) or three
times or more (n=287). Using a chi-square difference test, an unconstrained model was
then compared to a model in which structural paths were constrained to be equal across
these two groups. The results indicate that the only structural relationship to show a
significant chi-square difference was that between Purchase Frustration and PPAR (∆χ2
/1df = 4.02, p<.05). Overall, the standardized regression estimates suggest that those who
returned to the cart three or more times before purchasing (γ=.42) showed a significantly
stronger relationship between Purchase Frustration and PPAR compared to those who
returned to the online shopping cart two times or fewer before purchasing (γ=.16).
Complete results of the two-group analysis can be found in Table 11.
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Table 8

CFA Results for Antecedents Model

PPAR Influences
Choice Overload (α=.92)
-I felt overloaded by the number of choices
-I felt overwhelmed by the variety of choices
-There were too many choices available
-I had a hard time choosing which option was the best

Standardized Factor t-Values
Loadings
.93
.93
.91
.70

**
38.32
36.07
19.95

Information Overload (α=.92)
-I had to consider a lot of different product attributes at once
-There was so much product information to consider
-It was hard to keep up with all the product information
-I felt overwhelmed by how many product attributes I had to evaluate

.83
.87
.89
.89

**
24.28
25.52
25.42

Review Consistency (α=.93)
The customer reviews for this product:
-Showed many/few differences in opinion
-Had/Had no conflicting information
-Were dissimilar/similar in their review

.87
.86
.87

**
25.25
25.48

Intangibility (α=.86)
This product was hard to:
-Judge the quality without seeing it in person
-Get a clear image of without seeing it in person
-Evaluate everything without seeing it in person

.81
.72
.93

**
17.64
20.96

Perceived Expense (α=.98)
Relative to my personal income, I consider this product to be:
-Cost Very Little/Cost a Great Deal
-Cheap/Costly
-Low Priced/Pricey

.94
.95
.97

**
47.42
52.35

Product Involvement (α=.91)
To me this purchase was:
-Of No Concern/Of Great Concern
-Unimportant/Important
-Doesn’t Matter/Matters a Great Deal to Me
-Irrelevant/Relevant

.83
.86
.90
.83

**
24.04
25.30
22.59

Perceived Effort (α=.91)
-I had to put in a lot of work to find the right product to purchase
-Finding the right item to purchase required a lot of effort
-It was difficult searching and finding the product I wanted to buy

.93
.87
.85

**
29.84
28.02
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Table 8 (Continued)
PPAR Influences
Frustration (α=.94)
The process I went through to find the right purchase:
-Made me feel agitated
-Left me feeling annoyed
-Was an irritating process

Standardized Factor t-Values
Loadings
.86
.92
.94

**
30.07
31.37

Choice Certainty (α=.96)
Before I clicked purchase, I felt _______ about my decision:
-Uncertain/Certain
-Not Confident/Very Confident
-Unsure/Sure

.96
.91
.96

**
41.56
54.37

PPAR (α=.91)
Thinking about the purchase decision I made, I
-Am worried I’m going to be disappointed with my purchase
-Am concerned I may be let down with this purchase
-Am afraid I may be unhappy with what I purchased
-Am anxious that this purchase will leave me feeling dissatisfied

.78
.80
.90
.81

**
27.89
20.98
19.30

**-denotes a constrained relationship to 1.00 in order for identification
Model fit statistics: x2 = 963.96, df = 480, p < .001; CFI = .97, IFI =.97, RMSEA = .04.
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.76
.75
.74
.78
.82
.88
.67
.91
.73
.68

AVE
1
.56
-.02
.50
.32
-.10
.10
.12
.17
.14

1
1
-.10
.42
.34
-.08
.05
.20
.30
.15

Note: S.D.: standard deviation; AVE: average variance extracted.

5.09 (1.40)
4.64 (1.51)
5.00 (1.77)
5.36 (1.18)
4.16 (1.51)
3.57 (1.58)
4.93 (1.46)
4.29 (1.70)
5.59 (1.11)
5.17 (1.05)

Mean (S.D.)

1
-.22
-.26
.45
-.24
.06
-.11
-.25
1
.46
-.24
.28
.23
.36
.26
1
-.25
.22
.17
.23
.43
1
-.26
-.01
-.07
-.37

Intercorrelation of constructs
2
3
4
5
6

1
.09
.08
.18

7

Means, Standard Deviations, AVE, and Correlations of Constructs for Antecedents Model

1. Choice Overload
2. Information Overload
3. Review Consistency
4. Perceived Effort
5. Frustration
6. Choice Certainty
7. Intangibility
8. Perceived Expense
9. Purchase Involvement
10. PPAR

Table 9
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1
.26
.05

8

1
.18

9

10

1

Standardized
Estimate
.12
-.02
-.13
.01

Control Variables

t-values
2.98
-0.55
-2.97
0.31

t-values
5.64
-7.25

p-value
.005
.30
.17
.25
.98
.74
.005
.16
.53

Indirect Effect
-.12
.22
-.13
.24
.17
-.13

t-values
-3.42

p
.003
.57
.003
.75

Supported
Yes
Yes

Supported
Weakens
No
No
No
No
No
Weakens
No
No

C.I. Low
-.18
.16
-.20
.18
.08
-.19

Supported
Yes
C.I. High
-.06
.29
-.07
.32
.26
-.08

p-value
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001

Mediation
Full
Partial
Full
Partial
Partial
Partial

Note: Model Fit: x2= 662.75, df = 259, p<.001, CFI=.96, IFI=.96, RMSEA=.05; Direct effect: standardized estimates (t-values).

Viewed in Person  Effort
Viewed in Person  Frustration
Viewed in Person  Choice Certainty
Viewed in Person  PPAR

Stdz. Estimate
.30
-.38

Hypothesized Relationships
H8: Frustration  PPAR
H9: Choice Certainty PPAR

Unstdz. Estimate
-.09
-.03
-.05
-.04
.01
-.01
-.09
-.04
-.02

Direct Effect
.03 (0.63)
.10 (2.11)
.02 (0.36)
.18 (3.67)
.35 (6.69)
-.33 (-5.91)

Mediated Relationships
H2a: Choice Overload  Effort  Choice Certainty
H2b: Choice Overload  Effort  Frustration
H3a: Info Overload  Effort  Choice Certainty
H3b: Info Overload  Effort  Frustration
H4a: Review Consistency  Effort  Choice Certainty
H4b: Review Consistency  Effort  Frustration

Moderated Relationships
H5a: Involvement x Choice Overload  Effort
H5b: Involvement x Info Overload  Effort
H5c: Involvement x Review Consistency  Effort
H6a: Expense x Choice Overload  Effort
H6b: Expense x Info Overload  Effort
H6c: Expense x Review Consistency  Effort
H7a: Intangibility x Choice Overload  Effort
H7b: Intangibility x Info Overload  Effort
H7c: Intangibility x Review Consistency  Effort

Stdz. Estimate
-.17

Structural Results for Antecedents Model

Hypothesized Relationships
H1: Frustration  Choice Certainty

Table 10
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Table 11

Two-Group Analysis for Antecedents Model

Relationship

Chi-Square

Choice Overload Effort

2.67

Low Cart
Regression
.40

High Cart
Regression
.28

Info Overload  Effort

0.55

.21

.17

Review Consistency Effort

0.27

-.25

-.30

Effort Frustration

1.47

.41

.42

Effort  Choice Certainty

2.50

-.17

-.32

Frustration  Choice Certainty

2.08

-.24

-.10

Frustration  PPAR

4.02*

.16

.42

Choice Certainty  PPAR

0.09

-.36

-.41

Note: *=<.05; Low Cart= < 2 visits before purchasing, High Cart= > 3 visits before purchasing

Consequences of PPAR
The second round of data collection examined the back half of the conceptual
model to test the resulting consequences of PPAR. Respondents were once again
recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk, and were compensated for their
participation. The directions for the survey remained the same as respondents were again
asked to recall and describe a recent online purchase in which a decision was made
though the respondent is now second-guessing. Respondents were randomly assigned to
one of two surveys to test the impact of self-affirmation using two-group moderation.
When faced with a questionable online purchase decision, consumers can be pushed into
various coping mechanisms by affirming their online shopping abilities (Blanton et al.
1997). To test the impact of online shopping self-affirmation relative to PPAR, one group
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of respondents received self-affirmation questions while the other group of respondents
did not. This setup allowed for an understanding of how consumer coping works with and
without self-affirmation present.
A total of 600 responses were initially collected during this round of data
collection, though 49 responses were dropped due to failure to pass attention checks or
provide an appropriate purchase example as stated in the directions. A final overall
sample of 551 usable responses resulted, with 276 respondents receiving the selfaffirmation questions and 275 respondents not. The sample used in the subsequent
analyses included 52% female participants, and averaging 40 years old.
An exploratory factor analysis using a maximum likelihood with an
oblique rotation showed that each item loaded on its respective construct. Furthermore,
the scale items indicated an acceptable level of reliability (α ≥ .70, Nunnally and
Bernstein 1994). To assess validity and unidimensionaly, a confirmatory factor analysis
was then performed. Once again, acceptable fit of the model to the data was found
(x2=462.57, df = 231, CFI = .97, IFI =.97, RMSEA = .04; Hu and Bentler 1999). The
CFA results showed strong factor loadings for each item on its specific construct. Table
12 shows a complete list of results from the CFA.
Calculations for the average variance extracted for each construct and the shared
variance between constructs was then calculated to assess validity (Fornell and Larcker
1981). Evidence of convergent validity was shown, as all average variance extracted
measures for each construct exceeded .50 (see Table 13). Moreover, no shared variance
between constructs exceeded the average variance extracted, indicated evidence of
discriminant validity. Common method bias was once again assessed using the common
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latent factor method (Podsakoff et al. 2003). To account for any systematic bias within
the latent constructs, this factor included a specified relationship to each scale item and
was further incorporated into the structural models.
The sample covariance matrix was then used to test the structural model. Again,
the same control variable was included in the final structural model to account for
potential differences between consumers who had seen the product in person before
buying versus those who had never seen the product in person prior to purchasing. The
model showed an acceptable fit of the model to the data (x2 = 473.83, df = 195, p < .001;
CFI = .97, IFI =.97, RMSEA = .05; Hu and Bentler 1999). The hypothesized
relationships between latent constructs were then examined. A full list of results for these
hypothesized relationships can be found in Table 14.
The first two hypotheses in this model examined the coping mechanisms that
consumers may use to overcome feelings of PPAR. Contrary to previous theoretical
conceptualization and what was hypothesized, PPAR had a negative relationship to both
alternative discounting and purchase justification, although only the relationship to
purchase justification was significant. Thus, hypothesis 10 was not supported, and the
reverse of hypothesis 11 was found. In a similar sense, hypotheses 13a and 13b were
found to be significant but in the reverse direction as hypothesized. Consumers who
discounted the other available alternatives in favor of the product they chose actually had
higher Intentions to Return and Resell the product to others. Additionally, these
consumers had less Satisfaction with the Purchase Process overall, which does not
support H14. Overall, it seems that Alternative Discounting may actually have a negative
impact on subsequent consumer intentions and evaluations.
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The second coping mechanism, Purchase Justification, however seemed to
produce positive results for the retailer, showing support for hypotheses H15a and H15b.
The more consumers justified their purchase, the less likely they were to Return the item
or Resell the item to another user. Furthermore, this validation of their decision lead to
greater Satisfaction with the overall Purchase Process.
The hypothesized moderation effect was then examined to determine if affirming
the self strengthens the relationship between PPAR and the two coping mechanisms. A
two-group structural model analysis was used to examine moderation effects based on if
the respondent received the self-affirmation question in their survey (n=276) or not
(n=275). An unconstrained model was then compared to a model in which the structural
paths were constrained to be equal across groups using a chi-square difference test. For
the first moderation test, the results of the analysis indicate that the relationship between
PPAR and alternative discounting (∆χ2 /1df = 1.31, p=.25) did not have a significant chisquare difference, nor did the relationship between PPAR and purchase justification (∆χ2
/1df = 0.29, p=.59). Thus, the moderated hypotheses were not supported. Although not
significant, the standardized regression estimates suggest that those who were not selfaffirmed had a relatively stronger negative relationship between PPAR and Alternative
Discounting (γ=-.16), compared to those who were self-affirmed (γ=-.05).
Overall, the results of this analysis suggest that the factors considered by the
consumer during the deliberation phase play a large role in the formation of PPAR.
Further, it seems that consumers who experience PPAR are not immediately coping with
their decision, as has been suggested in prior literature to this point; however, when
consumers do cope by justifying their purchase decision, it does lead to numerous
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positive outcomes for the retailer. These results are further explored in the discussion
section of this paper.
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Table 12

CFA Results for Consequences Model

PPAR Outcomes
PPAR (α=.89)
Thinking about the purchase decision I made, I
-Am worried I’m going to be disappointed with my purchase 1
-Am concerned I may be let down with this purchase 3
-Am afraid I may be unhappy with what I purchased 5
-Am anxious that this purchase will leave me feeling dissatisfied 6

Standardized Factor t-Values
Loadings
.86
.86
.80
.73

**
24.45
22.17
19.48

.80
.83
.71
.90

**
21.50
17.53
23.79

.87
.90
.86
.86

**
29.70
26.77
26.96

Intent to Return (α=.95)
Please indicate your likelihood of returning this item:
-Definitely Will Not/Definitely Will 2
-Not Inclined To/Inclined To 3
-Not Probable/Highly Probable 4

.89
.91
.94

**
32.88
34.54

Intent to Resell (α=.98)
Please indicate your intentions to resell this item to another buyer:
-Definitely Will Not/Definitely Will 2
-Not Inclined To/Inclined To 3
-Not Probable/Highly Probable 4

.96
.97
.96

**
63.50
60.44

Satisfaction W/Process (α=.93)
-Pleased with the steps I went through to make this purchase 1
-Satisfied with the steps I took to buy this product 2
-Content with the steps I went through to complete this purchase 3

.90
.88
.90

**
30.24
31.37

Alternative Discounting (α=.88)
The option I chose:
-Was higher quality compared to the other available alternatives 4
-Was superior to the other options I had to choose from 3
-Met my needs the best compared to the other available alternatives 5
-Was better than the other options I had to choose from 6
Purchase Justification (α=.93)
-Based on everything I evaluated, I still feel like this was the best decision1
-Thinking about the effort I put in, I feel like this was the top choice 2
-After reviewing all my options, this product was the top pick for me 5
-Thinking about the work that went into my purchase, I feel confident I picked the
best choice for me 4

Online Shopping Self-Affirmation (α=.88)
Based on your overall online shopping behavior:
-I’m a good online shopper 1
.82
**
-I am a savvy online shopper 6
.88
17.40
-I’m a competent online shopper4
.89
17.51
*Model Fit x2 = 462.57, df = 231, p < .001; CFI = .97, IFI =.97, RMSEA = .04; **Constrained to 1 for identification
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PPAR
Alternative Discounting
Purchase Justification
Intent to Return
Intent to Resell
Satisfaction W/Process
Self-Affirmation

5.72 (0.64)
4.85 (1.07)
4.82 (1.10)
3.53 (1.37)
2.35 (1.65)
5.10 (1.04)
5.91 (0.81)

Mean
(S.D.)
.67
.66
.76
.83
.94
.80
.75

AVE
1
.01
-.03
.09
-.03
.09
.28

1

1
.67
-.11
-.01
.38
.29
1
-.28
-.12
.51
.28
1
.34
-.27
-.13
1
-.18
-.11

Intercorrelation of constructs
2
3
4
5
6

1
.37

7

Means, Standard Deviations, AVE, and Correlations of Constructs for Consequences Model

Note: S.D.: standard deviation; AVE: average variance extracted.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Table 13
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Structural Results for Consequences Model

-2.08
-1.28
-2.84
-2.76
3.34

p
.25
.59

∆χ2 /1df
1.31
0.29

t-values
-1.43
-2.21
3.39
2.78
-0.26
-7.86
-4.84
8.70

-.10
-.06
-.12
-.11
.13

Standardized
Estimate
-.09
-.13
.24
.20
-.02
-.56
-.33
.56

Note: Model Fit: x2= 473.83, df = 195, p<.001, CFI=.97, IFI=.97, RMSEA=.05

Moderated Relationships
H12a: PPAR x Self Affirmation  Alternative Discounting
H12b: PPAR x Self Affirmation Purchase Justification

Control Variables
Viewed in Person  Alternative Discounting
Viewed in Person  Purchase Justification
Viewed in Person  Intent to Return
Viewed in Person  Intent to Resell
Viewed in Person  Satisfaction W/Process

Hypothesized Relationships
H10: PPAR  Alternative Discounting
H11: PPAR  Purchase Justification
H13a: Alternative Discounting Intent to Return
H13b: Alternative Discounting Intent to Resell
H14: Alternative Discounting Satisfaction W/Process
H15a: Purchase Justification Intent to Return
H15b: Purchase Justification  Intent to Resell
H16: Purchase Justification  Satisfaction W/Process

Table 14
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Supported
No
Reversed
Reversed
Reversed
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Standardized Standardized
Estimate
Estimate
With SA
Without SA
-.05
-.16
-.13
-.17

.03
.20
.004
.006
<.001

p
.15
.02
<.001
.005
.79
<.001
<.001
<.001

Alternative Models
For all structural models, there are alternative models that may offer meaningful
alternative explanations of the data (MacCullum et al. 1993; Cronin et al. 2000). Thus, an
alternative model for the antecedents of PPAR was tested. In this new model, the
construct of purchase involvement was included as a control variable instead of a
moderating variable, which is consistent with prior model conceptualizations in the
marketing literature (Brown et al. 1998; Coyle and Thorson 2001). The alternative model
still showed acceptable fit of the model to the data (x2 = 738.61, df = 280, p < .001; CFI =
.96, IFI =.96, RMSEA = .05; Hu and Bentler 1999). Additionally, the perceived
intangibility of the purchase was still tested as a moderator, though was tested between
the relationships of perceived effort to frustration and perceived effort to purchase
certainty. The results indicated perceived intangibility significantly strengthens the
relationship between effort and frustration (t=2.16, p<.05). Furthermore, a second test of
moderation was performed between the relationship of effort and purchase certainty,
though this did not reveal a significant result (t=-0.49, p=.62).
A second alternative model was tested for understanding the consequences of
PPAR. Within this alternative model, a direct relationship between PPAR and online
shopping self-affirmation exists, which further has direct relationships with both coping
mechanisms, Alternative Discounting and Purchase Justification. Furthermore, these two
coping mechanisms have direct paths to Satisfaction with the Purchase Process, which
has direct paths to Intent to Return and Intent to Resell (see Figure 4).
This alternative model shows an acceptable fit of the model to the data (x2 =
437.65, df = 238, p < .001; CFI = .97, IFI =.97, RMSEA = .05; Hu and Bentler 1999).
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Next, the direct relationships between latent constructs were examined, with a full list of
results in Table 15. All respondents in the study experienced PPAR following a purchase,
which has a direct and positive relationship to Online Shopping Self-Affirmation. Online
Shopping Self-Affirmation was included in the model as a means to push customers into
coping with their recent purchase decision. Consistent with this reasoning, Online
Shopping Self-Affirmation has significant positive relationships with both coping
mechanisms of Alternative Discounting and Purchase Justification.
The goal of these coping mechanisms is to allow the consumer to overcome the
negative thoughts and feelings towards their purchase, which should lead to more
favorable consumer evaluations and future behavioral intentions. However, these coping
mechanisms have very different results as Purchase Justification has a strong, positive
relationship to Satisfaction with the Purchase Process, whereas Alternative Discounting
actually has a negative and nonsignificant relationship with Satisfaction with the
Purchase Process. This suggests that Purchase Justification may be the best coping
mechanism for consumers to overcome feelings of PPAR. Further, when consumers are
satisfied, they are less likely to both return or resell the product to someone else. The
results and implications of this model, along with the previous models, will be addressed
in the Discussion section.
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Figure 4
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Affirmation

Self-

Alternative Consequences of PPAR Model

PPAR

Justification

Purchase

W/Process

Resell

Intent to

Return

Discounting

Satisfaction

Intent to

Alternative

Table 15

Structural Results for Alternative Model

Structural Relationships
PPAR  Self-Affirmation
Self-Affirmation  Alternative Discounting
Self-Affirmation  Purchase Justification
Alternative Discounting  Satisfaction
Purchase Justification  Satisfaction
Satisfaction  Intent to Return
Satisfaction  Intent to Resell

Stdz.
Estimate
.45
.25
.28
-.14
.63
-.58
-.52

t-values
5.33
3.52
3.78
-1.49
5.96
-6.12
-6.19

p
<.001
<.001
<.001
.13
<.001
<.001
<.001

Note: Model Fit: x2= 437.65, df = 238, p<.001, CFI=.97, IFI=.97, RMSEA=.05
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DISCUSSION
The purpose of this research is to gain an understanding into a new construct
referred to as PPAR through exploring its various antecedents and consequences. This
new conceptualization of regret in an online retail context helps to further expand current
marketing thought for the role that pre-purchase deliberation plays in regret formation.
Additionally, understanding how marketers can influence various coping mechanisms
allows consumers to overcome feelings of regret, leading to greater positive consumer
evaluations and behavioral intentions. Through a series of qualitative and quantitative
investigations, a model of the antecedents and consequences of PPAR was formed and
analyzed. The results of these analyses can provide numerous contributions to both
marketing theory and practice moving forward.
To initially explore this new construct, a series of qualitative interviews were
conducted to gain an in-depth understanding of what leads consumers to experience
PPAR. Respondents were asked to describe a recent online purchase they were second
guessing, but hadn’t yet received. The respondents then described the steps they took
during the pre-purchase phase and the various factors they considered prior to
purchasing. In the analysis, the more consumers deliberated during the pre-purchase
phase, the more PPAR they experienced. More specifically, consumers described putting
forth a great deal of effort during the pre-purchase stage through evaluating many
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different alternatives, product related information, and online reviews. These various
factors led consumers to described feelings of frustration and uncertainty prior to making
the purchase decision.
Building from the results of the qualitative study, combined with the foundations
of regret theory, an empirical model of PPAR antecedents was developed. Furthermore,
the model was further expanded to also include the resulting consequences of PPAR to
gain a more holistic understanding of the new construct. Due to the large size of the
model, two separate data collections took place: 1) the antecedents of PPAR and 2) the
consequences of PPAR.
For the antecedents model, the results showed that more deliberation during the
pre-purchase stage led to both stronger feelings of frustration and less certainty with their
overall choice. Through a mediation analysis, three deliberation factors (choice overload,
information overload, and review consistency) showed to have a significant impact on the
amount of perceived effort the consumers reported, and their overall feelings about their
decision prior to purchasing. When consumers felt overloaded by the number of choices
they had to consider prior to making the purchase, this increased the overall amount of
work they had to put forth to narrow down their options and arrive at a final decision.
This increase in effort further led to greater feelings of frustration and uncertainty with
their choice. Similar results were found when the respondent felt overloaded by the
amount of product related information they had to consider during the deliberation phase.
Feeling overloaded with choices and information has a direct impact on consumers’
feelings of frustration; however, the relationship to feeling uncertain about the decision is
fully mediated through the increased effort the consumer must undertake.
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Another deliberation factor, review consistency, showed to further impact
respondent’s feelings about the pre-purchase process. The more inconsistent the online
reviews were, the more effort the consumer had to put forth to decide whether or not to
purchase that item. Inconsistent reviews often forced consumers to read more reviews to
determine which review is most credible. Review inconsistency also directly impacts
greater frustration and uncertainty with the choice. Overall, when respondents felt
irritated by the fact that there wasn’t an easy or clear-cut product to choose, they also felt
more uncertain about the choice they were making. These feelings of frustration and
uncertainty directly impacted the higher levels of PPAR reported by respondents.
The importance of increased consumer effort has been discussed, although an
alternative model further reveals that the relationship between effort and frustration is
significantly strengthened by increased levels of perceived intangibility. High levels of
perceived intangibility means that the product is difficult for the consumer to evaluate in
the online setting. In order for customers to get a clear mental image of the product, they
likely must put forth more work during the deliberation phase, which leads to greater
frustration.
Finally, a two-group analysis was performed to explore any differences in
relationships found across the model due to the number of times the consumer visited the
online shopping cart before purchasing. The model was mostly consistent across the high
versus low groups of cart visitors, though yielded a significant difference in the
hypothesized path between frustration and PPAR. This finding indicates that consumer
frustration has a stronger impact on PPAR evaluations for consumers that visited the
online shopping cart three times or more before purchasing compared to those who only
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visited the cart once or twice. The lack of significant differences across the other
structural paths is surprising given the importance that respondents in the qualitative
study placed on the online shopping cart feature. Perhaps other measures of online
shopping cart usage, such as the length of time between placing an item into the shopping
cart and actually purchasing it, may yield more significant differences across paths.
The consequences of PPAR were further tested in a separate structural model.
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two surveys: one survey contained
questions that self-affirmed the respondent and the other survey did not. The purpose of
this collection method was to determine if self-affirmation had an impact on consumer
coping mechanisms. The results of the analysis are contrary to prior theoretical support,
as the two coping mechanisms (alternative discounting and purchase justification)
actually had negative relationships with PPAR. In order for consumers to overcome these
conflicting feelings towards their purchase, marketing and psychology literature claim
that consumers will cope with these feelings by either justifying the decision they made,
or downplaying the other available alternatives in favor of the option chosen (McLeod
2014).
However, in this research, when consumers experience PPAR following an online
purchase, they are not coping with their decision. In fact, there is a significant negative
relationship between PPAR and purchase justification. Although a negative relationship
also exists between PPAR and alternative discounting, this relationship is not significant.
This finding is alarming for retailers as consumers need to cope with their recent decision
to generate favorable consumer evaluations and behavioral intentions. One possible
explanation for this finding regards the intangibility of the purchase at this stage. Unlike
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prior regret research in the brick-and-mortar context, respondents in this study are still
waiting to receive their purchase, and thus do not have the actual product to evaluate inperson. The intangibility of the purchase coupled with the extended wait time may not
allow consumers to begin the coping process, thus may contribute to this finding. Though
this was not the focus of the study in this manuscript, it represents a promising avenue for
future research to build from.
The two coping mechanisms showed further distinctions in their relationships
with the consumer outcome variables. As hypothesized, purchase justification led to more
favorable outcomes for retailers including greater satisfaction with the purchasing
process, and a decreased likelihood to return or resell the product. When consumers are
able to justify their purchase, they feel better about the decision they have made, allowing
positive outcomes to result. However, alternative discounting produced results contrary to
what was hypothesized.
Respondents who discounted the other available alternatives actually had less
satisfaction with the purchase process and were more likely to return or resell the item to
others. It is possible that bringing up the forgone options may have an adverse impact on
how the consumer feels about their purchase; therefore, is not a recommended coping
mechanism for online retailers. Support for such findings has been found in the marketing
literature, especially in instances where the consumer had a large assortment of choices to
begin with (Scheibehenne et al. 2010), as was found in the antecedents model. More
options often make it more difficult to notice differences between available alternatives
(Fasolo et al. 2009); thus, making the attractiveness of the second-best option almost
equal to the chosen product. When consumers are forced to think about such forgone
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alternatives, counterfactual thinking and regret can persist, making it harder to justify
why one particular option was chosen over another (Sela et al. 2009; Scheibehenne et al.
2010).
The alternative model for the consequences of PPAR offers a more promising
story for retailers. The addition of online shopping self-affirmation into the model
provides a way for retailers to push customers into coping with their purchase in
question. Self-affirmation allows the consumer to think of their online shopping abilities
in a positive light, and has a significant positive relationship to both coping mechanisms.
The more self-affirmation the consumer feels, the stronger the relationship to coping.
Once again, purchase justification seems to be the most successful coping mechanism for
enabling respondents to overcome feelings of PPAR. Overall, the results of these two
analyses provide numerous insights for both marketing theory and practice, discussed
next.
Theoretical Implications
Although regret theory research has been studied in the marketing discipline for
quite some time, an entire stage in the purchasing process, known as the “gamma phase”
(Oliver 1997) has been relatively unexplored within this literature stream. The vast
majority of regret research to this point has focused on regret evaluations occurring after
the purchase has been made and the product has been received. More recently, regret
research has expanded to investigate regret evaluations that occur prior to making the
purchase decision, known as anticipated regret. However, the time period from when the
product has been purchased, but prior to receipt has not been investigated in terms of
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regret theory research. The current research takes the first step in filling this gap by
introducing a new construct, referred to as post-purchase anticipated regret (PPAR).
Although PPAR may be relevant in a variety of contexts including catalogue
ordering, pre-ordering products, or ordering in-store to be shipped to the customer’s
home, the most frequent occurrence of PPAR is likely to occur when online shopping.
Interestingly, regret research in an online retail context has also been scarce, though calls
for further exploration in this retail channel have been made (Park 2011). The current
research explores PPAR during the gamma stage of the purchasing process for consumers
who have recently made an online purchase, though have yet to receive the product. By
identifying the various antecedents and consequences of PPAR, a more complete
understanding of this new construct is presented.
Investigating the antecedents of this new construct provides further insight into
the ongoing debate regarding the impact of consumer deliberation. Conflicting results
within the marketing literature stream exist for whether or not increased deliberation prior
to making decision ultimately leads to greater positive outcomes for the consumer and the
firm. Consistent with more recent findings (Nordgren and Dijksterhuis 2009), the results
of these studies indicate that more deliberation during the pre-purchase phase actually
leads to higher levels of reported PPAR. More specifically, as online shoppers are
exposed to a much larger set of available alternatives, have access to more product
related information, and can easily read customer reviews, the amount of effort that
customers invest in the pre-purchase deliberation process increases. Greater consumer
effort during this phase also leads to a heightened sense of frustration with the purchase,
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and more uncertainty with the product chosen. Thus, the negative aspects of deliberation
were most salient within this research.
In addition to the explored antecedents, the resulting consequences of PPAR
expand the regret theory literature stream to include coping mechanisms consumers can
use to overcome such negative feelings. Two relevant coping mechanisms, justification
and alternative discounting, have been suggested in the marketing and psychology
literature for helping consumers overcome conflicting feelings following a recent
decision (McLeod 2014). Prior to this research, these coping mechanisms have not been
applied to the regret theory literature stream, though are relevant given this new time
period being investigated. Though both coping mechanisms have been successful in prior
research, only purchase justification lead to positive outcome behaviors in this context. It
is important to note that consumers in this study did not automatically cope with their
feelings of PPAR, evident by the significant negative relationship between PPAR and
purchase justification. Only when consumers were self-affirmed did a positive
relationship to coping mechanisms exist. The addition of online shopping self-affirmation
makes a further contribution to marketing theory by helping to explain how feelings of
regret can be successfully overcome through coping mechanisms, even if they do not
occur automatically. Self-affirmation theory has scarcely been used in marketing journals
thus far, though may prove useful in explaining other consumer decision making
processes.
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Managerial Implications
In addition to the implications for marketing theory, this research also provides
insight for marketers and retail managers. First and foremost, the identified antecedents in
the model can assist retailers in identifying the potential sources of PPAR, and work to
diminish their impact. Overall, the more effort that consumers had to put into the prepurchase deliberation process, the more likely negative outcomes were to result. Using
this finding, retailers should aim to make their website design as quick and easy to use as
possible. The less effort consumers have to put into the pre-purchase process, the less
likely they should be to get frustrated and feel uncertain about their choice, further
decreasing the likelihood of PPAR.
This notion has been practiced by the major retailing giant, Amazon. The one
click purchasing system and virtual “dash” buttons allow customers to complete orders
with one simple touch. This essentially eliminates any effort the consumer must put forth,
also removing the need to consider other products, read reviews, etc. Understandably
one-touch systems may not be feasible for all types of purchases or for all types of
retailers; however, using the results of the current research, there are certain strategies
that may reduce the chance of PPAR forming.
First, the amount of product related information the consumer must consider had a
direct impact on how much effort was required, and how uncertain the consumer felt
about the decision. In this regard, retailers may wish to provide only the basic, most
essential details about the product on the main webpage. This could be further
supplemented by a link that allows consumers to find out more information about the
product if they wished. This enables consumers to not feel overwhelmed by the amount
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of information they are looking at, but also allows them to find the answers to their
questions if needed.
Second, having a large number of available alternatives was found to be
overwhelming for a lot of respondents. Too many choices increased the amount of work
the consumer had to put forth in order to eliminate options and arrive at a final decision.
Similar to the suggestion mentioned above, streamlining the initial search results may
prove to be a helpful way to curb PPAR from occurring. Several respondents in the
qualitative study suggested providing customers with the top five or top ten best rated
products in that product category. This number is much more manageable to evaluate for
the average consumer, and limits the amount of deliberation that must take place. The
remainder of the options could simply be collapsed and not visible from the main screen,
though a simple click of “view all options” could show all available alternatives.
Third, inconsistencies in the customer reviews proved to increase the overall
effort involved in the deliberation process, and led to greater feelings of frustration and
uncertainty with the purchase decision. Although it may not be possible to control the
actual customer reviews themselves, the way the reviews are displayed on the webpage
can certainly be manipulated. While some websites may choose to display the top
positive review and the top negative review at the top of the screen to allow customers to
compare, the results of this study suggest this may actually do more harm than good. One
possible strategy to improve the appearance of review consistency would be to have the
default review display show a series of similar rated reviews (i.e. four star reviews). For
instance, if most of the reviews for a product had a four out of five star rating, showing
all of the four star reviews first may increased the perceived consistency of the ratings. Of
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course it is not recommended to deceive the customers, as some customers enjoy sorting
by date, or star rating; however, for those that only read the top three or four reviews, this
may prove to be a helpful strategy.
Finally, from an online retail website standpoint, marketers should try to improve
the pictures displayed on their website. In this study, the more intangible the customer
perceived the product to be, the stronger the relationship between effort and frustration
became. Respondents in the qualitative study often complained about online website
pictures that simply displayed the product with the traditional white website background.
Instead, retailers may consider showing the product in use or on an actual person. One
suggestion that has recently grown in popularity for some online retailers is to allow
customers to post pictures of the items in the review section. This strategy allows
consumers to see more realistic or life-like pictures of the products, which may help to
diminish the perceived intangibility of the purchase.
In addition to helping managers identify strategies for minimizing the likelihood
of PPAR occurring, this research also helps retailers push consumers into coping with
PPAR in the event that it does arise. Consumers are motivated to protect their selfintegrity, and feelings of PPAR that question their decision-making abilities put this
integrity into question. By self-affirming the customer, self-integrity can be restored
through increasing their overall confidence in their abilities as an online shopper. This
affirmation forces consumers to cope with their purchase decision in question in order to
restore their overall image of themselves. Through follow-up communication and email
messaging, retailers can potentially provide such affirmation. Although follow-up is
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already an established practice in the sales industry, online retailers may benefit from this
strategy as well by pushing customers into various coping strategies.
As discussed above, not all types of coping strategies are recommended in this
online retail context, as some coping mechanisms actually have an adverse impact on
outcome behaviors. One popular coping strategy involves the customer downplaying the
forgone alternatives in favor of the option chosen. Consumers that were reminded of the
other options however ended up being less satisfied and more likely to return the product.
For a retailer, this means that any follow-up communication should avoid comparing the
chosen product to other alternatives, even if the chosen product is viewed more
favorably. Instead, allowing the customer to justify their purchase decision seemed to be
the most successful coping mechanism for achieving positive results. Follow-up
communication in this manner should provide strong arguments for why this was a good
purchase decision. The specific messaging used in such follow-up communication was
beyond the scope of this study, though other possible examples are further discussed in
the future research section.
Limitations and Future Research
As in any research, there are certain limitations that must be acknowledged. First,
the quantitative data was all collected via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Although numerous
sources cite this as a sound data source (Hauser and Schwarz 2016; Goodman et al.
2012), this also means that a large portion of the respondents made their purchase via
Amazon. Amazon’s dominance in online retailing is well-documented, as it was recently
estimated that $1 out of every $2 spent shopping online comes from Amazon or one of its
third-party vendors (Tuttle 2016). Although a large portion of online purchases come
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from this retailing giant, getting a broader range of retailers would ensure that these
results are generalizable across all online shopping platforms, and not Amazon specific.
Future research that has a more diverse sample of online retailers could then potentially
compare the results of Amazon purchases versus non-Amazon purchases. Amazon has
implemented numerous tools that encourage quick and easy decisions through one-click
purchase or automated default settings. This processes help streamline the deliberation
process, which may have varying implications on PPAR formation. Additionally,
Amazon sellers have started sending more frequent email communication to buyers as
they wait to receive their purchase. This could impact how consumers cope with their
feelings of PPAR, thus impact subsequent consumer evaluations and intentions.
In terms of consumer coping, this research tested how self-affirmation impacts
consumer coping following an online purchase. Although it is apparent that selfaffirmation can help push consumers into coping with a decision in question, the study
did not test specific ways for retailers to ensure their customers were self-affirmed.
Confirming that self-affirmation did in fact impact coping mechanisms was a crucial first
step; however, future studies should test ways retailers can manipulate consumers’ selfaffirmation most successfully. Follow-up email communication while the customer is
waiting for their purchase to arrive seems to be the most efficient way for retailers to
reach consumers potentially experiencing PPAR. As self-affirmation is primarily about
making the consumer feel confident in their online shopping abilities, various email
messaging strategies may be effective in accomplishing this goal. For instance, does
reminding consumers of their previous purchase history help to them to think of their
overall positive online shopping experiences, thus force them into coping with the current
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purchase in question? Or does providing customers with positive information about the
product they have purchased (i.e. reviews from other customers) have a stronger impact?
As previously mentioned, some Amazon sellers now send follow-up communication that
provides a customer service contact to help answer any questions, address any problems,
or even help with returns if necessary. Future research could explore how consumers
perceive such communication and the impact such messages have on consumer coping.
One variable that was not fully explored in this research is the impact of shipping.
Although all respondents were in the “gamma phase” of the purchasing process, the
amount of time the consumer had been waiting and the amount of money they spent on
shipping were not included in the analysis of the empirical model. There are primarily
two factors to consider in regards to shipping: how much does the shipping cost, and how
long will the product take to arrive? In regards to cost, many retailers are now trying to
offer free shipping when the consumer spends a certain amount or to minimize their
shipping cost as much as possible. However, some retailers are still charging a decent
sized shipping fee. For instance, a $46.00 purchase from Crate and Barrel would cost an
additional $10.95 for shipping. Although this may seem minimal to some, if a consumer
is already uncertain about their purchase decision, this increased cost may be just enough
to push them over the edge into feelings of PPAR. Understanding what consumers are
willing to pay for shipping, what factors may influence their willingness to pay (i.e. brand
image, convenience, etc.), and how shipping costs impact subsequent PPAR evaluations,
remains unexplored.
In addition to shipping costs, the amount of time the consumer has been waiting
for shipping could offer further insight into understanding PPAR. After the introduction
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of Amazon Prime’s free 2-day shipping, consumers’ expectations for fast shipping have
increased (Holmes 2016). This was further supported in the results of the qualitative
analysis, as many respondents admitted they had a very low tolerance for long shipping
times after becoming so used to Amazon’s two-day policy. So, if consumers are forced to
wait longer than this two day period, how does this impact how they feel about their
purchase? Could this added time amplify the frustration the consumer feels toward their
purchase, thus increasing the amount of PPAR they experience? Is there a peak time
period in which PPAR becomes the strongest? Investigating time related factors could
provide valuable insight for retailer’s shipping strategies.
Another potential variable worthy of future exploration is the influence of return
policies on PPAR formation and future behavioral intentions. As survey respondents
were able to provide an example purchase from any online retailer, it was not feasible to
test the influence of a specific return policy in this study; however, return policies were
frequently mentioned by the qualitative participants. In fact, there was a clear
generational divide that was apparent within the qualitative results. Participants age 30
and older cited return policies as very influential in their online shopping decision,
whereas younger respondents indicated that they never pay attention to return policies
because they do not return online purchases. These results are exploratory in nature at
this point; however, future research could build on this finding by experimentally
manipulating return policies and measuring their impact on various groups of consumers.
For instance, Amazon is known for having a fairly flexible and forgiving return policy;
however, sites like Etsy do not always offer returns or may only offer store credit in
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exchanges. If a consumer knows they cannot return an item, this may influence their prepurchase deliberation process, and their likelihood of coping with feelings of PPAR.
Finally, although this research explored regret, which is typically a negatively
valanced emotion, it is possible that some consumers may have more positive or
optimistic emotions following online purchase decisions. One variable worthy of future
investigation in this context is the concept of hope. Hope is a positive emotion resulting
from an uncertain but possible outcome, which impacts consumers’ evaluations of
products and their choices (MacInnis and de Mello 2005). Future research can explore the
various pre-purchase antecedents that lead to hope compared to the antecedents leading to
PPAR, and investigate if there is a relationship between PPAR and hope. Such research
could help retailers structure their online transaction process in a way that leads to more
positively valanced consumer emotions. Overall, numerous opportunities for future
research exist by building from the results of these studies.
Summary
Post-purchase anticipated regret (PPAR) is a new construct defined as an
emotional state in which a consumer anticipates feelings of disappointment or sorrow
with a purchase decision they have already made, but have yet to receive. Stemming from
the foundations of regret theory, this research investigates PPAR at this unexplored stage
of the purchasing process. To gain a holistic understanding of this new construct, both
qualitative and quantitative analysis were conducted to identify relevant antecedents and
consequences of PPAR.
A series of depth interviews were conducted with customers who had recently
made an online purchase that they were second guessing, but had yet to receive the
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product. Through this analysis, respondents reported an increase in the amount of effort
they had to put forth during the pre-purchase deliberation process. Sorting through a large
number of available alternatives, reading excessive amounts of product information, and
sorting through inconsistent reviews all contributed to this increase in perceived effort.
Furthermore, the respondents described a sense of frustration during the deliberation
phase, as they weren’t able to easily identify the best product to purchase. Feelings of
frustration were further accompanied by a sense of uncertainty about the choice being
made. At the time of purchase respondents did not yet regret the purchase, but did
describe a lack of confidence in their decision. The qualitative study primarily revealed
which antecedents are most important in the formation of PPAR.
Building from the results of the qualitative analysis coupled with the foundations
of regret theory, an empirical model of the antecedents and consequences of PPAR was
constructed. The results from Study 1 were included into the model, and showed
significant paths leading to PPAR. Several moderating variables were tested within the
front half of this model, though only perceived intangibility of the purchase significantly
strengthened the relationship between perceived effort and frustration. Additionally, a
two-group analysis was performed based on how many times the customer returned to the
online shopping cart before purchasing (high vs low). Overall, the model remained fairly
consistent across paths with the only significant difference being a stronger path between
consumer frustration and PPAR for the high cart returners versus the low cart returners.
The resulting consequences of PPAR were also tested within the empirical model.
Contrary to prior theoretical conceptualization, consumers experiencing PPAR following
an online purchase did not immediately cope with their decision. Only when consumers
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were affirmed regarding their abilities as an online shopper did a positive relationship to
coping mechanisms exist. Two coping mechanisms were tested within this model,
alternative discounting and purchase justification, though only purchase justification
yielded positive customer evaluations and future behavioral intentions.
In summary, this research offers insight into understanding consumer regret in an
unexplored phase of the purchasing process. These studies are able to extend the current
marketing thought for regret theory, and links consumer regret to various coping
mechanisms. Retail managers can use the results of the analysis to help minimize the
likelihood of PPAR occurring during the pre-purchase phase, while also being able to
push consumers into coping with such feelings through affirmation. The author believes
the current research provides a strong foundation for a wide array of future research.
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H1:

Frustration will have a negative effect on Choice Certainty

H2:

The relationship between Choice Overload and a) Choice Certainty, and b)
Frustration will be mediated by Perceived Effort.

H3:

The relationship between Information Overload and a) Choice Certainty, and b)
Frustration will be mediated by Perceived Effort.

H4:

The relationship between Review Consistency and a) Choice Certainty, and b)
Frustration will be mediated by Perceived Effort.

H5:

Purchase Involvement will strengthen the relationship between a) Choice
Overload, b) Information Overload, and c) Review Consistency and Perceived
Effort.

H6:

Perceived Expense will strengthen the relationship between a) Choice Overload,
b) Information Overload, and c) Review Consistency and Perceived Effort.

H7:

The Perceived Intangibility of the purchase will strengthen the relationship
between a) Choice Overload, b) Information Overload, and c) Review
Consistency and Perceived Effort.

H8:

Frustration will have a positive effect on PPAR.

H9:

Choice Certainty will have a negative effect on PPAR.

H10: PPAR will have a positive effect on Alternative Discounting.
H11: PPAR will have a positive effect on Personal Justification.
H12: Online Shopping Self-Affirmation will strengthen the relationship between PPAR
and a) Alternative Discounting, and b) Personal Justification
H13: Alternative Discounting will have a negative effect on a) Intentions to Return,
b) Intentions to Resell.
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H14: Alternative Discounting will have positive effect on Satisfaction with the
Purchase Process.
H15: Personal Justification will have a negative effect on a) Intentions to Return,
b) Intentions to Resell.
H16: Personal Justification will have a positive effect on Satisfaction with the Purchase
Process.
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For this study, I need you to think of a time where you made a recent online purchase that
you are now second-guessing or doubting how the purchase will turn out. I want you to
think about things you did BEFORE you clicked purchase. This must be a purchase that
you have already made, but have NOT received the product yet.
1. Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
2. So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
a. Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making
your purchase decision? Why? (Get into how more choices makes them
feel if they don’t go there).
b. How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
i. What would you do differently next time? Why?
3. Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions?
Why?
a. Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased
it? Tell me a little bit about those.
b. Did the number of reviews influence how you felt about the purchase?
How so?
c. Did the star rating (1-5 stars) influence how you feel about the purchase?
Why?
d. Was there any conflicting information in the reviews that you came
across? How did this influence how you felt about the purchase?
4. On the online retail website, was there a way to make product comparisons between
the product you were considering and other similar products? Did you use it?
a. Yes- How did this make you feel? How does this influence if you think
you made the wrong purchase choice?
b. No- Have you ever seen this on a website? How does this influence if you
think you made the wrong purchase choice?
5. Were you presented with any complementary products or product bundles that “other
consumers” have also purchased? (For instance: Amazon often shows cases or
chargers that other shoppers also bought when they purchased this item).
a. How does this make you feel about the value of your purchase?
b. Does this make you feel better or worse about your purchase decision?
Why?
6. Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times?
a. First time: Why?
i. Does this make you more or less sure that you made the right
purchase decision? Why?
b. Numerous times: Did you actually put an item in your online shopping
cart and come back to it later?
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i. How long was it before you came back to the website or to view
your online cart?
ii. Why do you do this?
iii. Does this make you more or less sure that you made the right
purchase decision? Why?
7. Were you aware of the return policy before you bought the product?
a. Yes: What was it?
i. Did the return policy influence your purchasing decision? Why?
b. No: Is this something that is important to you when you shop online?
Why?
c. If the product you were purchasing had a strict return policy (If they get
stuck: i.e. you can’t return it to their store location, you have to pay for
shipping, tight deadlines to return it in time, etc.), how would you feel
about the purchase?
8. Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase?
a. Yes/No: What specific things made you sure of this?
b. How were you feeling about the purchase?
c. Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if
you question a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and how
it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
9. How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
a. How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How
does this make you feel about your purchase?
b. How would you feel if instead it takes (adjust these based on what they
said to part a):
i. 2 business days to arrive?
ii. Versus 7 business days?
10. Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made?
a. How did this make you feel about the purchase?
i. Did you keep the email, immediately delete it? Why?
b. Would you prefer more or less communication than you received after the
purchase was made? Why?
c. Would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer
showing how you can use your product after you clicked purchase?
i. Would that influence how much you questioned if you made the
right purchase? Why?
11. Have you ever shared a purchase you have made with friends via social media? What
caused you to do this? (Were you asked to do this by the company or on your own?)
a. For the _______ (product) you mentioned prior, did you share the
purchase? Why?
i. Did the company ask you to share your purchase with your friends
(i.e. Twitter, Facebook)?
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1. When did they ask you to share this (i.e. immediately after
the purchase, in a follow-up email, etc.?)
2. Were you receptive to this practice? Why?
12. Have you ever felt like you were going to return the item before actually receiving it?
a. What caused you to have these thoughts?
b. Have you ever cancelled your order before receiving the item? Why?
c. Do you have any of these types of thoughts about your current purchase?
Why?
13. Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it?
a. Why?
b. When did you start feeling this way?
c. Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
Thank you for your participation!
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Depth Interview # 1: Allie
Gender: Female
Age: 26
Time: 15:27
Product Purchased: Décor: Personalized Signs
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Yeah we are having these wooden signs made for when we are going down the aisle at
our wedding. They can be personalized so we got our favorite bible verses put on them,
and I wanted a different wood. And the people that I ordered them from have like been on
vacation and just communication has been a real problem. I will send an update and not
hear anything back for like a week and half. So really just a pain. And this was a pretty
expensive purchase for me. I am spending like over $300 on these signs, and I’m nervous
because I don’t know them.
I: So when you went to search for this product online, how many different choices were
you initially presented with?
R: So I found this idea on Pinterest which led me to the Etsy. I didn’t really like that
specific one because I couldn’t customize it at all. So I continued looking on there. There
were probably about 75 signs like those in all. Then I searched through them to get a shop
that would let me customize it to be the verses I wanted.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I prefer more options. I feel comfortable selecting only a few to choose from on my
own and then it can fit more so what I have pictured in my head. For this one there was
actually a lot of options. I was definitely looking at price because personalized wood
things like this can be crazy expensive. So I filtered that way first, and then just sort of
looked through them. So yeah I like to narrow them down slightly just to make it easier to
pick from, but still like to look through a couple too.
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I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: I do on Amazon, especially when I was buying textbooks and things like that.
Typically I am only looking for what the reviews are actually saying. I’m probably not as
good at looking at reviews as I should be.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: Actually no I didn’t look at reviews, but I probably should have and I may not be in
this situation I am in now. I was just so happy to finally find one that was reasonably
priced and would customize.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: Yeah I came back to it a few times and actually kept checking around. I keep things in
my cart forever. If someone actually purchased my whole Etsy cart right now it would
totally max out a credit card (laughs). So yeah I do that mostly just to save my changes
and the things I like in one place. Kind of like a gut check I guess as to which one will
work and whether I should get it or not.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: Yeah I would say so. I mean I was just happy to get someone where I was able to
choose what I wanted it to say and the type of wood that I wanted to get it on. Really
wasn’t thinking about it going like this at that point.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Definitely more money makes me more nervous. I mean I think $300 on one
decoration is kind of a big purchase, especially for me. For that price, I want to be sure I
got the right thing and that it actually turns out nice, which is surely why I am freaking
out about this so much.
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I: Now I am going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and how
it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: So are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to receive
it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: Umm I am, but mostly I guess second guessing the shop I chose. I know I want this
product, but I’m not sure that I picked the right person to do it. The communication really
hasn’t been great and it’s taking way too much time. I guess I started feeling this way
about a week later. I put very detailed notes in my order, and then when they emailed me
for the first time (a week later) it was wrong. And that’s when I thought that this wasn’t
going to be a good process.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: I would say I would like more responsiveness from the company. Especially for
something personalized like this. I mean I want to make sure it is done or at least being
worked on. Just keep me in the loop.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Definitely does for most purchases. I am someone that likes to have things right away
so the sooner the better. I love Amazon’s Prime 2-day which is ideal, but no longer than a
week.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: Delivery definitely matters for most purchases. For this purchase, I made sure to do
everything so far out. Like I’m not getting married for another 7 months, so I better be
alright. Obviously I would want these sooner than later to make sure that this fits with the
vision I want, but as of right now, I still haven’t seen proofs, so I’m not as concerned
about the shipping. I’m more concerned with the processing time I guess you call it. I
mean I feel like if it was going to get done and be done well, it already would have.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
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R: Yeah we have probably gone back four or five times. It kind of makes me excited
when I get something from them because it’s like okay… someone else is thinking about
this besides me. Maybe it will be done. I like the communication.
I: Would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: Yeah I would definitely say the more communication from the retailer the better. It
just makes me feel like more of a priority and that my order is coming.
I: Have you ever felt like you were going to return the item before actually receiving it?
What caused you to have these thoughts? Do you have any of these types of thoughts
about your current purchase? Why?
R: Umm not really that I can think of. I have cancelled something before. I just found
something way cheaper elsewhere, and I still had time to cancel my first order. So yeah, I
continue to shop after I have already made a purchase (laughs). Unfortunately with
personalized things like this you can’t really return them, so I will probably be stuck if I
ever get them. I will probably try to sell some of them on one of those used bridal shops
online though after I use them. That way I can get some of my money back.
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Interview #2: Ann
Gender: Female
Age: 64
Time: 21:04
Product Purchased: Accessories- Pearl Ring
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much)
R: Well I bought a Pearl ring online to replace an old one that I had stolen from me. I’m
afraid that it really won’t fit me right, because that has happened to me before. Also, I’m
afraid that I spent a little bit too much money on it. It was on sale, so that made me feel
like I should get it but it was still around $500. Also the pictures weren’t too great. Like
for rings sometimes they can sit up too high, and I really couldn’t tell that from the
picture. It only gave me one angle of the ring, so that was kind of another thing.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with? How did you narrow it down? Why did you
choose this way? Did this method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: So when I went to search, I went to the website and typed in diamond and pearl ring.
Then it gave me several different options, probably like 5 pages of these kinds of rings.
And for me that’s just too much to really think about seriously. I would rather them give
me a few recommendations based on the best quality. Give me the best ten you have, not
all the 100 different options.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why?
R: Oh definitely fewer choices. I want good quality but a smaller amount. I can get overwhelmed when I search something and a thousand things come up. That’s when I usually
go to the store or call one of my kids. I would rather them give me a few
recommendations based on the best quality. Give me the best ten you have, not all the
100 different options. Like if I have too many then I always question if I picked the right
one. I think that’s just human nature though.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
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R: Yes, I do. Really how much I want it depends on how close attention I pay to reviews.
It makes me feel better to get a little more knowledge about what I am about to buy. I will
first typically look at the stars. If there are only like two or even three stars, I may just
skip on by it. But if it’s four or even three and half, I am more apt to consider it more. If
something has never been reviewed, then I am really nervous.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: Yeah I did read reviews and there was some conflicting information there. I think
there is always some positive and negative people on there. I think I always tend to side
with the positive ones because it was something that I wanted. I just said those negative
people are probably always negative. So I was okay with my decision to buy it based on
the reviews.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: No I definitely came back a couple times. I think since the price tag was so large, I
wanted to give myself some time to think about if I really wanted to get it. I mean I knew
I wanted another ring, but I needed to think did I want this one and right now? I probably
went back and looked at it five or six times on different days before I even clicked
purchase. Very rarely do I ever buy something right away. I will put it in my cart and
keep shopping around and this way I can come back.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: I’m the kind of person that as soon as I click anything, I second guess it. I guess
because that makes it final. But at the time of purchase I feel like I had done enough
research on it that I was comfortable buying it. I mean I read the reviews and checked out
other options, and thought that I needed it. I guess really when it was final is when I
started second guessing it.
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I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Yeah money makes a difference for sure. Had this ring been $50, I probably wouldn’t
have been as worried. I think I always think about it again once I click buy, but the larger
the purchase the more I probably think about it both before and afterwards.
I: So are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to receive
it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: I would say the fit is the biggest thing. Because at the store they can size me and I
know it will fit. Here not so much, so that’s the first. Then how high it is going to sit up
off my finger. I so easily knock things around with my hands, and I don’t want something
that may fall off. And finally the money. Did I really need to spend that much or need to
spend that right now? I guess several things. I would say that I started questioning how
much I spent afterwards and if that was too much. Probably the fit I worried about more
after too. The height I noticed beforehand just because I couldn’t see it on the pictures.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: I don’t really think there is much they could do for the fit or really the price. I mean I
did get some off of it, but I guess more promotions would make me feel better. It would
still be expensive though so I would probably always question the price. I would
definitely like better pictures, and ones of the ring on someone’s hand. A ring looks very
different on a hand than it does on a white space.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: I think the fact that I have to wait for it is another thing that makes me think about it a
little more. Yes, it definitely does. Especially if it is a gift for someone else. I always
worry about that and the shipping time a little more. I would say a week is reasonable
time. Also the amount I have to pay for shipping influences me too because it changes the
overall cost of the item. I’m not going to buy something for $15 and pay $10 to ship it.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
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R: It said about 7 days. Business days I am assuming. And I think that’s a fair amount of
time or pretty typical. The sooner I get it, the happier I will be because I want to try it on
and see if I like it. The longer I wait the more I think about it and get nervous. After the
seven days are up that it was supposed to take, it’s like I am holding my breath until it
gets there.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: Yeah I got a confirmation email, but that’s really it. I like the reminder that it is
coming so that makes me feel better. But that’s all I got.
I: Would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: Ummm I think if it is something practical I would like to get more communication.
Like if I ordered a pan and they sent me an update about my package but also gave me
recipes to use the pan. Then I would think oh, my pan is coming and these are all
different things I can do with it. I think that would actually be really nice and something I
would like. I mean I don’t want them to send me all tech lingo about some electronic or
something, but something I may actually use. Then yes. I really would prefer if they
could continue to let me know where it is, rather than having to continually check myself.
I’m not sure everyone would like that, but I would.
I: Have you ever felt like you were going to return the item before actually receiving it?
What caused you to have these thoughts? Do you have any of these types of thoughts
about your current purchase? Why?
R: Yeah, I have. Sometimes I will have gotten my daughter something else that she might
like more before the item I ordered online arrives. Then I just know that I am going to
take it back before it even gets there. Just because I buy something online, doesn’t mean I
quit shopping for it.
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Interview #3: Ben
Gender: Male
Age: 27
Time: 18:57
Product Purchased: Tools- Monster Maul
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Yeah, it’s called a monster maul and it is used to split firewood. We have a ton of trees
out back and we needed something to split the wood up. We have been talking about
wanting to get one for a while now, and my dad told me to get it, so I went online to buy
it. Apparently it helps you get through knots in wood easily or just takes less times.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: No, I actually just went to google and just typed in Monster Maul. I thought it was like
an actual brand because that’s how he (my dad) kept saying it, but it’s really like the
name of the actual tool, so there were a bunch of different brands. And I really didn’t
LOVE one particular one just because they were SO different from each other. I found
this one and just ended up going with it. I just expected to go to the website, buy the 12lb
version and be done with it. Oh no, there are different materials, colors, what the handle
is made of, etc.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: Yeah I would prefer more choices. Just so I have some more options and can make the
decision. Once I searched, I used the filters based on weight and then price. That left me
with just a couple. Then I looked at reviews to make my decision from there. Yeah, it did
make me feel a little bit better just because I am not knowledgeable about this stuff at all,
but I still didn’t feel certain.
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I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: Yes, I definitely do. Always. I look at the stars, number of people that have reviewed
it, and what they are saying. I mean some people you just can never please, so I look for
products that have been reviewed multiple times. The more the better for me.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: Yes, I read through the reviews. The one that I ended up picking was the one that had
the most consistently positive reviews, which is why I ended up going with it. The only
negatives were that they wish the handle was a little longer, but that wasn’t my biggest
concern. Everyone said it lasted a long time, which was my main thing.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: I came back several times to my cart. I think I started looking at like 8am, and then
bought it at like 5pm that night. I probably came back and looked at it five or six times
total that day. I mean I was just confirming that this is the one I should be buying. It gave
me a few hours to take a step away and think about it really. I guess it made me feel a
little better. Enough to go ahead and get it at least.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: I would definitely say that I was very uneasy before I bought it. Just because I think I
thought that it was a brand beforehand instead of an entire type of product and then had
to search through options way more than I thought. I don’t even think my dad knows that
it’s not a brand (laughs). So just because there are so many different things that I could
picked from as far as weight, length, material. I don’t know, maybe I should have let him
look at it first.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
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R: Yeah definitely money matters. I have bought more expensive things than this for
home improvement projects before, but it wasn’t like $20 either. I think I ended up
paying like $60 for it. The more expensive stuff, I am definitely more careful about just
because I don’t want to be out all that money getting the wrong thing.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Umm it didn’t with this purchase because we aren’t in a hurry for it, but that’s not
always the case. If I am in a time crunch, like for my son’s birthday party I wanted to
order some things on Etsy, and it was just going to take too long to get here in time. So I
had to go in store or order through Amazon Prime.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: It said it should take 10 days to get here. Since it is a large piece of equipment, I think
that’s reasonable. I obviously like things to arrive as soon as possible, just so I can check
it out and see the weight and the material and stuff. If it takes longer, it will probably still
be okay, as long as it’s not like 20 days or something. I am definitely looking for it every
day though, so it’s on my mind.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: Umm I just got a confirmation that I had ordered it and a way that I could track the
package with a number. I think that’s pretty standard, so I was glad to at least have that.
I: Would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: I didn’t get anything more than a confirmation email, but I would definitely like
something that told me a little more about it. It would kind of prepare me for what is
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coming and give me some more certainty that I made the right choice. Especially for
things I don’t know a lot about.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: I am still unsure. I would say just because I couldn’t touch it to tell the material and
quality is one of my biggest things. And I’ve been thinking about that handle since some
of the reviews said it wasn’t long enough. They say it was 12 lbs, but does that mean the
whole thing or just the head? I’m just not really sure, and I had no way of knowing
online.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: I would have definitely liked a product comparison. Since there are so many different
features, it would be easy to put them in a chart or something. And those follow-up
emails we were talking about before. Like show me a video of how it works or how it can
be used. Unrelated to this, I just bought a fit bit and I was thinking about how cool it
would be if they sent me an email showing me how to do that sleep tracker thing or
something while I am still waiting for it.
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Interview #4: James
Gender: Male
Age: 35
Time: 14:54
Product Purchased: Tech Products- Phone Case
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: I am waiting on a case for my new cell phone. I travel a lot and needed something
sturdy, and I found this one on Amazon that was what I wanted and on sale… like twenty
bucks… and it still hasn’t come in yet. I always order things on Amazon like shoes for
my kids, video games, I order a lot of books to read on the plane for my Kindle. I ordered
it against my better judgement because it was on Amazon but not Prime. And you really
can never trust those sellers that aren’t guaranteed through Prime. So after I ordered it I
realized that it was shipping from China, which I typically look for ahead of time but I
guess I forgot. Anything that is coming from China on Amazon I get a little nervous
about, and typically only order things fulfilled by Amazon so I know and get it a little
faster. So yeah it has just been longer than I would like (like three weeks), and I’m a little
concerned about how it is even going to be when it gets here.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: There were thousands of difference cell phone covers that came up.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: So I knew that I wanted something like brown or tan because my phone is white, so I
started by filtering by color and revamped my search. Then I just looked at the top ones
because those are usually the ones closest to what you are looking for. I still probably
looked through 10-15 pages though. I actually open things I like in new tabs just so I can
keep track of them, and that way I feel better when I go from the Amazon page of
thousands to only these three. Gives me the chance to look at them a little more and be
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sure of what I want. I prefer to have more choices and then I can decide how to divide it
down. If I only have a few choices I get frustrated because it may not be exactly what I
want.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: Absolutely, I am little obsessive about it actually. I will shop for something on
Amazon and then go to the actual brand website and read those reviews just to double
check. I definitely pay attention and get lost sometimes in them. I mean if 200 people are
saying it is hard to put together, then I am going to trust that many people. I tend to look
at recency so I know that the product is still the same to see if people are still having the
same thoughts. So how recent and the number I would say.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: Yeah, you know with anything you can’t always get people to agree, so you will
always have good and bad reviews. Some people may have just not known how to use the
product, but sometimes you have a lot of people that just are always nice. What I really
look for in reviews is people that post photos of the item. I like that a lot so I can actually
see it and know what the color is. This one didn’t have any pictures, but the reviews were
mostly positive. There were some bad reviews, but nothing overwhelming. It didn’t stop
my from buying it if that makes sense?
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: Honestly I came back to view the case about twenty times truthfully (laughs). Because
they give you dimensions and stuff, but you can’t really know the quality or what it is
going to be like when you get it. So I go back and double check myself a couple times
before I buy something.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
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R: I felt good about it because it was what I wanted and that I made the decision to order
it. But I still wasn’t sure that I was going to actually like it once it got here. Like what if it
feels cheaply made and cracks or whatever? That’s not something you can easily tell
online, so I typically try to find pictures in the reviews posted by actual people so I can
see what it actually looks like before I buy it. I couldn’t really find one of those for this
case though.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: If it would have been more expensive, I would definitely be more concerned about
returning.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: I would definitely say so. If I know that I can get something shipped fast I am way
more likely to buy from you. Which is why I buy so many things on Amazon Prime. I
have bought so much online that I even know shops outside Prime that are still on
Amazon that I know ship fast. I will always gravitate towards those because I just know it
will be a few days at the max. I would say as long as I get it within a week then I’m okay,
but the sooner the better.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: My case was supposed to take two weeks. That’s already long to begin with, but it has
been three weeks now and still no cover. I checked my status online and it says it has
been shipped but now says it may be another week to a week and a half. I obviously want
it sooner, but the longer I wait the more concerned I am about it.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
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R: Yeah I actually have gotten something like that before and like it. As long as the
communication is not excessive, I do like to get more information about it. I do get
emails about reviewing the store, and I am selfish and don’t do that. Even though I rely
on reviews, I don’t know why I don’t. I usually just delete those emails.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: I am second guessing just for the time annoyance factor. My case was supposed to
take two weeks, and that’s already long, but it’s been three! Like who wants to wait that
long for something? If I know I can get something shipped fast, I am way more likely to
order from you. If I get it soon and love it, then I will probably be fine that it took so long
to get here. But if it really takes another two weeks I am probably not going to be happy
regardless and never order from them again. I would say the longer I wait, the more
concerned I get.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: Ummm I don’t know. I would say maybe the pictures in reviews of like the real
products like I said before. I like that and usually look for that. It always makes me feel
better.
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Interview #5: Jim
Gender: Male
Age: 33
Time: 20:47
Product Purchased: Car Parts- Jeep Bumper
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Yes, I was buying a bumper for my Jeep. I am a big Jeep guy and like to continually
update my Jeep. I replace the tires or the lights. And I was needing a new bumper. One of
the few times I don’t order on Amazon is for my Jeep. So yeah, it was definitely a higher
end purchase where I was spending a decent chunk of money. I got it on sale, but it was
still $600.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: Yeah, so I knew the specifications that I wanted. And I had an older bumper from this
company before, so I kind of knew where to look and what I was looking for. But I had
bought that one second-hand, so this was going to be an upgrade. But it was important to
me to get something this big from a company I knew had been around for a while. So,
there were really only two bumpers that met my specifications on this site.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I would say more choices typically, but it really depends on what I am buying. Like
for the iPhone case that I mentioned earlier, that was just crazy to type in iPhone cases.
At least for something like that though you aren’t spending a ton of money, but it is
overwhelming. I think it will especially be true for big purchases like a computer or tvs. I
don’t think people want 1200 results for that, because how can I realistically evaluate
those if they meet all my needs. But you also don’t want two choices, because what if
they are both crappy? Or what if you have two choices that are both great! How do you
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pick? So I really think it depends on what you are buying and the price. But also how
familiar I am with the product. For things like my bumper, I know a little bit about the
parts for this, so I guess I was more comfortable. Also, I feel like I’m a pretty tech savvy
guy, so that helps me, but I get that others aren’t always that way. But yes I do use the
specifications for what I am looking for and definitely use the filters. That does make it a
little less of a headache. So with this purchase, the two I did look at both of them, but one
was just much cheaper than the other, and still had what I wanted it to, so I went with that
one.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: I do for new purchases. Since I buy so many things online, I typically only look at
reviews the first time I buy something. It just helps me see how it actually performs and
takes away some of the questions I have about it. I would say the number of reviews is a
big thing I pay attention to, and then the stars/actual things they are saying.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: I did look, but not like the typically Amazon reviews. I went to this Jeep community
website and read what some of the other “Jeep people” were saying about it. It was really
more of a forum for bumpers. I would say that they were pretty consistent as far as
performance goes, so that’s what I cared about the most. There was some negative things
about like the service and processing. People just complained that it took forever to arrive
and get there. But I mean it is a car part, I don’t expect it to arrive overnight. So I felt
alright about it, because those were kind of the things I was expecting to hear.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
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R: No, I definitely went back to look at the bumper a couple times. I don’t know if it was
because the bumper itself, the price, or really I was debating if I wanted to keep doing
Jeep related stuff. Probably a combination of things. It just gave me time to confirm
that’s what I wanted to do and move forward in the process. I do that with most big
things I’m buying I would say.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: I was confident in the purchase before I bought it. Once I decided to buy it I was
excited to get back into the Jeep parts and try some new things out. I would say that the
reviews from the forum definitely helped me feel better.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Yes I would say that money matters. This was definitely a higher end buy for me,
which is why I think I am second guessing it more.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Oh 100%, delivery time totally does matter. With Amazon I don’t really even have
time to think about it because it arrives like the next day in most situations. But the longer
it is in the shipping or handling process, the more I start to doubt it. I actually ordered
something on Etsy (laughs), not really the most manly website I know. But it was this
unique Star Wars thing, and I couldn’t find it anywhere else. So it literally took two
weeks for it to get to me, and I was definitely doubting my purchase. The longer I wait,
the more unsure I am and the less excited I am when it arrives.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
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R: Well with anything this big it takes a long time, and I get that. It will probably be 4
weeks before I get it. The sooner I get it the better of course, but as long as it doesn’t take
more than six weeks I think I will be okay. That’s another thing with ordering these big
purchases, it’s like delayed gratification.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: I finally did, but it took a while. It took 10 days for them to even send me a
confirmation email. I think that’s another reason why I am doubting it now, I just feel like
that was way too long. Amazon has spoiled me I think.
I: Alright, so would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer
showing how you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that
influence how you feel about your purchase?
R: Yes, I would like to get like tips for how to install my bumper, or different things
people have done. Or even give me some cool pictures so I can see it on different Jeeps.
It would keep me interested in the purchase and excited about it arriving. If they could
send me like an email every 10 days or something, it would just give me some
reassurance that it’s coming and they haven’t forgotten about me. Especially for these
long delays in the shipping process.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: Yeah I am doubting how it will end up. Well I would say about a week after I bought
it is when I started seconding guessing it. First off, I hadn’t received a confirmation yet,
which is a little scary. Then I was thinking, do I really even need to build the Jeep up? I
mean I know that this bumper was good because I checked all the forums and read the
brand reviews, so I wasn’t really worried about that. So I was feeling pretty bad at this
point and actually went on some of the Jeep Facebook pages and they are always so
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excited, which kind of got me excited again. So now I would say I am back to being
eager to get the purchase and excited for it to arrive. Kinda funny how that works.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: I would say those emails with tips or pictures would help, or even just an update on
where my purchase is in the process. I think it all comes down to better communication
and faster shipping. If you aren’t going to ship fast, keep me in the process somehow.
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Interview #6: Tiffany
Gender: Female
Age: 23
Time: 16:21
Product Purchased: Apparel- Fitness Pants
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (What it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: So I was needing to buy some workout gear because I plan on going to the gym
because I am getting married soon. So I was on Zulily and they were having a sale on
workout pants. And whenever I buy something on there I always type it into Amazon to
see if it’s really a deal or if it is bad. So each pair was only $20 and they were originally
$55. So I didn’t really spend too much, and I got four pairs and I feel like I got a good
deal. .
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: Oh my gosh, just on this website alone there were around 100 different options.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: Ummm it depends. Sometimes I like more choices in terms of color and designs, but
not different brands. Because then I have to search different brands to learn about them
and see their quality, so it’s hit and miss. So I would pick a few that I think would work,
and I really look for pictures of clothes on actual people. I have learned that it always
works out better for me when it is on a person rather than a manikin. And I always look at
product details to see the material. So I initially was only going to buy two pairs, but
some of the others I liked Zulily told me that there was only like two left so I was like
okay, if I want more then I am screwed. So I got some more and thought if I don’t like it I
can always give it to someone. Yeah it always makes me feel better to sort and filter to
get to only a few. When I put in the work ahead of time, I feel better about it when I
make it.
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I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: Yes, always. Typically I look at the date to see how recent it was. Like the product
could have changed, they could have new material, so I pay attention to dates a lot.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: Yes, I actually googled the brand and looked at reviews. I forget what it’s called now,
but then I read some customer reviews that way. That way I can see the price differences
and see what actual people are saying. That makes me feel better. These reviews were
pretty good and pretty consistent.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: Yeah I came back a couple times. And this website always have a lot of active clothes
so I waited until I was ready to purchase them. And I usually put some things in my cart
and come back to it. But I only have a limited time so I may look at it two or three times
that day before I decide. And it helps me to have some time to think about it, and just
makes me feel better.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: I would say so for the most part I was confident in it. I mean I was worried about the
quality a little at this point, but not enough to prevent me from buying them.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: I think so. I’m a student on a pretty tight budget, so if I am dropping a lot of money I
want to be sure about the quality, and you just can’t online.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
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I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: It isn’t too big of a deal for me as long as it is reasonable. I would say a week or so is
reasonable to me. Shipping cost is big for me. I HATE to pay for shipping, so that will
turn me off sometimes or make me question a purchase if it’s too high. I mean sometimes
these websites charge $10-$12 for shipping and the thing I am buying is only like $20. So
that just almost doubles the price. I hate that.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: It should take about 7-10 days it said. That is pretty typical from them, so I know that
ahead of time. I would obviously like to get them sooner, but as long as it isn’t like over
two weeks and I will be okay.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: Yeah I just got a confirmation email and a Facebook message for confirmation. It will
send you another one when it ships and another when it is delivered, which I really liked.
I: Would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: Umm… I would like something telling me a little bit about the product or how I could
use it. For like the yoga pants, send me some yoga poses I could do. But I hate when they
send me emails like “rate my store or rate my company.” Those annoy me. Especially for
things I am less familiar with, I would like some communication.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: So the quality is really what I am second guessing in this situation. These are new
brands that I have never bought from before and the return policy is a little difficult if
they don’t work out. I was thinking about the quality thing before I even bought them
which is why I read reviews and went to the other sites. I didn’t really start thinking about
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the returns and stuff until afterwards while I’m waiting for them. I’m just worried they
aren’t going to turn out like I hoped, but they were the best ones I found. I will probably
just keep them regardless though because returning anything to them is just such a hassle.
Or I could pawn them off on my sister or something.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: I would say to have pictures of the actual people in them. Like I said, I don’t really
trust things on size 00 manikins, so seeing them in movement or doing the yoga on a real
person I would like a lot more. That way I can see how they stretch and if I think I would
like them ahead of time.
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Interview #7: Megan
Gender: Female
Age: 28
Time: 18:27
Product Purchased: Apparel- Running Socks
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: I was looking for socks that would do well with long distance running, sweaty feet,
and blisters. I am training for a new half marathon and have been having trouble with my
feet. I have been reading that socks may help so I was looking for specialty running
socks.
I: So when you went to search for this product online, how many different choices were
you initially presented with?
R: My first stop was a running blog, and it didn’t provide any insight on individual
products, but on the materials that the socks were made of. I didn’t find that particularly
useful because I don’t have the luxury of a sporting goods store to look at the back of the
package. Runner’s World had a list of socks for different types of problems. For
instance, Best Socks for People with Sweat Problems and Best Socks for People Hiking
in the Rain. I believe they had 15 different categories. I searched for those socks on
Amazon, but wasn’t able to find all of them. I also discovered that it is kind of difficult
to search for a particular sock on Amazon because some are unisex, but they are
cataloged under Men’s socks. So I ended up buying two pairs of socks on Amazon, and
1 pair straight from the manufacturer/company.
I: Do you prefer to have more or less choices when you shop? Why?
R: I prefer more, but only if it provides variety. I don’t want to sort through 50 of the
same item. The options make me feel like I’m making the choice, as opposed to being
limited to one or two manufacturers.
I: How did you narrow it down to the product you chose? Does narrowing down the
products make you feel better about your choice?
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R: In this case I narrowed it down using that Runner’s World blog, but typically I narrow
it down using the filters on Amazon. I usually shop with the Prime filter on and I have it
display only products with 4 or more stars. Narrowing it down does make me feel better
about my choice. It is like I have ferreted out all the imposters.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
R: Yes, I rely heavily on reviews. I think it is mostly to determine how well made the
product is or how well it fits. There is nothing better than finding a review that says,
“This is the 4th one I have bought over the last 20 years. I would never buy anything
else.” It is a real testament to the product.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those.
R: Yes I did look at reviews, they were pretty short reviews though, and it made my
decision a bit difficult. I had to purchase these socks through the manufacturer’s website,
and I don’t trust those reviews because they are the webmaster. They can easily get rid of
bad reviews, so all you see are the good ones.
I: Did the number of reviews, date of reviews, or number of stars influence how you felt
about the purchase? How so?
R: Yes. I tend to trust new reviews more. My first job out of college was designing
packaging lines, and from my experience, product lines are constantly changing. You
may not see it on the outside, but sometimes those changes can affect the quality of the
product. So recent reviews are better for me. The more stars the better of course, but I
don’t feel like one 5 star review is enough to make me purchase.
I: Was there any conflicting information in the reviews that you came across? How did
this influence how you felt about the purchase?
R: Conflicting reviews were present. One person said the socks were too tight even
though she had narrow feet, but then another person said that the socks were super loose
even though they had wide feet. So from a fit perspective, I’m pretty worried that these
won’t be right.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times?
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R: Well that’s kind of hard to answer. I came back to the websites numerous times to
decide which pair of socks I wanted, but when I found the ones I ended up getting, they
were better than the other ones I previously found, so I got those the first time.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: I wasn’t super confident. $18 is a lot for 1 pair of socks. If they come in and they are
a bust, I will have wasted $18…on 1 pair of socks! Nothing made me sure. My husband
and I have a deal that if we want it, we go for it (within reason of course). So I was
willing to make the unsure purchase if it panned out in the end.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: In my current situation, I don’t have many options for shipping. All things that go to a
DPO must be shipped by USPS, so I never have a guarantee on time. The manufacturer
has to fill out a customs form too, so it usually takes longer. In the case of these socks, I
couldn’t be picky about shipping. On Amazon though, I usually only shop for Prime
items. It doesn’t get me my products in 2 days, but I feel like it speeds the process up. In
the recent past though, even prime items don’t ship for 5-6 days, which can be very
frustrating to a prime member.
I: How long do you feel is an appropriate shipping time?
R: Maybe I am spoiled because of Prime in the states, but I feel like your product should
ship within 2 days of ordering it. I’m willing to wait 3-5 days after that. To be honest
though, I usually don’t get things until 2 weeks later.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? How did this
make you feel about your purchase? Why?
R: Yes, I didn’t feel anything in particular. It was just, “Hey we got your order” and then
“Hey, your order shipped”. When I received the shipped email though, I got excited
about receiving it.
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I: Would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? Would that influence how much
you questioned if you made the right purchase? Why?
R: Not in this case, but if it was for a product that had multiple uses, sure. For instance, I
ordered some pot holders that were like gloves to get my pizza stone out of the oven.
The manufacturer emailed me and told me they were good for cold things as well. That
was nice information. I probably could have deduced that myself, since they are just
insulation, but it was nice to get their email.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why?
R: Yeah I am. If they end up being great, I’ll order more and wait the 2 weeks for them
to get here, but if they are bad, I will have to search again for more products. I have a
race on Dec. 6 and that means I might not have a good pair of socks to wear for the race.
I: When did you start feeling this way? During the first run after I ordered the socks.
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Interview #8: Stephanie
Gender: Female
Age: 29
Time: 16:41
Product Purchased: Apparel- Formal Dress
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: So I am going to this black tie event for New Years Eve, so I needed to find a long
formal dress. I’m not really sure what I am looking for but didn’t feel like driving to the
mall, so I ordered them online. I couldn’t really decide on which one to buy, so I ended
up getting two. I only plan to keep one, and will return the one I don’t like.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: Yeah I went straight to the Macy’s website because I had shopped there before. I knew
that I wanted a long dress instead of short for this event so that helped to narrow it down
some, but I still think there were over 100 long-dress options in the end. I like having the
variety to choose from, but sometimes that can make it a little much for me to have to go
through all those options. Like when I’m looking on page nine of the long-dresses, I
definitely don’t remember anything from pages 1 and 2. So then I have to go back over
them all a couple times. It just makes it take forever to find the ones you actually like. I
feel like it should just be easier somehow. Like I did all of this work to look through and
read about these dresses, and I still can’t figure out if I picked the best ones.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I would say less choices. I do use the filters to get it to a more manageable number for
me to consider. I can’t look through 25 pages of dresses because I will forget what I saw
and then they all start to run together. I narrowed it down first from all dresses to long
ones, and then price was my next thing. I think it does make me feel better by doing that.
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I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: Sometimes. Especially on Amazon, but that’s really the main place I look at reviews. I
look at the stars mostly. Then I will read the first three or four just to get a sense of what
they are saying about it.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: No I didn’t look at reviews. I’m not even sure if they had reviews for the dresses. I
basically just looked at the dresses and decided if I think it would work or not. I don’t
really worry about reviews as much with clothes for some reason.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: I seriously always put it my cart and go back to it. That way I can think about it,
maybe find a promo code or something to get a discount or free shipping. I just wait
typically a day or two and decide if I really want it or need it, and then I can check out
other sites to see if there is anything better.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: Well I would say that I was nervous about the fit before I clicked purchase, which is
why I ended up getting two. Like if it doesn’t fit or the material is weird, I always have a
backup option.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Definitely so. Money is a big deal. I am careful with my money so when I am
spending a decent amount of money I always think about it a little longer and harder.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
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I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Well I was going to buy some new LL Bean boots, but they were on backorder and I
wouldn’t get them for like two months, so I definitely didn’t get them. Who wants to wait
that long and have to pay for it now? Pass. The sooner the better for me, but I would say a
week is reasonable.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: It was supposed to be 5 to 7 days. The sooner I can get them the better so I can make
sure that I have at least one dress to wear that night. I usually give them like a two day
grace period. So if it says 7 days, I will wait 9 before I start to freak out and call the
customer service number.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: I got a confirmation email and that’s it. I think that’s appropriate just to give people
some reassurance that it went through and everything is in process.
I: Also, would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing
how you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how
you feel about your purchase?
R: To me that would be more communication would just be junk mail. All I want is the
confirmation that you got it and that it shipped. I don’t need anything else from you. I
think I would find it annoying, almost as like a negative about buying from you again.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: Yes, I would say mostly I am worried about are they going to look right when they get
here? Are they going to fit? Which one will look the best for the event, or will either end
up working? Am I going to have to drive into town to take them both back and still have
no dress at all? I looked around at a ton of different dresses, and just didn’t think a lot of
the other ones would work for this event. I mean I think I picked the ones that will be the
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best for sure, but you never know I guess. (Laughs) As you can tell I think about a lot of
things.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: Ummm I wish they’d have some reviews or make it a little more visible if they do
have reviews. That way I can tell a little more about the fit maybe.
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Interview #9: Hillary
Gender: Female
Age: 30
Time: 16:04
Product Purchased: Accessories-Purse
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Yes, I was buying a purse online. I actually ended up buying two purses. A purse for
me and then a purse for my mom. They were Michael Kors bags, so they were pretty
pricey ($140), but they were on sale, which is why I ended up getting them online.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: So I knew the style of purse that I wanted to get for both of us. I want a purse that is
big enough to hold things, but not be like a second diaper bag size. So that was my major
thing. So there were probably like 10 different MK purses that were this style.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I would say that more choices is better for me just to give me a little more variety.
With this one there were only a couple so I went through and looked at them and the
colors and designs they came in. The one I ended up going with was not a color that I
would typically get, but it was substantially cheaper than the other colors, so that’s how I
ended up choosing was the price.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: Yes, always. I would say that the stars are my biggest thing. If it is too low then I will
just not even consider that one. But if it is like a perfect review 5/5, I won’t even worry
too much about reading it that way either. It’s those 3-4 star things that make you have to
read a little bit more into it.
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I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: No there weren’t any reviews on this one. Really the no reviews is a major reason why
I was so hesitant about it, along with the price discount. Like is there something wrong
with this one, and that’s why people don’t buy it? Why haven’t people reviewed this ya
know?
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: Oh yeah, I always put things in my cart. I do it first to save my spot and give me a
little more time to evaluate it. But also, I will wait because they will sometimes send you
coupons for what you have in the cart to try to like entice you to buy it. Amazon has done
that to me before, and Toms shoes actually did it to me last night and gave me 10% off if
I completed the process. So now I feel like it’s in my best interest to do that, wait a few
days and let them send me the reminder and coupon, and then get the best of both worlds.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: I would say I wasn’t really certain before. I mean the cheaper price is good and bad. I
wanted to spend less, but that color being the only one on sale and then no reviews about
it… I kept thinking, what is wrong with this one? It just made me nervous about the
whole thing. But I have been wanting a new one for a while and the price was good, so
even though I wasn’t 100% sure, I ended up getting it. But the main thing I was unsure
about was the color beforehand just because the pictures were really bad. Like I couldn’t
tell if this purse was more of a pink or a red online. It was described as rose, which
honestly could be both. I was glad I finally decided on one, but was concerned about
what it would look like in real life.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
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R: Yes, and I think money is why I am nervous in this case. I’m not one to buy a $300
purse. I mean it’s on sale so I’m not paying that much, but I’m not typically a big brand
snob or anything. So I think the price tag definitely makes me get a little more nervous
when I am online and not sure about something.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Yeah I would say that both time and price both do. I’m not going to pay over $10 for
shipping because that’s just crazy, and I’m not going to wait three weeks to get
something. I feel like I wait a fair amount because I know I don’t live in town, but I was
shopping for Christmas gifts and didn’t purchase like three or four things I was planning
to buy just because they shipping and handling time was ridiculous. So yeah, it does
influence me for sure. Probably just makes me more aggravated than anything.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: They said 5-7 days. I think that’s totally reasonable. The sooner I get it the better just
because I want to see the colors and make sure I want to keep them before sales are over
for the holidays. I would be very happy with two days or even nine I would probably be
okay with. Anything like over ten days though I would probably be calling or checking a
lot.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: I got my shipping confirmation the other day, so it is on the way. I like them keeping
me in the loop in that way though. It lets me know that the process is still going and it’s
coming.
I: So would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
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R: Umm I would say that I probably prefer less communication from retailers. I am quick
to unsubscribe from things that send me a crazy amount of emails, just because my inbox
is always full of retailer junk. So I would probably delete it or unsubscribe. I feel like I
could probably find the information or videos I would need if I wanted to watch
something about it. I don’t need more emails encouraging me to shop more (laughs).
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: Yes for sure. I would say just say the uncertainty that I told you about before. Not
knowing why this one didn’t have reviews and was the only one on sale. Also, the color.
It was a little more bold of a color than I typically do, but I thought I would try it. And
things online are not exactly the color you get in person for sure, so that’s got me
concerned as I wait too. I was hesitant before I bought it mostly because of the color, but
I do think I get a little more nervous about the price and no reviews now as I sit and wait
for it to get here.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: Well I would say that having good reviews or really any reviews at all would have
made me feel a little bit better before and now even. Just the unknown factor of buying
online is like even more so in situations where you can’t read reviews about it. I do hate
though when retailers bug you to continually review them, but I do think reviews
influence me so I’m not sure how to make people do them.
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Interview #10: John
Gender: Male
Age: 25
Time: 14:58
Product Purchased: Kids Toy- Tent
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Yeah I ordered my daughter a little pink teepee play tent for Christmas because she
loves making forts at our house. It looked really cool online, but now I’m worried that I
should have looked around a little more in stores to see if I could have found something
else.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: So I went on Amazon and there were a ton of different options. Probably over 100
results came up for kids tents. I didn’t really know there were that many different kinds
of tents. Like I don’t know how tall it should be, or what material is best. With that many
I just chose some things that I thought she would like and then tried to narrow it down
from there.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I typically like to have the variety and lots of choices to pick from. So I searched
“toddler girl teepee tent,” which narrowed it some from just girl tents. Then I chose the
colors I thought she would like, which helped. Then I only had a few results so I went
through them based on the main display pictures and the reviews. It helped to narrow it
down, but then I liked to get more details on a few too.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: Yes, I always look at reviews before buying anything online. The number of reviews
is a big thing for me. I always prefer to see more people reviewing something. Also the
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stars. I will go through and read the different star ratings to see if they are valid concerns
or just people that like to complain.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: I did looks at reviews. Most reviews for this tent were positive. There were others that
I almost got until I read the reviews, and they mentioned terrible quality. That’s probably
why I ended up going with this one because overall it had the most consistently high
reviews.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: Oh I definitely put things in my cart before I buy it. I don’t really ever buy something
the first time (laughs). Yeah I guess I want to make sure it’s not an impulse buy. If I
come back to it a few days later and still feel the same way, that’s usually when I get it.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: I would say I was pretty confident at the time I got it. I found what I thought she
would like color wise and it will be a surprise for her. So I was alright with my purchase
when I made it.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Yeah I would say that money plays a role. That’s why I put things in my cart mostly to
think about price. The more I am spending the longer I typically contemplate it.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
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R: Well it depends about delivery. If it’s something that I wanted right away then it
would, but typically I order things like a month ahead of time. I would say anything up to
a week is reasonable. Even two if I am not in a rush.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: It said 10 days. I mean it is probably going to be in a larger box, so I get that. I don’t
mind because I am in no rush. I would like it sooner than later because stores are starting
to have all kinds of holiday sales. That way if I don’t like it, I still have time to get
another one before Christmas. Anything longer than like 14 days, I will probably start
following the tracking information a little closer.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: I got a confirmation email from Amazon and a tracking number. I usually get the same
thing for all my purchases, but I like being able to track it on my own if I need to.
I: So would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: Hmm I actually think I would like that to get more communication. Especially
something that I recently bought and I am waiting on. I am not the best at putting things
together, so a video of like how to put it together would be awesome. I think it depends
how well I know the product or how comfortable I am with it.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: Yes, probably the quality and price as a combination is why I’m hesitant about if I got
the right one. I’m not sure that I really got the best quality for how much I paid, or if I
should have just gone to Target or something and picked it up there. That way I would
know for certain that it will be easy to set up and the material and quality will last. That’s
not really something I thought about until a few days later but it’s something hard about
shopping online in general for me.
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I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: I think the set-up video would be really nice. That way I can see how to put it up and
also the actual quality of it live. Everything looks different in photos to normal people
take and staged products on a website. I think that would be good for multiple reasons.
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Interview #11: Nancy
Gender: Female
Age: 54
Time: 13:48
Product Purchased: Kitchenware- Induction Pot
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Yeah, I got an induction cooktop. Haha, do you even know what that is? (laughter).
Okay, it creates a magnetic field and it’s supposed to work with cast iron and ceramic and
stainless pans. Well I got this bright idea that this would be a great thing to make fudge
with, which I make a lot around this time of year. I just wanted to find a special pot like
this that would fit on the burner to make fudge. Something heavier. So I went online and
found this dutch oven online and it says it’s induction compatible. But then after I bought
it I got a little nervous that it won’t be, because you can’t really trust something online. I
didn’t see it or hold it, so I don’t know how heavy it is going to be or the quality. I bought
it for this specific purpose, for fudge, so I just hope it works out on this induction stove
top burner.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: Well I went to Amazon, so you know that they always have tons of options. I would
say about 100 or so.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why?
R: Umm… typically I like having options. Just because that’s why I go online is for the
bigger selection. Obviously I don’t need 1000 options though.
I: How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this method make
you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: Well I typed in a pretty specific search. I don’t remember the exact wording I used,
but I am always careful to type it just like I want it. Then I just went through the first
couple pages to try to find one that I wanted.
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I: Okay, so do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing
decisions? Why?
R: Yeah, I will look at reviews just to make sure it isn’t terrible, mostly for electronic. I
look to see the star ratings. That’s what I look at. And honestly I read the people that
rated it like 3 stars. Those are the people I believe, the ones in the middle. And I will read
a bunch of them. Some people just like to complain, and some people will always give it
five stars, so I discount those. I like the honesty of the three star people. I also look at
how many people reviewed it. That makes me feel a lot better that this many people
bought this, it’ll be fine probably.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it?
R: Yeah I did.
I: Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How did this make you
feel about your purchase?
R: No not really. That’s probably why I ended up getting the one I did. Of course there
were a few people that said they didn’t like it, but not for the reasons I am worried about.
Mostly consistent.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times?
R: Yeah, I come back to things a couple times. I did that with this pot. I would put it back
in the cart and then come back.
I: Alright, did you actually put an item in your online shopping cart and come back to it
later? How long until you returned? Why?
R: Well it just gives me some time to think about it. Like I said I really only need this for
one thing, so I thought did I really need to get this pot just to make Christmas fudge for
my neighbors? But they really like it and I enjoy doing it. But yeah… probably just to
make me comfortable about it. Probably looked at it three times or so.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase?
R: I would say I was confident I wanted one of these pots, but was a little more hesitant
about if this one specifically will actually work. Like I said I need the induction type, and
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it said it was in the description, but how can you really trust something online you know?
I have been burned before shopping online with something like this.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Of course. The more I spend on something, the more sure I want to be. If I am buying
something expensive, I usually do a little more work before I buy it. This pot wasn’t
really cheap, but not something I would call a major purchase you know
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Umm no, it doesn’t really bother me how long it takes to get here. Mostly because the
things I am buying online I buy in plenty of time in advance. I’m never buying too close
to when I actually need it, so I guess that’s why. It’s actually much faster than when you
used to order something when I was a kid. I would order from these catalogues and it
could take like 8 weeks to arrive, so I don’t really mind waiting a week or so.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase?
R: I’m guessing about a week or five business days.. Obviously I prefer faster. Faster is
always better right? But yeah I’m not too worried about it.
I: How would you feel if instead it takes 2 days versus 7 days?
R: I would be really happy if it only took 2 days. Probably a little shocked, but happy. 7
days isn’t too bad. I’m fine with that. Anything more than a week is a little much though
nowadays.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase?
R: I didn’t really get anything. Just like the confirmation thing.
I: Okay, so would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer
showing how you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How would this make
you feel about your purchase?
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R: Oh yes! More communication with information about my purchase would be
awesome. If they could show me the different ways I could use it or how it can be used, I
would love something like that. It would definitely make me more certain about my
purchase because I know I could use it again maybe, for something other than my fudge.
I really think like recipes or something that I could use it with… yes.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why?
R: Yeah I am, mostly nervous just because of the quality. I just don’t know. I will
probably keep it either way because I can always use another pot, but I hope it’s good. I
mean unless it’s just too thing or flimsy. If it feels heavier, then I will definitely keep it.
Since I have one purpose for it, I hope it works.
I: When did you start feeling this way?
R: Well I was a little concerned before I even clicked buy because I don’t always trust
online descriptions, but definitely think about it a little more every day now. I have
looked up some recipes using things like this online so it’s been on my mind.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: Ummm… I don’t really know what they could do to help me. Maybe write a little
more about the material or its weight. I didn’t see anything about that online. I’m sure I
could find it somewhere though.
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Interview #12: Brandon
Gender: Male
Age: 24
Time: 19:46
Product Purchased: Furniture- Bed Frame
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Yeah I was searching around for a bed frame for my new apartment. Color is a big
thing because I know that the color that is online isn’t always the color you actually see
in person. That was what I was most scared about.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: So since it was such a large purchase, I wanted to make sure it lasted awhile. I went to
four or five different websites at the beginning so I had a lot of options. Like more than
100.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: Well I always thought I liked online shopping for the many options it offers, but
honestly in this case I was a little overwhelmed. There were just so many choices that
looked the same, in the same price range. Then I had to go look into the smallest details
which just took a ton of time and I felt like I had to do a lot of work on my end. I mean it
took me hours of looking by the time it’s all said and done. In the end, I was just kind of
sick of reading information about beds.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: Ummm it depends. If it is a home thing or a bigger purchase I do, but not for like
personal products. I usually buy the same things and they don’t cost a lot. I definitely
look at the number of people and the stars they give. I will not buy something that only
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one or two people have reviewed, especially if it’s something big. I would rather buy
something that has a more mediocre rating with a thousand purchases, than something
that has no ratings at all.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: I did consider reviews a lot actually, which was ultimately the deciding factor for me.
Between the three beds there were a lot of things I was worried about…Like can I
actually put this together, and does it work with my current mattress? This was the
hardest part for me. In the reviews some people really hated this bed, but some people
said it was the best bed they have ever purchased. Like how do you know who you can
trust with these kind of reviews?
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: Umm I actually had like five beds that I had bookmarked. I even sent them in an email
to my parents to see what they liked and I kept checking them out. Then like a week or
two before I ended up buying it, I went on this completely different website and found
the one I ended up purchasing. It was the best of both worlds from the ones I was
considering. Kinda funny how it works out. But I did wait two weeks and looked at it a
couple more times before I actually clicked buy. I guess just because this was one of my
first major purchases, so I wanted to take my time and be sure.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: So the main thing I was unsure about was the color beforehand just because the
pictures were really bad. I was glad I decided on one, but yeah was concerned about what
it would look like in real life.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
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R: Money definitely influences me. For this purchase since it cost so much, I really think
that made the process so long and exhausting for me. Like I wanted to make sure I got the
right one, which I am still nervous about, especially for the price tag. If this would be a
$20 thing, I really wouldn’t care, and just take the risk.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Shipping time usually does matter to me just because I am so used to the 2-day Prime
shipping. If it says like 14 days, I’m not even going to deal with that. I just want to have
my stuff asap, and who wants to wait two weeks? I will forget about it by then. I mean I
want it right now if I could, and the longer I wait the more anxious I get. I was pumped
when I first order it, but the longer I sit here in limbo, the more questions come up. I even
start to question the company when they don’t stick to their word about shipping. Like if
you dropped the ball on this, will you do the same with the quality of my bed?
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: This time just because I am not in a hurry to get the bed, and it is such a large piece, I
figured it would take a lot longer. They said 14 days to deliver it. I was okay with that. If
it gets here sooner I will be surprised and happy. I mean I want it right now if I could.
Any longer and I will probably be more anxious.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: Yeah I got a shipping confirmation. I was glad to see that it was at least in the process.
I: Would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
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R: Yeah I don’t think that I would like it just because I shop online so much. I mean my
inbox is already full, and I don’t want a lot of junk emails. Plus I think I am a decent
online shopper, so I know what I am getting typically when I order something.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: I feel like when I first bought it I was excited, like okay I can’t wait to get this. And
now it has been like four days and I have gone back and looked at it numerous times and
I’m like is this really what I want for style or color? Is this even how it’s going to look
when it gets here? So I think I am getting more nervous as time goes on and the more I sit
here and think about it to be honest. But with something like this, I probably will just
stick with it regardless. I mean could you imagine trying to box it back up and ship it
back? Plus that would cost as much as the bed probably. I do sometimes sell things on
Instagram and Craigslist though. Like when I was moving from my old apartment and
didn’t want to move some stuff I sold it on there. I think that’s kinda becoming a new
thing, especially for clothes.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: Better pictures would be my biggest recommendation. It was just on a white
background. Like I would want to see it in the room. Could you put it next to a black
nightstand and then a white night-stand? I know some sites let you like design your room
and see the furniture in there. I would have liked to do that.
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Interview #13: Eric
Gender: Male
Age: 30
Time: 17:02
Product Purchased: Accessories- Watch
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: So I was looking to get my girlfriend a new Michael Kors watch. She has one that is
similar, but I ended up getting her a black one because she wears pretty much all black all
the time to work and stuff. And it was kind of pricey for a watch ($200), and I’m not
really sure if she’s going to like it, or even if I’m going to like it. I mean in my eyes if she
likes the gold one, she should like the black one.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: Yeah there were a lot of different options when I went to the Macy’s website. I just
tried to find the one that was most similar to what she already had, but also a little
different to give her a variety.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I would say I like a happy medium. I like choices overall, but like a 100 tops. I don’t
need 1000 options. I actually ended up going through them all. Sometimes the filters take
away ones that I would consider, so I just went through the pages. Probably like 6 pages
for women’s watches.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: Oh yeah. I would say the stars and the number of people that do it. If there’s one bad
or a couple I will look at those too to see worst case scenario.
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I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: No, I actually didn’t look at reviews, which is surprising for me. I guess I knew that
she liked the brand already and that she had something similar, so I didn’t have to worry
about it.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: Yes, I put things in carts online all the time. I actually got an email today telling me
my cart was about to expire. To me that just means that I obviously don’t want it enough
to get it right away. I really like to just take time to think about things and if this was the
one I should get. Unless it’s a really good deal and I’m afraid it won’t be there tomorrow
or something.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: Ummm I would say that I had a little hesitation beforehand just because I’ve never
seen it in person. She doesn’t like small faces on watches, so I wanted to make sure it was
large enough. It looked pretty large in the pictures, but I never saw it on someone’s wrist
so I’m not completely sure that it will be the right size. But I thought she would probably
like it so I ended up getting it.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Yeah, I think when you are putting more money out there you tend to think about it a
little longer. Like do I need this, will they like it, is it worth this much?
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
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R: Yeah delivery does. I don’t think it should really take longer than a week realistically.
I think it depends on what you are ordering too and how big it is. I pay attention to that
before I click buy though, so usually that influences me more before than after.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: It said 7 days, which is probably normal for Macy’s. I would like it in two days for
sure. That way I can see it in person and decide if I am going to keep it or not. I would
probably be okay with 9 days, but anything longer I would probably start to question it
and maybe call someone to check on it.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: Just the confirmation email, which I like knowing it went through.
I: So, would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: Yeah I would like some additional communication. I think getting some feedback
about how they are working on it, or it’s on the way is always reassuring to me. That
would make me feel like they actually cared about what I was buying and the money I
was spending. The only thing would be that it would have to have a pretty good subject
line. I delete a lot of emails right when I see them unless something in the subject gets my
attention.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: I just have a lot of doubts about it I guess… like how big it’s going to be. I mean it
was hard to tell from just the plain pictures. She’s pretty small so I don’t know how it
will look on her wrist, and how the style will be. I was a little hesitant when I got it, but
more so now. The past few days I’ve paid more attention and have seen her wearing the
other one a lot, so I feel like I then start to question if she will actually like the new one.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
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R: Maybe the company could post a picture of it on a women’s wrist would help. I mean
on the white background I can’t tell if that’s a big watch for a girl or not. But I would be
able to tell if I saw it on someone. She doesn’t like the really small watches, so I am
hoping this one is bigger. It looked like it was in the picture at least.
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Interview #14: Cassie
Gender: Female
Age: 27
Time: 16:20
Product Purchased: Accessories- Boots
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Well I bought a pair of maple brown fringe boots that I paid for almost two months
ago, and they just shipped out two days ago. So I have contacted the boutique twice and
they were on backorder. Which was my mistake, I should have read that it could happen
more clearly, but she said they would for sure be in by October, and now we are in the
beginning of November and still no boots. But hopefully they get there soon. I paid about
$70 dollars for them. So not expensive, but not cheap either.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: So I didn’t really even search for them. It was just kind of like I saw them on
Instagram and decided to get them.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I would typically say more just for options sake. Gives you more choices.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: I typically do, especially on Amazon. And that headboard, I looked at reviews because
it was big purchase. If it’s a place that I don’t typically buy from then I really pay
attention. Like Ann Taylor, I know how their clothes run so I don’t worry about it. But
my mom got me a pair of Frye boots from Nordstrom and I just wanted really sure and
those boots are expensive so I wanted to be sure that I got the right thing. I need extended
calf for high boots, so I really paid attention to the reviews then. I actually measured my
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calves and then read the reviews for what people were saying about fit. I look the number
of people and the stars. Like two people doesn’t make me feel good, I prefer to have
many more. Reviews saved me a couple times, like on Amazon I learned from the
comments that it wasn’t the actual brand name, it was like a cheaper version so I didn’t
get it.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: No not really, because I didn’t actually go to find the manufacturer or anything. They
don’t tell you much information on these kind of sites. But I did read the comments
people posted on the site.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: Well for this one I bought it right away. When I saw those I thought, oh I really like
those, and just got them.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: Yes, I was really confident then. I mean they looked reputable and I have followed
them awhile, so I was like alright this will be good. I mean if this many people follow
them on Instagram and buy from them on the regular, surely I will like it too.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Definitely money counts. Like those boots that I mentioned before. The more
expensive it is, the more I will look into it and read reviews ahead of time.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
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R: Oh delivery matters a lot. I wish I would have known more about it. Amazon is great
and very reliable. Walmart is the one I had problems with for the headboard. I will admit
that I like instant gratification for every aspect of my life. I need it soon, so really I
should only be shopping at Amazon (laughter).
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: Well I originally thought two weeks, which is already long enough, but if you know
ahead of time I was okay with it. But it has literally been like 8 weeks now and now I just
wish I never would have done it at all. I would say it shouldn’t take any more than two
days for something small. Bigger things can take a little longer, but I mean it takes no
time at all to put the box in the mail. My dog’s heartworm medicine I ordered the other
day in the morning, and it was there that evening. That’s what I like. I realize that’s not
always possible, but I live in a bigger city so it’s a little easier I think because there are so
many distribution places close to me.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: I did with the boots. She emailed me and told me about the backorder. Since they were
nice about it, I was nice to them and didn’t throw a fit. And she told me that they would
send me an email when they came in and shipped, and she did. So that made me feel a
little better.
I: Would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: I would like more communication if it wasn’t excessive. I don’t want you to email me
ten times, but letting me know that it’s in the process, I’m cool with that.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: Yeah just because I went back on the site and looked at some of the other products
afterwards and it looks like this is a reoccurring problem. Then the girl posted the same
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shoes again!! My shoes, the one I was still waiting from three weeks before. That kind of
rubbed me wrong, I am still waiting over here! I need my shoes, but probably should
have bought them from someone else apparently.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: I really don’t know if there’s anything that could make this better because it was really
my fault. I should have paid more attention at the beginning for this shop and didn’t. So
that’s on me, but they aren’t completely innocent either. Three weeks without any
communication is too long. So yeah I think we are both to blame for this failure, but I
will definitely never buy from them again.
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Interview #15: Corrine
Gender: Female
Age: 20
Time: 13:37
Product Purchased: Apparel- Work-out Clothes
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Yeah, so I wanted to try the Fabletics brand that you see on Facebook and stuff. First
they are a little cheaper than Lululemon and they have really cool designs and colors, so I
wanted to order it. And if you sign up you get a really good discount on your first outfit.
So I went ahead and got some running leggings and ended up buying a jacket and a
couple shirts, and really stuff I didn’t need.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: I didn’t really search it out, just went to the website to get the leggings. They had a
couple of different pairs but not too many.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I guess I usually like more choices. Then I can sort them out and figure out what I
want. I would rather have to narrow it down myself than only be given a couple to pick
from.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: Umm I’m not too big on that to be honest. I will just glance at the stars and make sure
it isn’t like a two star thing or something, but I don’t really read them. I will just skip
over it.
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I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: I just read a few things about their products on Facebook. Since it is kind of a new
brand, there weren’t a lot of reviews to look at but I was okay with buying it. The quality
is what I was concerned about and they didn’t say anything bad about quality on
Facebook.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: All the time I put things in my cart to come back to it. I mainly do it to kind of make
sure I want it, think about it, and then hopefully I can come back to it easy and find it. I
almost bought from this page awhile back ago but didn’t end up doing it. I bought this
one right away though.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: Oh yeah, I was sure I wanted it when I bought it. It’s something new for me, and it’s a
pretty new brand in general so I wanted to give it a try. I’ve seen some of the new
commercials and Facebook ads, but I don’t know many people that wear them yet. And it
was on sale. Like your first outfit was $50 off or something like that.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Yeah money is important especially because I am in college. I have to watch what I
spend and my parents will get on me if I spend too much. So if I bought like $500 worth
of workout gear, I would probably be a little more careful than $100.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
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R: Yeah I would say so for delivery. I will buy dresses for like date parties or formals,
and dresses can fit really weird. So I want to get those kinds of things in as soon as I can
so I know if I need to get something else or not. And for textbooks especially. I can only
wait so long for that.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: I am usually pretty comfortable with 5-7 business days. I think that’s reasonable.
These said it would take 7-13 business days. That’s a little longer than I would like. I
think we all like to get stuff as soon as we can, but that’s not terrible because I don’t need
them right now. Plus, I think they will be on the lower end of that. Probably 7 days. It has
only been five so far, so I am hoping they get here soon.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: Yeah so I got a confirmation email so I know they are in the process to get to me,
which I like.
I: Would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: Yeah I have had companies do that before. Honestly, I get so many emails a day that I
would probably just delete it.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: Yeah mostly because the uncertainty about the quality. I mean I don’t really know
people that have bought this before so it’s definitely new to me. You don’t want to buy
cheap workout stuff because they fall apart so easily. Also, if I really need it. After I
bought it and you have to sit and wait for a few days, I think it makes you question
whether you needed that extra jacket or whatever. I already have so many things that look
just like it, I’m worried it’s just going to be a cheap version of what I already have.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
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R: Ummm I don’t know if they will ever be able to solve the questions about fit or quality
problem online.
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Interview #16: Erica
Gender: Female
Age: 25
Time: 13:50
Product Purchased: Tech Products- Phone Accessories
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Yes, so I started Christmas shopping and I didn’t have anything for my sister or my
boyfriend. So I was browsing on Groupon, which is kind of weird because I have never
bought anything off it before, but I saw these things for your cell phone that you like put
on the lens and it helps you be able to take really good pictures while still using your
phone. So I think it was a really good idea at the time, and it was on sale, and so I got
them.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: Well I didn’t really even search. I guess you could call this an impulse buy too. I mean
I had no idea what I was even looking for or even who at the time, I was just browsing
and came across these things.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I think it depends on if I know what I want or if I don’t. I would say that I mostly like
having all the different options because that way I have some variety. I would say that I
can feel overwhelmed though. Like I was buying a new laptop a little bit ago and I just
needed something to have at home for basically emailing and web surfing. I wasn’t
looking for any brand in particular, and that was pretty overwhelming. I was just on Best
Buy’s website, but there’s just so much to consider and so many options.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
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R: I hate to keep saying this, but I think it depends. I don’t really read reviews for clothes.
I’m not sure why, but I feel like everyone has a different style, so I don’t really care what
other people think about clothes as much. But for the computer I was looking for or
electronics or something, then I definitely do.
I; Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: (Laughs) No I didn’t read any reviews, but now I am wishing that I did. Maybe if I
would have thought about it a little more, I probably would have talked myself out of it.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: Yeah, if I put it on my cart then I usually end up buying it. I am hesitant to put
something in, but I do make the decision before I end up getting it. Sometimes I will put
stuff back, but usually I buy it right then. I guess I do more quick shopping. I don’t spend
a ton of time evaluating my online purchases, which may be why I have so many clothes
(laughs).
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: I would I say so. I was going shopping all day and couldn’t find anything. So I went
online when I got home and it was late at night. I thought they were cool at the time, and
something different that I normally wouldn’t get them.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: I would say money makes me think about it a little more. If something is $15 instead
of $50, I will probably just be more willing to take the chance on it. For $50 I will
probably think about what I currently have and if I need it a little more.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
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I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Umm yes and no. If it is for an event or something, that’s when I pay attention. I want
to make sure I give myself plenty of time to get it shipped and everything. I have had to
pay for faster shipping before just to be certain it will get there. I don’t like to chance it.
Most things I buy though aren’t on a time crunch, so then I don’t let that bother me too
much. I would say anything like 5-10 days is reasonable to me..
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: They said 7-10 days I believe. I think that’s okay, because I really don’t need it for
like three weeks. If it took a long time and it was getting closer to when I needed it, I
think that would definitely make me more worried. I would like it sooner just so I can see
how bad it is going to be haha. They may like it, but I want to see it first to decide what
else I am going to have to get now.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: Umm I just got the message saying that my order was processed and shipped. I like
getting that confirmation that my purchase went through at least..
I: Okay, so would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer
showing how you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that
influence how you feel about your purchase?
R: I would say I actually like more information. I actually had a style video emailed to
me from a website I purchased something off, and they showed me how the different
items that I ordered could be worn, and paired with other things. It came while I was
waiting for my shipping. I do think that kind of thing is cool, and I got excited for my
package to come.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
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R: Yeah I am second guessing it, just because I feel like I really didn’t think about it
before I got it. Like, these people aren’t going to like these gifts. I got them just to have
something, and now I am going to have to get them something else to make up for these
(laughs). I would say I thought it was a good buy at the time, but then the next morning I
woke up and was like, “why did I even get those?.”
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: Well I think this time it was really my fault for really just buying something without
thinking it through, so I don’t know if there is anything the retailer could do. I mean they
could maybe send me some of those style videos I mentioned before, but I really think it
was just because it was an impulse, and I should have waited and got something else in
the store. But now I will have them arriving soon, and will figure out something to do
with them.
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Interview #17: Jake
Gender: Male
Age: 26
Time: 16:31
Product Purchased: Tech Products- Phone Case
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: So I was out with my friends and one of them had this rechargeable phone case for
their iPhone. And my phone dies constantly, so I thought I should get one too. So I
actually just got on Amazon while we were out and ended up getting the same way he
had because he recommended it. It was $50 I think.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with? (How many options considered?)
R: Well I’m not really too sure to be honest. I typed in the name and the brand, and it
came up right away on Amazon. There were like 8 color choices for this specific one, so I
ended up getting the same brand but a different color.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I would say that I typically like more choices. I feel like I am a pretty good online
shopper so I can narrow down to the relevant ones most of the time. There are cases when
places like Amazon just gives you more options than you could ever look through
though. Like this Christmas my parents wanted to get a new screen for their desktop. So I
typed in desktop screens and got an insane amount of results. Even narrowing down by
screen size, and price, and reviews, still too many to look through them all. For the case I
would say my friend recommending the brand helped me narrow it down the most.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
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R: Yes I do for almost everything. It just gives me some reassurance that some other
people have bought this too and a better idea of what I can expect. I feel like real people
are a lot more honest. I look at the number of reviews for sure, and the stars.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: I did, but probably not as intensely as I would have if my friend didn’t already tell me
it was great. The reviews were pretty consistent for the most part, so I was okay with
going ahead and getting that one.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: I did get it right away. I do the cart thing though and get a lot of emails because of it. I
would say the more expensive it is the more I do it.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: I would say I was confident when I clicked buy. I mean my friend liked it, it was
going to make my phone last longer, and I got it on Amazon. So yeah I felt pretty good.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Yes. Like I said I think that I pay more attention to everything when it is expensive.
Like the reviews are more important and the return policy.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Delivery matters a lot for me. So I live close to all the major retail stores that for me if
it doesn’t ship quick it’s not worth it to wait. I would say anything longer than 5 days I
will just to the store to get it.
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I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: I ordered it on Friday and it said three days, so it will probably be here like Monday or
Tuesday. For me, next day is incredible, but it doesn’t really make a difference if it’s two
or three days. Anything after 5 days is too long though to wait. I would say that I get
worried if the product is even going to make it at that point.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: Just the standard confirmation email that you always get for online purchases. I like
keeping track of my purchases with those, so I liked it.
I: So would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: I would say I would maybe like communication, but it would depend on what I was
getting. I think plugging in a phone is kind of self-explanatory, but for something a little
more technical maybe. I think if I was unsure of how to use something or if it was
difficult or something I would like that more.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: Yeah I am doubting it. I think it was just because I really didn’t look around and scope
out all my options. I kind of just took his advice and went with it. And I was on Amazon
again the other day and a couple more of them came up so I started looking at them. I
maybe could have got a cheaper one, or one that charges my battery up again for longer.
There were just so many different brands and types that I wasn’t even aware of.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: Well it was really my fault to be honest. I don’t think there’s really thing the retailer
could have done to make it better, because I really just wish I would have looked around
a little more before buying.
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Interview #18: Kristen
Gender: Female
Age: 30
Time: 15:42
Product Purchased: Apparel- Work Clothes
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: I ordered a new pair of dress pants leggings for work. I got an email from Ann Taylor
about a sale they were having so I just went ahead and bought some. They were normally
like $110, and I got them for $60. So I guess it was more of an impulse buy.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: I didn’t really search it out specifically, just went to the website to look at the sales
tab. I was just bored on my lunch break and kind of looking around. They had a couple of
different pairs to choose from, but not a lot. I didn’t like compare these pants to pants on
other websites or anything. I just thought they looked like they would work, and went
with it.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: Typically I like more choices. I would rather have the variety and be able to narrow it
down on my own then to have them give me five things.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: I usually read reviews for clothes. The things I care about most are fabric care because
I don’t like to get tons of dry clean only things. That is just too much hassle. And for
clothes people will talk about the material or how long it lasts. Typically the star rating is
what I pay most attention to.
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I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: These didn’t have any reviews that I saw, so I didn’t rely on them at all.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: I bought this one in the same day, but I almost always put things in my cart and come
back to it. I shop a lot on my phone when I am on my lunch break and so I will save
things in my cart and then wait until I get home to order it. That way I have a bigger
screen and can read more about it. It lets me think about it before I decide to get it. Is this
really where I want to spend my money? For this purchase the sale was only that day. So
I put it in my cart that day around lunchtime and came back that evening to get it.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: Yeah I was sure when I was actually buying it. Like I said it was more of an impulse
thing because of the sale, so I didn’t really put too much thought process into it before I
clicked buy. I was like, oh I like these, I could wear them to work and be comfortable and
cute, and that was really it.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Yes. The always question things that are pricier ahead of time. I will definitely read
the fabric care and reviews before I buy something expensive, or what I would call
expensive.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Usually no, unless I am ordering it for a specific event and need it by a certain date.
Usually like two weeks or less is alright by me.
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I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: This said it should be 7 days for shipping, which is totally fine. Like I said I don’t
know if I will keep them so no rush. Plus I have another similar pair to get me through
until then. I definitely prefer faster shipping, so two days would be awesome. But nine
days works too. As long as it’s not like two months from now or something crazy.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: The standard “your purchase has been made and here is the shipping confirmation and
tracking number email.” I like when they give tracking numbers for sure, just because it
lets me stay in the loop about when I can expect it to get there.
I: This doesn’t really apply to your purchase right now, but say you bought a new fitbit,
would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how you
can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you feel
about your purchase?
R: Umm probably not. I get a ton of emails because I buy clothes online, so I would say it
would be more junk mail to me. I will just wait and read the manual when it arrives.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: I was pretty sure I wanted them when I clicked purchase. I really didn’t think about it
much. But definitely afterwards and even more so now is when I started second guessing
it. I am a little nervous about the size because I want them to fit like leggings, but not be
like gross tight because it is still for work. Also, I already have a pair from a different
store that are similar, so I don’t really know if I need them really. But they were on sale
and gave me free shipping, so I went ahead and did it.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: Really no, nothing the company could do to change my mind at this point. It was kind
of my fault because I made the impulse buy. I can always return them though because
they have a good return policy. That at least makes me feel a little better I guess.
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Interview #19: Marcie
Gender: Female
Age: 34
Time: 16:33
Product Purchased: Décor- Holiday Décor
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Yes, okay so last night I purchased Pottery Barn stockings. I was shopping on the
website already and came across them about thought I would go ahead and get two more
because we are expecting new babies in the next few months. So I wanted them to match
our current stocking collection, but when I looked they no longer had the ones that I
wanted. And we don’t know the genders yet, so I had to just buy them plain. They are
like $35 each, so I was spending $70 on stockings. I want them to look good.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: When I went to the holiday section there were probably 15 different options. I
browsed the different pictures that came up and selected the ones that looked most similar
to the color pattern I already had.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: Umm... I would say it depends on what I am buying. For instance, my girls wanted girl
Legos for Christmas. That’s all the said is we want girl Legos. Well when I went on
Amazon to find some, do you know how many different types there are? Thousands. For
that type of thing I was really overwhelmed. But for something where I know that I want
a certain brand and a certain color stocking, I would prefer more choices. If that makes
sense?
I: Yes, definitely. Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing
decisions? Why? What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
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R: I mean it depends what it is to be honest. So my girls were going crazy over that
Christmas light shooter that puts red and green snowflakes all over your house. They love
the blow up things, but I refuse to put those in my yard, so I was like okay maybe I can
do this star shooter thing and it will make them happy. So I went online to buy it online
and the reviews were terrible able to quality and how long it lasts. So something where I
don’t know much about it, I definitely will.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: No not really any reviews. Just because I have had this brand for many years so I
know the quality expectations. There really isn’t much I could do about the color thing
though so I didn’t bother with reviews.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: Oh I always have things stored in my cart. Almost everything I buy was already in my
cart. So I wait and think about it and if I really want it or not. It just makes me feel better
about my purchase and how I will really want it. But with this one I was just already on
the site and ended up getting it then.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: Well I mean I feel like I made the best decision I could at the time. Without being able
to see them in person, I’m not really sure how they are going to look up next to my other
ones. Colors are so different in person than they look on a plain website. So I was a little
nervous about which one to get at the time of purchase.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: I would say money does with anyone. I’ve noticed that the more expensive something
is the more times I will come back to it in my cart. I guess I want to be sure before its
final you know?
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I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: I would say yeah for sure. Prime kind of spoils you to think that everything needs to
be there the next day. I would say a week is doable. I’m typically not in a rush for things,
so I don’t mind to wait, but I want you be accurate in your shipping estimation. I buy a
lot of photo books on Walgreens online, and they are almost never on time. That really
frustrates me because sometimes I need them by a specific day if my parents will be in
town, or whatever.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: It should be here in a week, which is fine. The sooner it gets here the better I will feel
for sure. Like I said before, I get angry when something doesn’t arrive when they say it
should. I don’t mind waiting, just be consistent in what you tell me.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: Just the confirmation email. I definitely like getting those typically, those it was a
reminder to me a few hours later about how I wasn’t sure if I should have purchased that
specific one because it showed a picture.
I: So would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: Ummm I think it would depend on what it was for in regards to more communication.
Like if I didn’t know a lot about it, I would like to see how you can change it to make it
look different or something like that. I wouldn’t really want that kind of thing for
everything we buy though. Like the stockings, I’m not sure what they would really send.
I: Maybe decorating ideas or tips?
R: Yeah, I actually might like something like that.
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I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: I would say that after I clicked purchase I was second-guessing it way more. So I
ordered it and then when I was sitting on my couch checking my email, I saw the
confirmation. There was an email about it and there was a picture. When I was sitting
there I was looking at the stockings we currently have and then the new ones and I just
wasn’t really sure I picked the right one. I mean it was totally my fault though for just
being in a hurry and getting them that day. I should have just gone to the store and saw
them in person. That way I could know I would like them, instead of having to wait for
them to arrive now, and most likely having to return them to the store anyways.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: Well I would really like if they would let you see pictures of the stockings next to
other ones in the store. Like a couple hung on a mantel or something. I know the colors of
some of them because I have seen them in person, but I think that would make me more
comfortable.
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Interview #20: Mike
Gender: Male
Age: 41
Time: 17:51
Product Purchased: Tech Products- Computer
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Yeah. I bought the brand new fourth generation Apple TV. I was reading reviews
about it online last week, and then I went online to pre-order it from Amazon.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: Well I didn’t really search for it. I knew it was coming out soon, so I went ahead a preordered. There are a bunch of similar products, but I didn’t consider those.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I would say more choices typically, but it depends on what I am looking for. I am
pretty good at narrowing things down to a reasonable number just because I shop online
so frequently. I don’t need 1000 options for everything though. I think there has to be
some sort of balance there, but I feel like I can always manage a bigger number maybe
than most can.
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: Well since it’s new, there really aren’t too many reviews out there. Not the typical
kind at least. I did go on some techy type forums and read some information about people
that did the product testing. Nothing really conflicting there that I didn’t read about
myself.
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I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: I did. I was reading about it, and just got excited about the newest version. I will put
things in my cart and come back to them though. We even do that in the store as a sort of
check at the end as to if we actually need/want to buy that or not.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: Once the newness factor wears off, and I’ve played with it a little, I will probably send
it back to be honest. I just want to see what it does, and if it has any features that will beat
what I current have, but again I don’t really have a need for it.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Yeah I mean for $20, yeah whatever I’ll take it. But $1800 for a computer that I talked
myself into it, and after that initial excitement goes away and I’m stuck thinking about
what I just did, I will cancel it. Once they told me it was too late to cancel it. So I didn’t
even open the box. Just printed the new sticker and sent it back without even checking
the product out. Amazon is just so consumer friendly, I don’t feel bad about sending stuff
back there at all. It just goes a long way for me and how comfortable I feel. I mean we
pay $100 for that service, so we are paying for it. But it’s still nice.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Hmm... that’s a good question. Yeah delivery time definitely influences me. For
Amazon prime there is two options: 2 and 1 day. In fact, sometimes things that talk me
out of impulse purchases is that I can’t get it the next day. If I have to wait two days… I
don’t know if I should get it. You know, I want it right then. If it was guaranteed by
Amazon and took a while to get it, that would definitely make me think twice about
buying it. I want it as soon as possible.
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I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: I would say any more than 2 days is too long. I just think that Amazon has done that to
me. It is just so easy and convenient, that you can get it done fast. Anything beyond that,
especially when you go somewhere and I actually have to pay for shipping??? It takes
seven or ten days then. My excitement about the purchase I made definitely starts
declining over that time. I think the longer that I am waiting and the longer that it takes to
ship, the more I am going to realize that I don’t need it. I think that’s my big thing. Like
as soon as I clicked on it, after I thought why am I doing this. So I’m just drawn to the
fact that it is something shiny and new. So I want to get it and try it, but see what I do
about it from there.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: No I have not. Just the confirmation. I will always log on to Amazon and check the
shipping status frequently, but that’s it. But I haven’t gotten any follow-up about it.
I: So would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: I don’t think I would more follow up communication like that. For me, it just wouldn’t
work. I am kind of a tech savvy guy though. If you are sending me the basics about
plugging my phone in and stuff like that, I am just going to completely ignore that
because it’s not relevant to me. If you are going to send me stuff, it needs to be on my
language level for me to spend time on it. And I assume that most communications don’t
tailor it like that.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
R: Well I am doubting it now because I totally don’t need it. Like absolutely no need. On
top of that, it is less compatible than what I already have at home and it’s going to be sort
of a pain to hook up. I have a tv that I have mounted right now and I have a Roku that’s
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nice and small, that doesn’t need an extra plug. This will be bigger and somewhat bulker,
and needs an additional plug. Plus, I’m not really committed to this iTunes ecosystem, so
I’m don’t even know if I can even play all of my content on it... (laughter). Well I saw it,
I got excited and thought I needed it at then time, but then I clicked purchase. Afterwards
I thought about it and was like, what am I doing? It makes absolutely no sense. But I still
want to get it. I want to play around with it. I’m excited about getting it but I realize that
it might get returned.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
R: Umm probably nothing other than get it to me sooner than later. Like I said, I need
that instant gratification, so the sooner the better for me.
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Interview #21: Richard
Gender: Male
Age: 31
Time: 14:31
Product Purchased: Apparel: Sports Gear
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: So I got an email from Fan Outfitters that there was a sale going on in their store. And
sometimes it excludes Nike polos, which are typically what I am interested in buying, but
this time it didn’t. So I went online and browsed around. They had this new UK polo that
I had never seen before, and I really liked it. So I used the promo code from the email and
got it. It was originally $90, but I got it for $65.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: Well when I got to the site I clicked on the Nike tab. That was really all I was
interested in. There were several different ones, but many of them looked similar to ones
I already had. I just went through and saw this one. It looked nice and different from what
I have, so I bought it.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: Ummm, I didn’t really do much narrowing other than brand. I typically use the filters
just to get it to more of a manageable number. So I guess that helps me feel better, but
that really wasn’t an issue in this case. Typically I like more choices just to give me more
variety.
I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: Since I really only buy brands I know and like, I don’t typically look at reviews. Just
because I know what I am getting.
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I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: No I didn’t look at reviews at all. It was a more spur of the moment kind of thing. I
found it, liked it, and bought it right then and there. Plus it was a new polo, so there
weren’t going to be any reviews.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: I actually came back to it. I saw it on my phone and then waited until I got home so I
could look at it on my laptop and ordered it then. I did put it in my cart, so I could easily
go back to it to see the exact name. It just lets me think about it and saves my place for
me. I do think that it helps make me feel better.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: I didn’t really think about it too much to be honest. I was mostly excited because this
was a new style that I hadn’t seen before. Plus I got like $20 off and free shipping, so I
thought why not? I mean this was a deal and I wanted to try it out.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: I would say money does. If I hadn’t had a promotional thing, I may not have done it. I
would probably have waiting until I could go see it in person. The more I spend,
especially online, the more sure I want to be that I want to buy it ahead of time.
I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Delivery really doesn’t matter for me too much because I’m not buying things that are
time sensitive. As long as it is reasonable, which I would consider like a week.
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I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: It should take 5-7 business days. That is typically what they say, and I have learned
that they are actually faster than that. If it does come in early, I would love it because I
am going to a game next week that I could wear it to if I like it. If it takes longer, that’s
when I will probably get a little more upset and think maybe I should have just driven to
the store.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: I just got a shipping confirmation. I was satisfied with that, that they are processing
my order as they said they would.
I: This doesn’t really apply to your purchase right now, but say you bought a new fitbit,
would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how you
can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you feel
about your purchase?
R: Yeah I think I would like more information from companies about what I bought.
Especially if it was something new to me, or that I hadn’t been as familiar with. Would
probably make me feel a little better about ordering something new.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way? Are you second guess more now
or when you bought it initially?
R: Really the material or the fit of the shirt is what I am second guessing. As I said before
I am a little different in that I don’t just like every polo and how it fits. I have had some
Nike polos in the past that are just too loose around my neck, or aren’t long enough to
tuck in. Really just not being able to see it ahead of time would be my biggest thing still.
I would say maybe just a little more now, but I think we all do that. Just the more you
think about it, the more you think of the things that can be wrong.
I: Is there anything the company could do to make you feel better?
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R: The polo was on a manikin. Yeah actually I would like to see a picture of the polo on a
person. I feel like you can tell a little bit more about fit when you see it on a body. So I
guess that.
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Interview #22: Summer
Gender: Female
Age: 28
Time: 14:47
Product Purchased: Apparel- Sports Gear
I: Can you tell me a little bit about what you are purchasing? (what it was, how much it
cost, etc.)
R: Well around the holidays they always have great deals, so my husband and I were
shopping online one night on the couch. I needed a new hair straightener so we were
already shopping and decided to just look at some of the clothing on sale for our
upcoming trip. We are going to an NFL game, so we went ahead and ordered some new
shirts and things for the trip. It was Nike gear so it was still like $60 for each of us, but it
was on sale.
I: So when you went to search for this _______(product) online, how many different
choices were you initially presented with?
R: Yeah we really didn’t go into it thinking that we needed these things. It was kind of
like we just came across them and decided to get them because they were on sale. We
really didn’t even look for other options, but I’m sure they were out there.
I: Would you have preferred more or less choices when you were making your purchase
decision? Why? How did you narrow it down? Why did you choose this way? Did this
method make you feel good about your choice? Why?
R: I would say more choices, but also more filters. Sometimes Amazon doesn’t have all
the filters that I need and it still leaves me with way too many options. I like having the
variety in case I am looking for something a little unique, but once I narrow it down using
the filters of exactly what I want, I only want to have to consider a few choices at the end.
Like for my straightener I filtered like three things, but still had like 30 options. I want
you to give me more filters of things I maybe hadn’t thought about to help get it down to
like five. I think filters help me make sure that I am getting exactly what I want without
overwhelming me with options.
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I: Do you typically rely on reviews to help you make online purchasing decisions? Why?
What do you look for in reviews (number, recency, stars, etc.)?
R: Yeah I do, especially for things online that I’m not sure about. I remember when we
were registering for our wedding we were doing it online. So I don’t know the difference
between the kinds of metals they use in pots and pans. So I read a lot of reviews to make
sure that we were getting a good quality thing, but at a reasonable cost. I would say I look
at number for sure, and also stars. The number of reviews definitely helps me to feel
better… power in numbers right?
I: Did you read any reviews about this specific product before you purchased it? Tell me
a little bit about those. Was there any conflicting information that you came across? How
did this make you feel about your purchase?
R: No I really didn’t really look at reviews. I didn’t think too much about it, or really
even long enough to consider reviews to be honest.
I: Did you buy this product the first time you searched for it, or did you come back to
view the product numerous times (how many)? Why? How does this make you feel about
your purchase?
R: For the shirts, we just kind of stumbled across them. I had previously looked at NFL
stuff before to get for the trip, so I knew what was out there, but I didn’t think about it too
long on this one. And I ended up getting way more than I really intended. I just ended up
getting these right away because the sale was going to end.
I: Before you purchased, were you confident that this was a good purchase? What
specific things made you sure of this?
R: I would say I was confident before I bought. We are excited about the trip and excited
about the new clothes to wear, so I think it was just kind of in the moment. We really
didn’t think about it, and so yeah I was confident that it was an okay buy.
I: Does the monetary value (high price vs low price) make a difference of if you question
a purchase or not BEFORE you buy?
R: Money definitely does. The more I spend the more I question it afterwards. I almost
get sick to my stomach, but I’m an accountant so I think about the numbers game all day
long.
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I: Now we are going to talk about things that happened after you clicked purchase, and
how it makes you feel about your purchasing experience.
I: How does the amount of time between purchase and actual delivery of the product
influence how you feel about a purchase decision? Why?
R: Yeah because now-a-days I feel like you can get most things in like 48 hours. If it is
going to take longer than that I begin to question the quality of the company and their
ability to get me what I need in time. I would say the longer I wait the more I question the
company. And I will never order anything on Amazon or Etsy shipping from China.
I: How long do you anticipate it will take for your product to arrive? How does this make
you feel about your purchase? What if it takes 2 days versus 9 days?
R: They said 5 days I think. Little longer than I would like, but not terrible I guess. I
would definitely be questioning it more if it takes 9 days, and would obviously like it
sooner than later. That way I can decide if I want to keep it or not, and if we will need to
get something else before our trip.
I: Have you received any follow-up communication after your purchase? What type of
follow-up communication have you received after the purchase was made? How did this
make you feel about the purchase?
R: I did get an email confirmation. I like when they do that. I think it is helpful to keep
your customers in the loop about what’s going on with the purchase. It makes me feel
better at least.
I: So would you be receptive to follow up communication from the retailer showing how
you can use your product after you clicked purchase? How does that influence how you
feel about your purchase?
R: I would say so if it’s going to take a long time then I would like communication. If I
am waiting over a week I want you to continue to communicate with me. I am going to
forget about it. I don’t want excessive communication, but maybe a follow-up email just
letting me know it is in the process and that you care about my purchase.
I: Finally, are you still second guessing the product right now while you are waiting to
receive it? Why? When did you start feeling this way?
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R: I would say afterwards is when I started second guessing for sure. Even maybe the
next day. It’s been like three days now and I am for sure questioning why I even did this.
I would say the fit is something I am always worried about, but also whether or not we
should have even bought them at all? I mean we have plenty of stuff to wear to this game,
so we really don’t need it. It’s actually kind of sad the number of shirts we have that look
just like it, but this one has a white stripe instead of black across it (laughs).
R: Umm not that I can think of. I mean it was my fault for just kind of buying them
without thinking. We have so many things just like it, but I am a sucker for a good deal.
That’s how they get you.
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